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APPARELS
Aspen French M21-1a
Formal shirt long/short sleeves with button down
collar, chest pocket. Can be tailored in different
choice of colours and have a privilege to choose
the variety of fabric from oxford, soft washed twill
and gabadin poly viscose. A matching tie can be
supplied along that is optional.
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APPARELS

Fleece M21-2a
Achievers range of versatile jackets, combining the
protection and comfort with clean and contemporary
sleek design. Constructed from a soft layer of ﬂeece,
it features large pockets and an external and internal
chest pockets. Strategic ﬂeece panelling is opt for the
warm comfort. Darted elbows provide better articulation
in the arms are optional.
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APPARELS

Wind Breaker M21-3a
This lightweight windbreaker jacket is water
resistant made of micro polyester fabric with zip
front closure. Soft to the touch, versatile, and great
for layering. This lightweight windbreaker is great
for all weather conditions. Can be tailored with
a scuba neck, mesh lined panel hood, and welt
pockets. These can be custom made with padding
to handle chilly winters. Reﬂective tapes are optional
for safety.
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APPARELS

Manning Full Sleeve
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M21-4a

Our new long sleeve polo was modeled after an Italian version we love. Made
from 100% durable cotton and washed for a broken-in look and feel, this polo
is designed to be super versatile. A proper-size collar allows you to go up or
down, and the proper body length and tapered sleeves provide for a great,
streamlined look.

Long Sleeve Crew M21-4b
Long sleeve design crewneck with ribbed sleeve cuffs.
Materials: 90% cotton, 10% polyester. These can also be
tailored in ﬂeece fabric for winter wear.
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APPARELS

Crew M21-5a
Single jersey 100% ring spun
combed cotton fabric, enzyme
ﬁnish for soft and smooth
touch. 180 gsm

Comfort Knit M21-5b
Excellent crew neck tees with antimicrobial
performance and odor prevention. 100%
Polyster. Durable to repeat washes.

motivatorsuae.com

APPARELS

Performance M21-6a

Airy Micro Mesh M21-6b

Seamsoft 100% cotton performance polos. Fuller cut that sits
comfortably on your skin. Seamsoft textured fabric that wicks
sweat and dries fast. It’s soft, light and breathable with an anti
order technology. These bespoke polos can be customed as
per your requirements. Available in 220 and 240 gsm.

Bespoke knitted fabric with enhanced
breathability and comfort. A perfect
blend of pima knit into ﬁne threads with
leight weight model in a micro mesh
construction. The result is softest, lightest
and the most breathable polo, one can
wear.
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APPARELS

Silaide 100 M21-7a
These anti-microbial dry and cool fabric polo shirts
are constructed from special fabric using moisture
management system. This unique garment is treated
with Silaide 100 which uses the power of silver to control
the growth of bacteria and virus on contact.
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APPARELS
Unique Blend M21-8a
Dry N Cool the unique blend of two layers of fabric PM & cotton. This
special technology, fabric safeguards the skin from harmful UV rays
that protects you from sunburn and keeps you healthy and fresh. The
sweat absorbent feature keeps the body dry and comfortable. This pulls
the moisture away from the skin to the surface of the fabric. The key
feature of the fabric is that it is constructed in a way where the inside
of the fabric is predominantly cotton that is soothing to the skin, and
the outside is polyester. This therefore combines the comfort of cotton
with the hardwearing properties of polyester. The salient features
of this cooltex unique blend material includes easy care, wickability,
breathability, softness, shape retention, quick drying, total comfort and
UV protection.

AntiMicrobial M21-8b
Shield readymade polo with Heiq
Swiss Tech antimicrobial technology.
These viroblock antiviral polo’s are
tailored intelligently that shields
against bacteria and virus. Antiviral
comfort knit 100% polyester. Premium
quality executive wear. No-fuss
performance. Creaseless.
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Aden

M21-9a

Professional’s apron, short
version. 195 gr/m², 90%
polyester / 10% cotton.

Oliver

M21-9b

Twill cotton (250 gsm) Apron set with pot holder,
oven mitt in self material cord bag.

motivatorsuae.com
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Chef M21-10a
Apron in waxed canvas with leather
details, adjustable strap with 2 chest
pockets and 1 large low level pocket.
12oz waxed canvas.

Apron M21-10b
Promotional cotton aprons
Size: 60*92 cms

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Tokorao

M21-11a

A powerful aluminium alloy body Jump Starter with 11200 mAh
capacity capable of powering cars, SUVs, Pickup Truck, Van etc.
It can also be used as a powerbank capable of charging tablets
and smartphones. Additionally, it features an 800 lumens torch
with different lighting modes Max/Medium/Minimum/Flashing/
SOS. Jump starting Voltage DV 12V, Starting current- 400A, Peak
Current- 600A (<0.5 sec). Power Bank Input & Output- 5V/2A.
Product size : 5.7 × 5.7 × 21 cm. Max Print Size : 25 x 90 mm.
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Tactical

M21-12a

A heavy duty tactical torch with built-in 2600 mAh power
bank, a twist torch, SOS light, wind shield breaker, seat belt
cutter and magnet to stick on any metal surface. The torch
can be charged with the car cigarette lighter slot or with the
AC charger. A perfect outdoor companion.

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Tasaeud M21-13a
Tasaeud the 3 in 1 Wireless Car Charger is designed for Apple
Watch, Apple AirPods, iPhone and Qi-enabled phone. Tasaeud is
an integrated one-stop management of your Apple devices.
This clutter free simple and convenient gives you freedom from
tangle of wires to charge your 3 devices smoothly at the same
time. Wide compatibility & fast charging that support airpods
3W charging mode, iPhone 11/11 Pro/11 Pro Max/Xs / XR /
Max / X / 8 / 8 Plus 7.5W charging mode and Samsung Galaxy
S10 / S10 / S9 / S9 / S8 / S8 / S7 / Note 9/8/7/5 / 10W fast
wireless charging mode and 5W standard charging for other
Qi phones. Safety protection design by newest safe charging
technology supports your AirPods, iPhone and iWatch. Designed
with multiprotect technology provides temperature and voltage
control, when the charging temperature is too high, intermittent
charging or even no charging. No over-heat and battery
damage to your phone. Automatic gravity sensing function that
automatically clamps the phone when you put it in the middle
charging area. Onehanded operation that make it more safe
when you are driving. Tasaeud provide you with the best viewing
angle which gives you safe driving whether you are listening to
music or navigation in progress. The car phone mount hold your
devices tightly.
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Thor
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M21-14a

Thor adds design to traditional car safety
hammer. It is the help during any car break down
or even an accident. It combines safety hammer
and seatbelt cutter in a robust body. Registered
design® Product Size: 17.5 x 3 x 8.5 cm. Packing
Details : 0.06857 cbm ; 80 pcs /carton ; gw/nw: 19
kg / carton

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Khashan M21-15a
Multifunctional 6 in 1 car charger equipped with built in 2200 mAh power
bank, emergency warning light, safety hammer, seat belt cutter and a torch.
Fully equipped handy accessory that would be useful in emergency. This
compact device has a car charger. Input 12V~24V USB. Input 5V/1A USB.
Output 5V/1A. Product Size : 11.5 x 4 x 2.5 cm. Max Print Size : 25 x 13 mm.
Packing Details : 40 x 29 x 15 cm ; 50 pcs /carton ; gw/nw: 6.2 kg / carton

Hella

M21-15b

Hella is a car phone holder with seat belt cutter
and glass breaker. The excellent branding space
on this product. Product Size : 9.7 x 5 x 2.8 cm.
Max Print Size : 25 x 15 mm. Packing Details :
36.5 x 24.5 x 28.5 cm; 100pc/carton; gw/nw: 5.2
kg /carton.

motivatorsuae.com
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E-Robot M21-16a
Dashboard wireless car charger and phone holder. E-Robot is equipped with smart sensor auto-clamping 10W
fast charging. Material: Fabric+ABS+metal+silicone. Input : 9V/1.67A | Output: 9V/1.0-1.2A. Charging distance:
0-8 mm. This comes with type C protection: FOD (Foreign Objection Detection), over voltage protection, over
current protection, over temperature protection (70degree) Certiﬁcate: CE, RoHS, FCC Packaging: White paper box
Dimension: 12x10 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
Vent M21-17a
Universal magnetic
car vent mount with a
standard black color,
rubber ﬁnishing and with
metal plate. Mirror effect
engraving gives a classy
effect. Packaging: Black
Paper Box. Dimension:
3.8x4.9x1cm

Montera M21-17b
Montera is a magnetic car phone holder with quick clip mounting,
Secure vent grip, anti-slip and 360 degree rotation.

motivatorsuae.com
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Aljadhibia M21-18a
Gravity induction 5 Watt wireless car charger that allows for a hands free safe
car drive. The phone (up to 6”) is held securely in place by the two holders on
the side to keep the item stable when driving along. This comes with built-in
LED indicator to indicate when the phone is charging. Input-Type C 5V/1A,
Output-5V-1A/5Watts wireless. Product Size : 22.1 x 14.6 x 1.26 cm. Max Print
Size : 35 x 55 mm.

Etreinte M21-18b
Wireless car charger with 2 stands
(suction & insert).
Input: 5V/1.5A
Wireless Output: 5V/1A
Wireless Charging: 5W
Material: ABS Efﬁciency: ≥ 70%.
with 1M Micro USB cable: 2A
Packaging: White paper box
Dimension: 13.7x7.5 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

ParkMate M21-19a
A smart car ﬁnder / charger. Charges 3
digital devices at full speed simultaneously
(Max 6.4A). Comes with built-in car tracking
and parking time reminder. It pairs with the
phone via bluetooth and tags the location in
maps on the phone whenever the phone and
the device disconnect from each other. One
can easily ﬁnd the vehicle by following the
location on the map in the phone application.
The parking meter alert feature reminds when
the time is up. Available in leather ﬁnish.

Daw’ M21-19b
Light up car charge that has built-in dual
USB ports. Input: 2.Dc12-24V, Output:
DC5.1V-2.1A Logo light-up Area: 3cm, both
sides. Comes packed in a black paper gift
box.
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Zwilling M21-20a
Bluetooth earbuds in a chargeable black case. These
earbuds come with noise cancellation feature with
increadible sound quality. Playback Time: 4hrs.
Case size: 85*40*30 mm

Tweeling M21-20b
Set of 2 wireless TWS 5.0 wireless stereo
earphones with 45 mAh battery built-in.
Playing time approx. 3 hours. Including a
micro USB charging cable. Presented in
box which also acts as a charging station
with rechargeable Li-ion 250 mAh battery.
Dimensions: 9x4.1x3.1 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Tyvek M21-21a
Original Dupont Tyvek sunshades (white) with a range of
border colours to match logo & print matter. Comes with
a matching pouch. Product Size : 150 x70 cm. These are
also available for larger SUV’s. Product Size : 155 x 75 cm .
Max Print Size : (Sunshade) ø500 mm (Pouch) ø130 mm

Sun Shades M21-21b
Silver / black polyester sunshades in a pouch.
Product size : 150 x 70 cm.
Max print size: (Sunshade) ø500 mm (Pouch) ø130 mm.

Chasmish M21-21c
Trendy sunglasses with coloured mirrored lenses with UV400
protection. Includes a microﬁber pouch that can be used as a
cleaning cloth. Carton quantity: 200 pieces

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Longman

M21-22a

3-in-1 round shape 1 meter long charging cable. The
engraved logo gives the lightup effect. Comes with Type C,
Lighting and Android Charging.

Ratchet M21-22b
This well equipped 24 piece silver
metal tool kit comes in handy for all
types of everyday ﬁxings. It includes
grip handle pliers, mini screwdrivers,
allen keys, a bit holder, 5 ratchet bits
and 10 screwdriver bits, and a 3’ tape
measure. The neat aluminum carry case
has a zippered closure. This kit reﬂects
superior design, construction and utility
for your home or car. Weight: 1 lb. 3 ozs.
Dimensions: 6 1/2” x 4 1/2”.

motivatorsuae.com
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AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Roadstar M21-23a
Innovative Smart Gift Set. Roadstar
comprises of a high end leather ﬁnish
car charger / car ﬁnder, a smart key
ﬁnder / holder and a magnetic car
mounting stand for all the mobile
phones. This comes pack in a
presentable gift box packing. Perfect
gift for travel and transport industry.

motivatorsuae.com
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CarMate M21-24a
An elegant zippered car kit. This
essential mate comprises of
a smart anti loss locator / key
ﬁnder and holder, a dual lightup USB car charger, a magnetic
mobile holder that can be
clipped on to your AC vent and
a 3 in 1 multi charging lightup cable packed and organize
carefully in CarMate.

motivatorsuae.com
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BAGS -(Backpack
BAGS
Backpack | Messenger | Sports | Travel )

Haqibat Zahar

M21-25a

Heavy duty waterproof backpack made of Oxford
+ PU material. Business backpack with a padded
sleeve for laptop, ﬁt up for 19 inch laptop. It’s Water
resistant, anti-scratch nylon fabric and Anti-theft
zipper pocket on the back to secure your valuable
stuff makes it durable and safe. External USB port
gives you the privilege to recharge your mobile/
device with your power bank (not included) that
you may have inside the bag. The front zipper
compartment and multi pockets for your accessories.
Product size: 33cm(L) x 48cm(H) x 15cm(W)

motivatorsuae.com
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Travel )- Backpack
BAGS

Sac à Dos

M21-26a

Sac à Dos is an attractive backpack that is functional
and comfortable to wear all-day long. It has sturdy
main compartment with padded laptop / tablet slots
and loads of space for documents. The back pocket
to keep your essentials. An external USB allows you to
charge your phone outside while keeping the power
bank (not included) inside. The pocket on the shoulder
strap allows quick access cards for convenient use. Can
slide on to your trolley bag for easy handling. Packed in
individual box. Product size: 47 x 32 x 15 cm. Max print
size : 110 x 80 mm

motivatorsuae.com
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WorkFit

M21-27a

A 18” laptop backpack for the modern man who wants to work
hard during the day and perform sports or go the gym in his
leisure time. This backpack has 2 main compartments, a shoe
compartment, a side mesh pocket, an air mesh back and high
quality jaquard lining. Has backside trolley strip. Product size: 45
x 30 x 14.5 cm. Max print size : 140 x 50 mm

motivatorsuae.com
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Travel )- Backpack
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MiPac

M21-28a

High quality laptop backpack suits 15.6” laptop and tablet PC case,
USB port and RFID port. Crafted with nylon + micro ﬁber high
quality fabric. Has backside trolley strip and mesh water pocket
holder. Can hold many cables, earphones, business and bank
cards, pens and other accessories. Convenient for working and
travelling. Quality backpack matches all fashion. Packaging: High
quality polybag. Dimension: 29.5x13x39 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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BAGS -(Backpack
BAGS
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ZIPPERED
POCKET

CHARGER
INLET

ZIPPERED
POCKET

Cheltos

M21-29a

A heavy duty two tone back pack.
Padded handles sideways and
the shoulder strap gives you ease
to carry either ways. Has padded
laptop and ipad compartments,
mesh pockets to hold accessories.
The vertical barrel shape makes it
highly practical to access and carry
things safely. Size: 31x46x14 cm
ZIPPERED
POCKETS

PADDED IPAD
COMPARTMENT

motivatorsuae.com
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Rêchsek

M21-30a

Everyday backpack with antibacterial
exterior fabric to ensure that your
backpack is free from harmful disease
causing bacteria. Commute and travel
with this backpack without worrying
about accumulating bacteria on your
backpack during multiple contact with
foreign surfaces. This backpack features a
15” laptop compartment, a USB external
charging port, easy to access 2 front
compartments and a water bottle pocket
on the outside. Product size : 42 x 30 x 10
cm. Max print size : 200 x 150 mm

motivatorsuae.com
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Linteis

BAGS -(Backpack
BAGS
Backpack | Messenger | Sports | Travel )

M21-31a

Linen backpack 18inch.
Inside compartment for
Laptop & tablet with
front zipped pocket, easy
access pocket on 2 sides
and adjustable padded
shoulder straps.

Zeetal

M21-31b

Casual high quality backpack that suits 15.6” laptop.
Crafted in snow nylon material. Fashion style,
large capacity. Packaging: High quality polybag.
Dimension: 29.5x14.x42 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Reppu

M21-32a

A 20”backpack made from high quality polyester and a traveler’s essential boasting
ample storage, comfort and innovative technology. Reppu boasts a zip-away spacer mesh
ventilated back panel and a design that allows it to be carried comfortably like a backpack
and packed like a suitcase. Product Size : 52 x 33 x 16 cm. Max Print Size : 170 x 100 mm

Luxa

M21-32b

15.6” polyester laptop backpack with additional tablet
compartment, integrated external USB port. Product size : 30
x 14.5 x 42 cm. Max print size : 200 x 160 mm

motivatorsuae.com
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Thor

BAGS -(Backpack
BAGS
Backpack | Messenger | Sports | Travel )

M21-33a

The lightweight backpack with
padded laptop compartment. The
front zipper compartment is handy
and useful for the accessories.
Product size: 41 x 28.5 x 9.5 cm

Kola

M21-33b

Kola is a lightweight backpack.
The main zippered compartment
with built-in padded laptop
slot. The front zippered pocket
becomes handy to carry the
chargers and the accessories.
Its sleek shaped and padded
shoulder strap makes it practically
useful. Can take upto 15” laptop.
Available in jet black and sapphire
blue colours.

motivatorsuae.com
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Outlander

M21-34a

Training backpack built with
sleek streamlined design that
offers efﬁcient space for storage
for school books or for gym.
The backpack is constructed
with 600D fabric and double
zipper compartments. Its
padded shoulder strap makes
it comfortable for carrying.
Size: 45*30*15 cms

Delivery Bags

M21-34b

Bespoke delivery bags with insulated
lining. Can be crafted any shape or
design with handle or backpack type.

motivatorsuae.com
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Madrid

M21-35a

This 15.6” laptop bag offers comfortable style and safe storage
for your laptop and tablet. With pockets to organize all of
your tech gadgets and personal accessories. RFID safe sleeve
for your wallet and passport. Connect your powerbank easily
to the integrated USB charging port and charge your phone
or tablet whilst on the go. PVC free. Registered design®
Product size : 32 x 9 x 43 cm. Max print size : 150 x 30 mm.

Agha

M21-35b

Slim, compact case with large main compartment
perfect to carry laptops upto 15.6” without making
it bulky. Front zippered pocket for storage of other
gear. Beautiful bold padded double handles. Back
strap allows for the bag to be securely attached to
a trolley. Product size: 38 x 7.5 x 30 cm.

motivatorsuae.com
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Toda

M21-36a

Conference bags with carry handle, zip closure and pen loops
outside and inside of the bag. Suitable for A4 documents.
Made with 600D Polyester

motivatorsuae.com

Bote

M21-36b

Promotional document bag with zipper
compartment. Material: Cotton. Available in
various colours. Size: 37*27 cms
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Nubuck

M21-37a

Bespoke uncoated outwardly processed
Nubuck rustic buffalo leather laptop bag.
This genuine leather laptop bag / portfolio
sleeve is spacious, handmade strapless
design – distressed. Leather folder holder.
Perfect for 13” 14” 15” laptops, MacBook &
tablets. This rough-sanded smooth leather
has rugged yet smooth inner surface.
Crafted by specialized craftsmen. This
Italian ﬁnish leather is a classic example of
classy yet trendy style. Can be crafted in
any size as per your requirement.

motivatorsuae.com
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Gallop

M21-38a

The soft laptop sleeve that can ﬁt
in 15.6” laptop. The main zippered
suede/velvet padded compartment
for laptop, exterior zippered
pocket for accessories and the
velcro enclosure back pocket for
documents. Contrast pullers and
the leatherette handle to slide in
and carry the bag conveniently.
Dimension: 38x29x3 cm

Tabelle

M21-38b

Stylish laptop bag with handle and sling to carry. Front
has 2 hidden zipper pockets with small pen pocket on
both sides. Inside has laptop pocket and zipper pocket.
Packaging: Polybag. Dimension: 28.5x38x11 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Lappy

BAGS -(Messenger
BAGS
Backpack | Messenger | Sports | Travel )

M21-39a

A slim laptop hand bag. The soft suede/
velvet compartment can ﬁt in 15.6” laptop.
The two massive exterior pockets for
accessories. Padded shoulder strap and
the trendy contrast handle makes the bag
comprehensive. Dimension: 45x19x35 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Amicus
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M21-40a

An executive document bag. Slots for documents and zippered
compartment. Comes with a shoulder strap and antique ﬁnish
lock. Available in two variations. Size: 41x30x13 cm

Extender

M21-40b

Convenient Business Bag with compartment to hold laptop
and tablet. Ample space for documents, accessories,
zippered pocket and a hidden pocket on the front panel.
Dimension: 41*10*29 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Aussie

M21-41a

Promotional gym bags with shoulder strap.
They are big enough to store all your gear,
but small enough to be conveniently carried
anywhere. Comes with shoe compartment or
can use for sweaty gym clothes. Available in
variety of colors. Dimension : 53 x 27 x 24.5 cm

Edge

M21-41b

The workout dufﬂe crafted wtih 600 danier
polyester fabric with ample of space. Its
U shape opening gives and easy access
for large items to ﬁt in. The front zippered
compartment for accessories and the
side ventilated pockets comes handy for
stashing away sweaty gym gears. Comes with
adjustable shoulder strap. Size: 48*28*26 cms

motivatorsuae.com
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Duffel

M21-42a

A perfect travel dufﬂe bag with U shape opening on main
compartment. Has front zippered pocket for necessary gears.
Made with 600D Polyester. Size: 25.4*48.3*21.6 cms

Suruid

M21-42b

Workout water resistant and durable dufﬂe
bag with shoe compartment. Sports gym travel
bags with dry wet pocket made of high quality
nylon fabric. It is durable and water resistant
and can be used for both indoor and outdoor
sports. It has built-in separate waterproof zip
bag for sweaty clothes, and a space to put your
dirty shoes. It is a perfect choice for gym and
travel. Large capacity can hold more things
which you need. The sports bag has handle,
adjustable and detachable shoulder strap.
Dimensions: 59*27*28 cms

motivatorsuae.com
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Hipster

M21-43a

The waist zippered pocket with adjustable strap and
buckle. Made with 210D Polyester. Size: 14*36 cms

Sup

M21-43b

Two tone sling bag with two zippered pockets. Padded
sling strap has a velcro pocket to carry essentials and easy
access. Size: 38*33*15.2 cms

motivatorsuae.com
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CanCork

M21-44a

Environment friendly canvas and cork string bag
Size : 34x42 cm Colour : Pearl White

Training

M21-44b

Double mesh vent 600D
polyester durable string bag
with zipper front pocket for
essentials. Size: 40*30 cms

Eco String

M21-44c

Non woven premium rucksack eco with drawstring closure.
Non woven 80gsm polypropylene. Size 34*42 cms

motivatorsuae.com
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BAGS -(Tote
/ Pouch
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M21-45a

Digital storage pouch travel bag. Stylish / sleek ,
lightweight and sturdy. 2 zipper opening for easy
and immediate access to your all your electronics
accessories. Secured and organized pouch that provides
excellent ﬂexibility to allow you maximizing its storage
space. Perfect travel mate that saves your cluster and
helps you with organized packing space in your bag.
Its well padded semi ﬂexible cover protect your small
electronics (GPS units, mobile phones, digital cameras)
plus cables, extra batteries and other accessories.
Made with durable and water-resistant Polyester 300D.
Product dimension: 24.5 x 18 x 10cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Body Bag

M21-46a

A body bag that can be everyone’s favorite because of its design and ﬁnest
material making sure your belongings are safe and intact. Has built-in wireless
charger with phone holder. Can be used as belt bag or body bag and has 2
compartments with RFID protection to keep your information safe. Can be
your luggage bag buddy. Size 30x5.5x20cm. Packaging: Special Polybag

motivatorsuae.com
uae.com
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Herschel

BAGS -(Tote
/ Pouch
BAGS
Backpack
| Messenger | Sports | Travel )

M21-47a

Herschel pouch made in a special linen material of 600D
polyester. Can be used in a daily basis to organize your
necessities like wallet, mobile, currency, keys and other
items. Has metal plate for branding. Packaging: Polybag.
Dimension: 22x14x2 cm

Copouch

M21-47b

Promotional cotton pouch with zipper enclosure.
Size: 21 x 15 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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M21-48a

An essential travel bag with double
layer organizer. Designed to keep
your essential gadgets secured in
order. The sleek design ﬁt for daily
life / school / ofﬁce / business trip.
Lettu has a large pocket including
1 mesh pocket for phone / power
bank, 2 large elastic loops, 4 elastic
loops for small items such as USB
cable, ﬂash drive; 4 small pocket for
SD cards. The convenient-double
zipper of the sleeve pouch provides
quick access to all your organized
gadgets. Size: 25x19x2 cm
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SubCanvas

M21-49a

A white cotton bag with cream handle
made in special material. These are
sublimation bags. Size: 34x0.5x42.5cm;
Handle size: 59x3.3cm (Edge to Edge)

Butik

M21-49b

Shopping bag with pocket convenient for shopping
and travelling. Fashion style and large capacity.
Material: Snow nylon. Packaging: High quality polybag.
Dimension: 29.7x8.5x34.8 cm
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Shopholic

M21-50a

Bespoke tote bags, size and shape required by you.
These felt bags are durable and soft. Full colour
edge to edge branding can be done on these.
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Color Tote

M21-51a

100gsm open compartment color tote
26cms Size: 38*42 cms

Cotton Tote

M21-51b

Eco friendly cotton tote bags are not only just helpful to carry items
but also help us restrain polluting our environment. In a natural color
with a light brown accents and easy carrying handles add a ﬁnishing
touch that everyone will love. Size: 38*42cm, 145gsm/ 5Oz
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Laurdes

M21-52a

Stylish tote bags with one main
compartment, front zipper pocket and PP
woven handle. Size: 35*11.5*38.5 cms

Tuhina

M21-52b

Tuhina the cotton bag is
manufactured with recycle
cotton and waste fabrics. A large
unfastened recycle bag designed
sure to last long. Size : 37x40 cm
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Jerome

M21-53a

Convertible between a backpack and rolling bag, Jerome is
the perfect travelling partner. This bag is constructed of highquality light-weight (1680 denier) polyester for long-lasting use.
Moreover, the Jerome is Water-Resistant, hence you need not
worry about accidental splashes. Multiple compartments offer
more organization options along with a padded pocket that ﬁts
up to a 15.6” laptop. Jerome is made while keeping in mind the
needs and demand of a travel suitcase. This has an exterior waterresistant material which keeps all the documents and electronics
inside the pouch safe and damages free. Light in weight but is
heavy-duty in build quality and protection. This comes with an
aluminium monotube handle which can be pulled-out on a press
of a button to make the normal looking bag pack to a full ﬂedge
trolley suitcase with corner mounted wheels for added stability.
Size: 49 x 33 x 22 cm
Monotube light-weight
pullout handle

Smooth rolling
ergonomic wheels

Covers the wheels to
safeguard your dress.
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Overnighter

M21-54a

Constructed of ballistic fabric with genuine leather parts
and black nickel co-molded zipper pulls adds on the
look to its class. The padded laptop compartment holds
17.3” laptops, multiple quick stash pockets, front pocket
organization , smooth-rolling, in-line skate wheels,
ergonomic, push-button locking handle. Overnighter
capacity with cross straps holds clothes in place while
you are in route. The perfect cabin size overnighter.
Size: 39x43x20 cm
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DESKTOP & TABLETOP ACCESSORIES
Lounge M21-55a
Wireless charging weather station / touch sensor alarm clock
with nightlight. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. Not for
UK use. Output: DC5V/1.0A. Compatible latest androids,
iPhone® 8 and above. Dimensions: 15.5 x 10.5 x 8 CM
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DeskRo M21-56a
Desk organizer wireless charger in limestone cement and bamboo. Including 100
cm USB cable. Output DC 5V/1A. Compatible with all QI enabled devices such
as the latest androids, iPhone® 8, X and
newer. Bamboo is a natural product, there
may be slight variations in colour and size
per item, which can affect the final
decoration outcome.
Dimensions: 18.5 x 9.8 x 1.4 CM
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Korr M21-57a
A table top wireless charging device
that includes blue LED time display
alarm clock and temperature in
bamboo casing. AC-DC 2 pin plug
adapter included. Wireless output:
DC5V/1A. Compatible latest androids,
iPhone® 8, X and newer. Not suitable
for UK use.
Dimensions: 16 x 7.5 x 3.2 CM
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Avi M21-58a
Avi the wireless bamboo pad. A mousepad
desktop organizer best in office use for
your daily activities. The organizer is made
from original bamboo designed for our
everyday office use. The mousepad is
made from recycled genuine leather
making the whole item sustainable and
environmental friendly. To add its advantage, it is installed with a 10w wireless
charger. Size: 25*25*3.2cm.
Packaging: Paper Box

Bamboo

Wireless

Wireless
Charging
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SuoMoto M21-59a
SuoMoto is a multifunctional portable wireless charger with
alarm clock, a powerful 5 W wireless speaker and a 4000 mAh
built-in powerbank. The speaker uses wireless BT 5.0 for
smooth connection and has an operating distance up to 10
metres. With hands-free function and pick up. The 4000 mAh
battery allows you to play music for up to 10 hours or charge
your mobile phone twice (depending on the size of your
phone’s battery) Input: 5V/2A. Output: 5V/1A. Wireless
output: 5V/1A 5W. Product Size : 10.6 x 8.5 x 8.7 cm
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Bio Charge M21-60a
An environmental friendly biodegradable multi-use wireless charger. Its matt
case allows to charge 2 smartphones, airpods, and iWatch simultaneously and
wirelessly. Supports iPhone and Android. Supports 5w and 7.5/10w Fast
Charging. Wireless Maximum Output is 27W. Type C interface.
Product Size: 62.6 x 32 x 7.6 mm
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DESKTOP & TABLETOP ACCESSORIES

Arica M21-61a
A universal phone and tablet stand. Arica is compatible with 4-9.7 inches devices. An Ideal mate for watching video,
reading and studying, playing games, making video phone call and video conference, and to browse social media. It
is a great desk accessories for your office and home. Its height & adjustable angle makes the device user friendly.
This can be easily adjusted to the (0°~ 72°) angle and 1.64 inch height. The higher height aluminium arm provide
comfortable viewing angle which helps to fix your posture and reduce neck and back & arm strain and even protect
your vision. Fully Protective Silicone Pad anti-skid that protects your device from any scratches and slide.
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Shikk M21-62a
A desktop wireless lounge. Crafted with 100% bamboo material. Features built-in wireless charger (10W fast charging), pen
holder and accessories tray. Comes with 1.5M Micro USB
Cable (AC adapter not included) Input : 5V/2A, 9V/1.67A
Output : 5V/2A, 9V/1.1A Charging Efficiency 85% Max,
Charging Distances 5-8mm
Dimensions : 7 7/8'' x 6 1/8'' x 6 1/8''
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Aula M21-63a
New desktop organizer phone holder with wireless charger made from 100%
bamboo material that has a unique pen holder, business cards and accessories
slot with a wider branding space. Aula the wireless lounge allows you to use
your device while it charges, with a nonslip pad. Its sleek front design has a
business card or key keeper and two sided arm-rest for pen holder. The charger
promises to charge a dead smartphone 0% to full 100% in about 2 hours,
quicker than standard wireless charging pads. Packaging: Kraft Box.
Base Dimension: 14.4x12x1.2 cm

Bambukas M21-63b
Bambukas is a desk organizer with built-in wireless charger. Move and
combine all parts of organizer to make most comfortable position on
your desk. 5 Watt wireless charger allows you to charge your phone by
just placing it in the charging area. Notepad with 40 lined pages. Packed
in and Eco-Friendly box. Product Size: 33x27x2.7 cm
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Holas M21-64a
Holas is 2 pc desk organizer. This bamboo diecut organizer can be joined and fixed together as a desk stand that includes
colorful memo tags and calendar. Holas can be used as mobile holder, stylus and normal pen holder and business card
holder. On the side there are 3 curves where you can hang usb, watch or any small accessories. It has good branding space as
well. Dimension: 18x17x1.5cm

Toomy M21-64b
A bamboo desktop organizer with 350GSM art paper
printed calendar and bamboo mouse pad. Has 100
sheets, sticky note, 5 colors 150 sheets arrow shape sticky
note, 40pcs clips and ballpen. Packed in a black special
paper cardboard with PVD lid.
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YiKiKi M21-65a
YiKiKi, a multifunctional mouse pad with
built-in wireless charger. Ample area for
branding on the mouse pad that comes
with collapsible smartphone stand, a pen
holder and 5W QI wireless charger. This
multifunctional air pad minimizes the cluster
and maximize your workspace. This is
crafted with special linen and PU leather. Its
hard flat surface gives accurate mouse
performance.
Product size : 8.5 X 7.5 x 10.1 cm

Cosgais M21-65b
A multifunctional universal smart travel adapter card storage box with
15W wireless charging. Cosgais is a travelink card made for mobile
devices the best charging partner. This features phone cradle memory
reader, flashlight, SIM kit with multiple cables two-way TYPE-C.
adapter: TYPE-C to TYPE-A, TYPE-C to lightning and TYPE-C to Micro
adapter. This has a built-in flashlight switch, nano sim card storage
and a sim card pin.
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Yafham M21-66a
Foldable smartphone holder
made of 50% bamboo fibre and
50% PP.
Dimensions: 8.5X3X0.9 CM

Garuda M21-66b
Multi-purpose desktop pen stand
with photoframe. Size: 13.5*10cms

Tissue Box Holder M21-66c
High quality PU leather tissue box holder. These boxes are bespoke
and can be designed as per your requirements with debossed logo.
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Maples M21-67a
Solid maple-wood desktop calendar blocks with business
cards / phone and pen holder. The logo can be laser
engraved on these desktop wooden blocks.

WooStan M21-67b
Solid wood table top mobile stand. The logo can be laser
engraved on this.
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Standy M21-68a
A plastic mobile phone stand which can rotate 360°. A phone
stand that can work for 2 mobiles with 2 sides view, making
you more comfortable and relaxed when using mobile
phones and tablets. It has a little tray underneath, which you
can put any accessories on it.
Dimension: 11.72 x 9.9 x 7.4cm

Bombcharge M21-68b
Desktop mobile stand / charger. Its double coil fast
charging charges the mobile wirelessly. Made with natural
bamboo and the engraved logo gives a classy look. Output
DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with all QI enabled devices.
Product Size : 8.5 X 7.5 x 10.1 cm.
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Eclipse M21-69a
This beautiful clock evokes images of a planetary
eclipse. One sphere overlapping another.
Lacquered with piano wood (high gloss) ﬁnished
case high-end ﬁnish and appointments. A
stunning timepiece that will ﬁt with any decor.
Main dial with Roman numerals show hours and
minutes and smaller dial with second hand. Uses
one AA battery (included). Perfect for desktop or
display shelf.
Dimension: 18.7 H x 19.4 W x 4.5 D cm

Tiffany M21-69b
High quality wood/ metal 180˚ rotating clock with
hygrometer / thermometer and compass.
Size: ø10.5x10.7 cm
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Chariton M21-70a
A 180˚ rotating rose gold finish table clock with thermometer
and 360˚ gyro crystal globe. Size: ø10x13 cm.

Karbonfaser M21-70b
Patternmaker 5D carbon ﬁber table clock with
photo frame. Black Decal Gloss Vinyl Shinny ﬁnish
desktop clock. Size: 20 W x 13.5 H cm
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Puzzle Globe M21-71a
The stainless steel desktop magnetic jigsaw world globe puzzle. This is an
excellent interactive gift for global businesses, colleges, and travel related
industries. The globe is made up of 72 magnetized stainless steel puzzle
pieces that sit on a 4-sided chrome base. Customize the detachable chrome
base with your company or organizations logo and message to leave a lasting
impression. A great gift for office bound suits or high flying executives alike.
Size: 2¾” x 2¾” x 3¾

Planetarium M21-71b
Stainless steel UFO shape table top 360˚ axle clock with photo
frame. Size: ø13x9.5 cm.
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Fast Track M21-72a
Fast charge your mobile devices without connecting a cable. Just place your mobile phone on the charger and wait for the charging
notification to appear. The charging desk stand allows you to decorate your own logo on the pad. Once connected it will light-up for
optimal exposure. Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and X. The charging desk stand
has 2 coils thus making it possible to charge your phone when kept either horizontally or vertically. Input Type C: 5V/2A. Wireless
Output: 10 Watt. Product Size : 8.5 X 7.5 x 10.1 cm, Max Print Size: (LED Light-Up Logo) 40 x 10 mm

Breeze M21-72b
Table top fan with usb cable in ABS. With on/off switch.
Dimensions: 14.5 x 14.5 x 9.5 cm
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BookMark M21-73a
Chrome finished metal bookmark with satin silk dangler. Plenty
of space for branding. Comes in a presentable gift box packing.
Product size: 150 x 50 x 1.5 mm

Frank M21-73b
Pen holder with 4 USB hub and 2 setting light mode.
Dimensions: 7 x 7 x 8 cm
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Poder Clock M21-74a
A foldable alarm clock with fast charge wireless charging capability. The adjustable
height of wireless charger allows for the phone to be charged wirelessly either horizontally or vertically. The super capacitor allows the alarm clock to work for 7 days
without connecting to a power source. Wireless charging compatible with Android
latest generations, iPhone 8 and up. Input:5V/2A,9V/1.67A. Wireless output: 10
Watts. Print Location : Top Max Print Size : ø 40 mm
Product Size : 12.2 x 10.8 x 2.9 cm

Calender

M21-74c

Soft cover calendar (size 150x175mm, closed) with 12
calendar sheets of 150x85mm, 50 sticky notes (80gsm)
of 100x72mm and 20 markers in 5 colours. The price
includes the full colour (CMYK) printed cover on both
sides and that of the calendar sheets on the front side.
Order quantity always in multiples of 250pcs.

Trudy M21-74b
A slim foldable table top business
card holder / phone holder
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NoteUp M21-75a

Linus M21-75b

Desktop Memopad. Crafted on a PU base. This comes with colour pet
sticky notes. Size: 18x11x2.87 cm

A tabletop aluminum business
holder. Holds 20-25 cards

card

Foldex M21-75c
Foldable paper cube with sticky notes, memo pad, colour memo, pen stand,
phone holder and a slot for stationery. Can be folded like a square box.
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Weekly Planner Horizontal M21-76a
Table top weekly planner with fabric look PU base. This comes
with 52 sheets weekly planner and a built-in stationery kit.
Available in different colours. Size: 30 x 20.5 cm

Flag Stand

M21-76c

Table top flag stand.
Available in two variations.

Eco Cube M21-76b
Folding paper cube with
sticky notes, memo pad and
pen holder. Available in
khaki and white colours.
Size: 10.5x10.5x10.5 cm
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Wave M21-77b
Soft rubberised mouse pad with soft gel wrist rest. Available
in 3 different colours. Product Size: 22 x 19 cm

Kustir Alkhayzran M21-77a
Natural bamboo coaster consist of 5 round
coasters with a holder. Recycled box packaging.
Dimension: 15x9x5 cm

Weekly Planner Vertical M21-77c
Table top weekly planner with fabric look PU base. This comes
with 52 sheets weekly planner and a built in stationery kit.
Available in different colours. Size: 28 x 20.5 cm
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Coasters M21-78a
4 pcs Square / round shape cork coasters in a cotton recycle pouch.

June M21-78b
A set of 4 leatherette coasters in a stand. Laser
engraving gives a contrast reverse effect on these
coasters to make the logo visible prominently.

Essential M21-78d
A set of gun metal finish coasters to match any
furniture. A round glossy metal plate holds plenty
of place for branding. Comes in a set of 4 pcs
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Leatherette / metal coaster tet in a stand. Pack of 4 pcs
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DIARIES - Notebook with USB, Power Bank and Wireless Charger

Greaves Wireless M21-79a
A5 wireless linen water resistant notebook with
built-in powerbank (capacity 4000 mAh). This
include pockets inside, Lycra pocket to hold mobile,
business card holder, elastic pen loop, expandable
pocket for documents and notebook with 64sheets
cream lined paper. There is ﬂap for the wireless
charger, you can use it by putting the mobile on
wireless part and it will charge automatically and it
has adjustable stand if you want to use the mobile
at the same time. You can attach the mobile in 2
elastic if you want to charge and go. Brown belt with
button for closure. Screen indicator of battery on
backside. Packaging: Black Elegant Box Dimension:
16.5x22.5x2.5 cm
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Trendy M21-80a
Improved trendy wireless plus A5 notebook in
PU Material with built-in power bank capacity
5000mAh. Built-in NFC Technology has unique
and signature design in middle which can be a
business card holder and elastic pen loop above it.
With elongated metal plate for branding. Inside has
collapsable mobile stand, elastic pen loop, business
card holder, 2 elastic to hold accessories and cables.
Has notebook with 56 sheets cream lined paper and
8 sheets blank paper. 4 lights battery indicator and
hidden USB port. Packaging: Paper Box with Cream
Sleeve Packaging. Dimension: 22.5x17x3.5 cm
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ZIPPERED
DETACHABLE
FLAP

Esme M21-81a
Special knit linen fabric A5 Size 6000mAh Powered Wireless Notebook
Organizer. This wireless organizer comes with an expandable pocket that
can hold any size of mobile and can charge Qi enabled mobile phones
wirelessly. Esme comes with detachable zippered ﬂap to hold tablet of
any size, slots for business cards, expandable pocket for documents,
elastic loops to hold accessories and a matching 64 sheet creamed lined
paper notebook. The contrast magnetic enclosure gives a smart look.
Dimension: 24.5x22x4 cm

Lampeta M21- 81b
A two-tone portfolio with wireless charging and a 16GB USB.
Lampeta comes with built-in 6000 mAh powerbank with
wireless charging facility for QI enabled mobiles. You also
have an option to charge your phones with the built-in multi
charging wires. This comprises of open date reﬁll that can
be changed once over. Lampeta features a loop enclosure, a
foldable mobile/ ipad stand for your zoom meetings, business
card slots and the battery indicator so that you don’t lose the
charge. Input: 5V / 2A | Output: 5V / 2A. Comes in a gift box
packing.
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Lamer M21-82a
A Wireless Charging Notebook with an
elegant combination of PU material. Its
magnetic ﬂip enclosure with metal plate
is suitable for a discreet branding. The ﬂip
has a built-in pocket for business cards for
easy access. Lamer comes with built-in 5000
mAh rechargable power bank with Lithium
polymer battery, collapasabale mobile / ipad
stand, slots for business and other cards,
elastic loop to hold accessories, Pen loop , A5
notebook reversible (English and Arabic side)
with 80sheets cream lined paper. The mobile
phone can be charged wirelessly by inserting
the mobile in the pocket that is built inside.
Lamer comes packed in a black elegant box.

Diara M21-82b
A5 smart notebook with 6000 mAh with a combination of nylon & thermo PU
material. It includes mobile stand, elegant pouch with pockets for cards, elastic
loop to hold accessories, pen loop, magnetic PU ﬂip closure and A5 notebook
reversible (English and Arabic side) with 80 sheets cream lined paper. Has a
LED battery indicator at the back. With black elegant box packaging.
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Pessac M21-83a
Pessac is a unique A5 reﬁllable
notebook with 5 Watt wireless
charger. Made from premium
interwoven fabric for smooth touch.
Notebook consists of 80 sheets/160
pages each of 70 gsm. Input: 5V /
1A | Wireless output: 5W

DeBoss Note M21-83b
A5 notebook with 5W wireless charger
in de-bossed pattern design. Has 88
sheets cream lined paper and 8 sheets
blank paper. Charging port in upper side
of notebook. With Pen loop and elastic
closure. Dimension: 21.5x14x1.7 cm.
Packaging: Non Woven Sleeve in a Cream
Paper Box
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Detroit M21- 84a
An A5 200 pages Notebook with builtin 8000 mAh powerbank that comes
with built-in multi charging cables. The
zippered enclosure makes it secure
and handy to carry. This comprises of
elastic bands to hold the mobile, slots
for cards and documents. Available in
elegant PU suede design.

Benjamin M21-84b
Wireless charging zippered business portfolio.
Benjamin comes with built-in 6000 mAh
rechargeable powerbank with lithium polymer
batteries. This features wireless charge for
QI enabled phones, a foldable mobile / iPad
stand, comes with a note pad, adjustable elastic
pockets to hold accessories, business card slots,
ﬁle pocket. Input : 5V / 2A | Output: 5V / 2A.
Dimensions : 255 x 195x 30 mm | Packing gift box.
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Cascata M21-85a
An A5 hard cover PU notebook with 16GB USB. The
notebook comprises of 112 ruled pages a pen holder
with elastic enclosure. Cascata comes in various
colours matching your company corporate colours.

Neru M21- 85b
Hard Bound PU black notebook with ruled pages
and magnetic USB with capacity of 32GB.

Dulse Memory M21-85c
A5 notebook in wave design compressed foam
technique. Has 88 sheets cream lined paper and 8
sheets blank paper. Built-in NFC technology. With metal
plate for branding and elastic closure. Can be supplied
with or without USB. Packaging: Non woven sleeve in a
cream paper box. Dimension: 21x14x1.5 cm
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Flair M21-86a
Heritage notebook that bring stylish
neo-retro patterns to life with an
urban and legendary ﬂair. Flair
consists of 106 sheets/ 216 ruled
pages of 100 gsm. The set includes
a stylish metal pen with 1200 meter
writing German Dokumental® Ink.
Comes in a presentable gift box
packing.
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XD Collection M21- 87a
XD Collection. Ruled A5 hardcover standard
notebook set including plastic pen. 160 pages of
70g/m2 inside. White coloured pages. Packed in
Gift box.

Knorr M21-87b
Knorr is a notebook set that
comprises of a powerbank, a 16GB
leather USB, matching ball pen with
a ruled notebook cased in a gift box
packing.
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Mars M21-88b
High end A5 size 120 sheet notebook with 80 gsm
wood free off white ruled pages and a matching
metal ball pen in a gift box packing

Kaley M21- 88a
A notebook set that comprises of an A5 size notebook with elastic
enclosure, a USB key holder and a metal ball pen in a gift box packing.

Mitra M21- 88c
Mitra is a notebook and pen set consisting of a hard cover matt soft ﬁnish
PU notebook with a matching color pen with geometric design. The round
cornered notebook consists of 160 ruled pages, 70 gsm with matching
colored 3mm elastic closure, a bookmark and a pen loop. Packed in a gift
box. Product Box Size: 22.5x19.5x2 cm
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Gargi M21-89a

Swetlana M21- 89b

Gargi a vibrant gift set that comprises of a A5 size
ruled notebook with matching metal ball pen in a
gift box packing.

As the name Swetlana is a vibrant gift set that
comprises of a A5 size ruled notebook with
matching metal ball pen in a gift box packing.

A6 XD M21-89c
XD Collection. Ruled A6 hardcover classic notebook set including
aluminium stylus pen. With elastic closure and bookmark ribbon. 144
pages of 70g/m2 inside. Cream coloured pages. Packed in gift box.
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Daenamu M21-90a
Back to nature with this eco-friendly
bamboo cover notebook with 128
sheets/256 pages in ivory color each 100
gsm. Inner pages include a combination
of ruled, grid (squared) and blank pages.
Natural bamboo ensures no two notebooks
look the same. Packed in a eco-friendly gift
box. Product Size : 18.5 x 13 x 2.2 cm
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Dulse M21-91a
A5 Notebook in wave design
compressed foam technique. Has 88
sheets cream lined paper and 8 sheets
blank paper. Built-in NFC technology.
With metal plate for branding and
elastic closure. Can be supplied with or
without USB. Packaging: Non woven
sleeve in a cream paper box. Dimension:
21 x 14 x 1.5 cm

Twisha M21-91b
A notebook that cares for you and for the
environment. The cover of the notebook is made
from recycled plastic (rPET) in a GRS Certiﬁed
factory that complies with global recycling
standards and is treated with anti-bacterial
technology to provide protection against the
growth of harmful bacteria. The paper used in
this notebook is acid-free and FSC Certiﬁed. A5
notebook with 160 ruled pages each of 70 gsm.
Product Size : 14 x 21 x 1.4 cm
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Carnet M21-92a
Carnet is an A5 black PU notebook
that comes with contrast elastic band
enclosure that can also be used to
slide in your mobile and a pen. 192
ruled pages. Size: 140 x 210 x 20 mm

Taccuino M21-92b
An A5 smooth PU leather notebook with magnetic loop
enclosure. Can deboss on the PU material or engrave
the logo on the magnetic loop to have a discreet logo.
Also have an option to engrave on the metal dangler
that comes along with the matching ribbon. Comes with
ruled pages. Available in various colours.
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Dynamic M21-93a
Special two-tone PU leather notebook
A5 size. Comes with 4 year calendar,
conversion tables, personal information
sheet, ruled pages, and matching satin
ribbon with metal dangler book mark for
discreet logo engraving. These are available
in three vibrant colours.

Notizbuch M21-93b
A5 size soft PU leather notebook with slit corner to
slide in the pen. These notebooks are crafted with
special PU leather that gives a colour change effect
after debossing. Ruled pages. Size: 155 x 210 x 14 mm
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Nurli M21-94a
Nurli the PU leather notepad in eye catching
metallic colors. Available in golden, silver
and bronze colors. With hard covers, elastic
band and matching color fabric bookmark.
Including 80 plain sheets in ivory color.
Product Size : 14.7 x 21 x 1.5 cm

Daftar M21-94b
Daftar hardcover A5 PVC notebook
with contrast colour sides and
elastic band, 192 ruled pages,
70gsm. Every notebook is thread
bound and comes with rounded
corners, a bookmark, a penloop, an
elastic closure and an expandable
inner pocket. Packed in a gift box.
Product Size : 14.8 x 21 x 1.4 cm
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Daftar ‘Abyad M21-95a
Daftar ‘Abyad the pure white hardcover PU A5
notebook with contrast colour sides and matching
elastic band, 192 ruled pages, 70gsm. Every notebook
comes with Calender, a bookmark, a penloop, an
elastic closure and an expandable inner pocket.
Product Size : 140 x 210 x 20 mm

Marblo M21-95b
Ruled A5 hardcover PU deluxe
notebook in marble style with
elastic closure and bookmark
ribbon.192 pages (96 sheets) of 80g/
m2 inside. Cream coloured pages.
Product Size: 20.0 x 14.0 x 1.5 cm
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Kitaab M21-96a
Kitaab softcover A5 PVC notebook
with matching coloured 3mm elastic
closure, 192 plain pages, 70gsm. Every
notebook is thread bound and comes
with rounded corners, a bookmark,
a penloop, an elastic closure and an
expandable inner pocket. Product Size :
14.80 x 21 x1.2 cm

Zimmer M21-96b
A special fabric look special PU
notebook. Available in vibrant colours.
The debossing effect on these look
fabulous. Comes with ruled pages,
elastic enclosure and a pen loop.

Modesto M21-96c
A soft touch PU notebook, 80 GSM cream ruled 112
sheets. The notebook comes with a pen loop, metal
plate for branding, a pocket at the last page and
elastic enclosure. These can be supplied in pearl
white colours packed in grey boxes.
Metal plate for laser
engraved logo.
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Kavya M21-97a
Gloss ﬁnish soft cover A5 size notebook. Comes
with 192 sheets ruled pages. Packed in a paper
sleeve.

Cansas M21-97b
OPTIONAL METAL
PLATE FOR LASER
ENGRAVING

Cansas is the soft touch hard bound PU notebook.
This ﬁrst one has a unique cut-out in the pages that
allows you to tuck away a pen. Comes with 98 ruled
cream pages of 80 gsm each. Avaialble in red, black
and navy blue colours. Optional: Metal slider on
the elastic loop for engraving the logo (available in
round/rectangular shapes).

Moderate M21-97c
Moderate is an A5 size hard cover notebook
with 160 ruled pages, 70 gsm. It has a
matching color satin bookmark, pen loop on
the side & an elastic closure which keeps your
notebook tightly closed wherever you go.
Product size : 13 x 21 x 1.4 cm
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SeedMe M21-98a
Plantable notepad that comes
with seed paper cover. Wire
O bound. 72 pages, 5”X 7”.
Planting instructions mentioned
at the back of the notepad

Plant ‘O’ Note M21-98b
A small initiative to Save the planet.
Mini notepad with seed paper cover.
Wire O bound. 72 pages, 3”X 5”.
Planting instructions mentioned at the
back of the notepad.
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Note Pad M21-99a
Stationery notepad in thermal PU
cardboard cover.

2021 Diary M21-99b
2021 Diaries available in different variations,
sizes and styles.
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Stiky Notes M21-100a
Sticky note with thermal PU cover and white
card. Inner left side big sticky note 15x9.6
cm, 10 sheets each color with lined printing,
6 colors. PET ﬂag: 1.2x4.5cm, 25 sheets each
color, 6 colors. Packaging: White paper box.
Dimension: 20.6x10.2x1.3 cm

Deal M21-100b
Self design stylish PU note pad with
elastic enclosure. Comes with built-in
ruled note pad, sticky notes and a recycle
push action ball pen.

Handy Note M21-100c
Stationery notepad in thermal PU cardboard cover.
Has yellow sticky note 10x7.7cm, 70sheets; Neon color
sticky pad 7.7x2.5 cm X-4pads, 70 sheets each pad;
Memo 20.3x15cm, 70g beige paper 60 sheets with 1
color printing, 10 sheets blank; calendar, 20.2x8.3cm,
157g art paper with 4 color printing on one side, 12
sheets; with a ball pen with blue color reﬁll.
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Vistara M21-101a
A5 size new PU notebook with spine die
cut for pen. 96 ruled white pages and
coloured sticky notes. Available in black
and grey colours.

Misty M21-101b
Fabric textured PU notepad with magnetic
loop enclosure. Comes with colourful sticky
notes as per the days of the week. 140
pages ruled notepad, recycle push action
ball pen. Available in four different colors.
Size: 20 x 14 x 1.5 cm
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Aljulud M21-102a
A distinctive A5 wireless charging notebook in a recycled genuine
leather material neatly binded with 80 sheets of paper. Has inside
pockets for business cards and documents and pen holder.
Size: 17 x 22.2 x 2.4 cm. Packaging: Paper Box
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Alkhayzaran M21-103a
A unique A5 notebook using a binder with 80
sheets of paper. It has an adjustable elastic
used for pen and mobile holder, etc. This elastic
can be adjusted to best ﬁt and hold your item.
Size: 22.1 x 16.5 x 2.5cm. Packaging: Paper Box
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Jojo M21-104a
Special fabric look PU fabric notebook organizer with an elastic
loop enclosure. The front Lycra pocket to hold mobile, inside a
elastic loop for accessories ,mesh pocket, pen loop , collapsible
mobile stand and notebook with 128 sheets cream lined paper.
Packaging: White paper box. Dimension: 22 x 17.4 x 2 cm.
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Greaves M21-105a
A5 linen water resistant notebook include pockets
inside, Lycra pocket to hold mobile, business card
holder, elastic pen loop, expandable pocket for
documents. Notebook with 128 sheets cream
lined paper. Brown belt with button for closure.
Packaging: White Paper Box.
Dimension: 16.5x22.5x2.5 cm
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Aaron M21-106a
A trifold business portfolio. Crafted with high quality PU leather with
classy fabric look. Comes with 8.5” spiral bound 90 sheet open date
replaceable reﬁll. It has business card slots, pocket to store document
and a pen loop. Can be debossed on the PU material or can engrave
on the metal part to have a discreet identity.

Koya M21-106b
Fabric feel special PU leather organizer with open
date reﬁll. Comes with a metal plate on the loop
enclosure for a discreet logo. Available in three
colours.
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Cobolt M21-107a
A classy leatherette organizer that has slots for documents, business cards
and a pen loop. Comes with daily diary reﬁll. Optional: Can be supplied with
open date reﬁll.

Goose M21-107b
The classic suede leatherette 8.5” organizer. This has slots for documents,
business cards and a pen loop. Comes with daily diary reﬁll. Optional: Can be
supplied with open date reﬁll.
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Grimloc M21-108a
An executive 8.5 inch organizer with metal loop enclosure that comes with
a daily diary reﬁll. Available in black and brown colours. Can be supplied
with open date reﬁll.

Excellence M21-108b
An 8.5” organizer with magnetic enclosure. Comes with
built -in calculator and the open date reﬁll. Can be supplied
with 2021 reﬁll that is optional.
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Zoid M21-109a
A 8.5” Italian leather bespoke organizer with
daily diary or open date reﬁll. Can be crafted in
black, brown or tan colour.

Sushara M21-109b
Grained leather 8.5 inch organizer with magnetic
loop enclosure. The contrast leather ﬁnish gives a
classy look. Comes with a daily / open date reﬁll.
Can be crafted in black, brown or tan colours.
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Candelas M21-110a
A zippered French calf leather 8 inch organizer with
daily or open date reﬁll. Can be crafted in black,
brown or tan colour.

Anton M21-110b
Bespoke Italian leather 8.5 inch organizer. Comes
with daily or open date reﬁll. Can be crafted in black
brown or tan colour.
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Share N Care M21-111a
Share N Care is a perfect gift set comprising of a
Sipilä Tumbler and the Tum Tum coffee mug. The chic
and stylish design make it both good-looking and
useful gift set. These products are made with vacuum
insulation technology with copper coating for max
temperature retention and are easy to open and clean.
Durable double wall stainless steel exterior stays cool
to the touch with hot beverages and sweat-proof
dry and happy hands. Dishwasher safe Lid: Shatter
resistant. Available in white, greige and sapphire blue
colour in matt finish. Box size: 25 x 22 x 9.5 cm

Greige

White

Sapphire blue
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Camelio M21-112a
The perfect coffee mate for a daily fix
of coffee or even if you have to share
your cold / hot drinks with anyone.
Camelio gift set is a perfect mate for
wherever and whenever. This stainless
steel insulated flask & tumbler series
with classy cork base keeps cold
drinks cool and hot drinks warm.
Product size : (Flask) 29 x ø7 cm
(Tumbler) 10 x ø7.2 cm.
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Paldien M21-113a
An elegant drinkware set. Paldien comprises of
a stainless steel vacuum tumbler and a tritan
water bottle. Capacity: each 510 ml/ 17 OZ . The
silicon grip ensures easy carry. Packed in a nice
and presentable gift box. Product Size: 22.8 x
ø7.2 cm. Max Print Size : 130 x 40 mm.
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Tum Tum Set

M21-114a

The Tum Tum Drinkware Set is made from stainless steel with
a 750ml bottle and two 350ml cups that have a fitted sipping
lid. This double wall, vacuum, leak free set is great to have with
you on your outdoor trips to keep your refreshments cold or
even on those winter days to keep your hot beverages warm
for longer periods. The drinkware set comes packed inside
a well-presented gift box. Dimensions: 27 x 34.2 x 9.1 cm.
Net Weight: 0.722 kg
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UV Vacuum M21-115a
500 ml double walled vacuum water bottle with
UV-C sterilizer. This UV kills up to 99.9% of the
bacteria in the drink inside the bottle. You can
choose to do a quick clean in 3 min sterilization
or a complete clean 5 minute sterilization. For
protection, the UV-C light automatically switches
off once the lid leaves the bottle. With a 400 mAh
battery, the UV-C light can work for 2.5 hours or
50 regular sterilizations. The bottle keeps a drink
hot for 12 hours and cold 24 hours.
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Viva M21-116a
Double wall stainless steel insulating
vacuum flask with diamond cut finish.
Capacity: 500 ml.
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DRINKWARE
Navigator M21-117a
Stainless steel double wall insulated vacuum
flask with sturdy bamboo lid and a carry handle.
Suitable for hot and cold drinks. Available in black,
white and stainless steel finish, capacity 600 ml.
White can be supplied in 1000 ml capacity.
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Avaitor M21-118a
High quality thermal insulated flask.
Elegant yet a simple design. Made
with high quality edible grade 304
stainless steel. Its thermal insulation
allows to store liquid at almost the
same temperature for long. Available
in matt black, sapphire blue, burnt red
and glossy white colours.

Senaki M21-118b
Senaki is a stainless steel 500ml water
bottle that is beautiful in its simplicity
and deliberate in its design. Crafted using
sustainable harvested bamboo, stainless
steel, and food-grade silicone. Just
three materials united into the ultimate
expression of sustainable drinkware. The
full stainless steel interior keeps your
water and other favourite beverages
fresh and delicious with its original taste.
Product size : 28.5 x ø7 cm.
Max print size : 30 x 120 mm
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Galati M21-119a
Galati is the stainless steel reusable
water bottle that you will always need.
This water bottle keeps liquid cold for
up to 12 hours and hot for up to 8 hours
without any sweating on the exterior. Its
wide-mouth opening allows ice to easily
go in and flat-sides offers a secure grip
for every sip. Max print size: 3 x 12 cm
Product size: 24 x ø7 cm

Sipila M21-119b
The Sipilä Tumbler is the perfect choice for enjoying your favorite
drink while on the go. The chic and stylish design and sleek push
button lid make it both good-looking and functional. While this
vacuum insulated tumbler is easy to open, it also stays leakproof when the button is pushed to the ‘closed’ position and
correctly assembled. It’s a convenient option for those who are
always on the move. Sipilä vacuum insulation technology for max
temperature retention. Durable double wall stainless steel Exterior
stays cools to the touch with hot beverages and sweat-proof dry
and happy hands. Colors Available: white, greige and sapphire
blue in matt finish. Product size (W x D x H): 5.0” x 3.5” x 8.0”
Base diameter: 2 1/2”
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Vintage M21-120a
Stainless steel vacuum insulated double walled bottle. This vintage shape bottle is made with advanced technology to keep
your drinks stay ice cold for 24 hours or piping hot for 12 hours due to innovative double-wall vacuum insulation. For added
insulation, bottles include a copper coating that provides a temperature shield. No leak, no condensation. Great bottle for
keeping drinks cold in the summer and hot in the winter. Perfect for ice water, ice coffee, hot drink, hot chocolate, etc. Must for
office worker, students, baby, sports, outdoors. These are safe food grade stainless steel is the best choice. Capacity: 500 ml

Anatolie M21-120b
Anatolie is a high-quality flask best for hot and
cold drinks to keep the temperature the same
for the longer period of time. 370ml flask is
made from 304 stainless steel, PP, ABS, silicone
high quality, certified high food grade material
and suction base. Size: 21 × 8.2 × 7.8 cm.
Packaging: Paper box
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Bamboe M21-121a
Bamboe is a double wall stainless steel insulated
vacuum flask. This comes with stainless steel tea
infuser. The engraved logo on the bamboe flask
gives a very classy look and the logo stays forever.
Capacity: 450 ml. Dimension 7 x 20.5 cm
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Ello M21-122a
Vintage inspired double wall vacuum stainless steel thermal mug with lid.
With a nod to classic enamel mugs Ello is a sublimation mug (allows full
colour branding) This 16-ounce travel mug will keep drinks hot or cold for
hours with its vacuum insulation. The long handle is designed with matt
composite so it is easy to grasp and hold onto. Available in charcoal grey,
rose gold and matt white colour.
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Wrambler Twist M21-123a
Wrambler Twist 20 Oz thermal mug. Material: 18/8 stainless
steel, made with 304 kitchen food grade stainless steel, so
they are puncture and rust resistant. Copper coating, double
wall vacuum insulation to keep cool drinks cold and hot
drinks hot until last sip. Dishwasher safe, Lid: Shatter resistant
dishwasher safe smooth sliding lid. Powder coated matt finish
body. Available in charcoal black and metallic gray color.
Size: 17.5 H x Ø 8.5 cm
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Tum Tum M21-124a
350ml matt coated double wall high grade stainless steel
304 18/8 mug. Just the perfect size that fits easily in a coffee
machine. Copper coating, double wall vacuum insulation
to keep cool drinks cold and hot drinks hot until last sip.
Dishwasher safe lid: Shatter resistant. Colors available: white,
greige and sapphire blue colour in matt finish. Dimensions:
Ø 9 x 11 cm. Net weight: 0.199 kg
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CoffeMate M21-125a
Stainless steel double wall coffee mug. Its matt rugged
finish makes it anti slip and easy to carry in your hand
and car. This insulated vacuum mug is made with food
grade stainless steel 304. Capacity 510 ml. Suitable for
hot and cold drinks. Available in matt black and white
colour.
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Suction Café M21-126a
Idea café suction cup is best in your daily use. Great
in your work desk or at home using the high-quality
suction base. 340ml cup comes in a blue and grey
colors. Made in PP, TPE and silicone and certified
high food grade material use. Size: 14.6 x 9.0 cm.
Packaging: Printed paper box.

Mini Wrambler M21-126b
12 Oz Twisted design coffee tumbler. Stainless
steel exterior and AS plastic interior. Sliding
open and close function on the lid. Available
in stainless steel and metallic gray colour.
Product size : 13 cm x ø 8.5 cm
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Toby M21-127a
A 20 Oz BPA Free REUSABLE AND REFILLABLE Borosilicate glass water bottle with bamboo lid and silicone
sleeve. This glass water bottle is made of durable glass that won’t crack under extreme temperatures. The
glass and silicone are diswasher safe, natural eco-friendly water bottle. Saves plastic waste and is free of
BPA, PVC, Lead, and Cadmium for safe and pure water. Colour silicone sleeve adds style and provides
protection from slips and falls. Perfect mouth size for spill-free drinking. Size: Height 23 cm.
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EcoGlass M21-128a
Eco-friendly water bottle with glass interior and wheat
straw exterior. With convenient handle for easy carrying
and a phone stand at the base. Capacity 380ml. BPA free.
Packed in a gift box. Product size: 21 x ø 6.3 cm
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Obsidian M21-129a
Obsidian is a double wall high end borosilicate
glass bottle with bamboo lid and tea infuser.
Capacity 500 ml. The logo can be engraved on
the lid or can be printed on the bottle.
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Hydrate M21-130a
Hydrate single-wall medical grade BPA free high borosilicate glass bottle wrapped in a soft grip silicone sleeve. This
durable glass won’t crack under extreme temperatures, glass and silicone are dishwasher safe, natural eco-friendly
water bottle. Features a leak proof BPA Free bamboo screw-on lid. Color silicone sleeve adds style and provides
protection from slips and falls Durable food-grade bamboo lid and the cotton rope for easy carry; perfect mouth
size for spill free drinking. Do not freeze, do not microwave. Volume capacity is 550ml. Size: Height 23.5 cm
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Drench M21-131a
A BPA free high borosilicate glass bottle wrapped
in a soft grip silicone sleeve. Comes with a leak
proof BPA Free bamboo screw-on lid with ample of
space to engrave the logo on the lid itself. Its white
silicone sleeve provides protection from slips and
falls. Volume capacity is 550ml. Size: Height 23 cm

Tampara M21-131b
Tampara has been beautifully
crafted with high grade borosilicate
glass. Its heat insulation double
wall gives a classy look and easy
to carry. Comes with stainless steel
cap and 304SS filter. Capacity
420ml.
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Megara M21-132a
Megara is made from glass that is 100% recyclable
and that doesn’t infuse harmful chemicals or
unwanted flavours into your water like plastic or
metal and eco-friendly bamboo lid. Made from high
grade borosilicate glass, which is more heat resistant
than any other commonly used glass. Now you can
save the planet and enjoy your warm tea too. With
fashionable silicone sleeve for drop protection and
heat insulation. Content 550ml. Product Size : 24 x
ø6.8 cm. Max Print Size : 45 x 40 mm.
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Sakura M21-132b
500ml insulated custom
portable borosilicate drinking
glass water bottle with
neoprene sleeve. Not suitable
for carbonated drinks. Leak free.
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Brew M21-133a
Brew is made from tempered soda lime glass. Designed for long life –
durable and shock resistant. Independently tested to ensure they are lead
and cadmium free. The cork used in our bands is sourced sustainably
from the ancient cork oak forests of Portugal and manufactured from
the recycled waste material from the wine industry. The cork material
itself has unmatched environmental credentials. It’s light, biodegradable,
antibacterial and is an incredible insulator with its superior thermal
qualities. Furthermore, it also has great aesthetic qualities and is lovely to
feel and hold. Over time, its patina will tell the story of your use. Being a
natural product, cork is delicate. We urge users to look after it like a dear
friend. For best results, do not remove the band from the cup and wash
gently by hand. Brew Cork Edition is available in 8oz.
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Qahua M21-134a
Qahua is a tempered soda lime glass
coffee cup. Its push on silicone lid with a
wide heat resistant silicone band makes it
handy. Capacity 8 Oz.

Virtality M21-134b
Suction mug Virtality is your drink partner. 260ml double wall
mug in ceramic material inside and ABS, TPE, silicone outside
with high quality suction base. Certified high food grade
material use. Size: 14 x 14 x 9.54 cm. Packaging: Paper box.
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Silo M21-135a
Funky yet useful ceramic mugs with silicone cap and base.
Its stylish heart shape handle gives a nice grip. Its non
slip silicone base and a matching cap gives a very trendy
look. These ceramic mug can be branded with full colour
sublimation and its Orca 2 coating gives a fantastic output.
Capacity 325 ml.

Pied M21-135b
The classic U shaped mug with colourful interior, handle and
spoon. Fully dishwasher proof. Available in 8 different colours.
Capacity 325 ml.
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Kauri M21-136a
Kauri is a U shape ceramic mug with coloured
exterior and white interior. Capacity: 300 ml.

Receptacle M21-136b
Receptacle is a ceramic mug with large handle and
coloured interior. Capacity: 425 ml.
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Karamik M21-137a
Coloured exterior ceramic
mugs with rim and white
interior. Capacity: 300 ml.

Havanas M21-137b
Sublimation ceramic mug. Full colour image or
logo can be printed on Havanas. White glossy
outside and inner with different colours to match
your corporate identity.

Trims M21-137c
Sublimation ceramic mugs. Suitable to
print full colour image or logo. Rim handle
in 5 colours to match your corporate
colours.
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Passé M21-138a
12 oz white vintage shape sublimation
mug with colored lid that is back
to the trend. Packaging: Paper box
Dimension: 8.4 cm (Dia)x 7.5cm (H)

Magic Mug M21-138b
Colour changing sublimation ceramic
mug. The logo and the print shows
up only when hot liquid is poured in.
Available in matt and glossy finish.
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Barn M21-139a
Barn is a 450 ml eco friendly wheat fiber
mug with Eco Sleeve for Comfort. This mug
is light weight dishwasher safe, food safety
certified, reusable and biodegradable.
Size: 15 cm, base Ø 6.5 cm, cap Ø 8.5 cm

Tre M21-139b
Tre is a single wall tumbler. This is made
with 50% bamboo fibre and 50% PP with
lid and grip. Capacity 350 ml. As this is a
single walled mug heat transfer can still
occur. Not suitable for use in microwave
oven. Dimension: Ø9 x 11 cm.
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Qishr M21-140a
Double walled coffee mug.
Qishr is made of 50% coffee
husk and 50% PP. Capacity:
300 ml. Not suitable for
use in microwave oven.
Dimensions: Ø 9 x 14 cm.

Garrafas M21-140b
Garrafas is a 350 ml eco-friendly
wheat fiber mug with handle
to hold conveniently. This mug
is lightweight dishwasher safe,
food safety certified, reusable
and biodegradable. Available in 3
soothing colors. Size: 10 cm H
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Madison M21-141a
Aluminium drinking bottle 500 ml
single wall with silicone strap.

Laurena M21-141b
Drinking bottle in Tritan™ which is BPA free. It is supplied with
a small drinking glass. Capacity: 700 ml. Leak free. This clear
bottle is available in 6 different colour lids.
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Push Spout M21-142a
Immediate hydration for any adventure. Durable
and leakproof single handed drinking. With
an angled push button auto spout provides
ergonomic drink interface that delivers a high flow
of water without sloshing or spilling. 100% free of
BPA, BPS and BPF. A polyester string is attached
to carry the bottle comfortably. Together securely
attaches the cap to the bottle for easy filling and
refilling. This water bottle is made of a durable and
innovative plastic, Tritan material, Capacity: 750 ml.

Shaker M21-142b
Shaker is the ultimate bottle to consume all your
favourite shakes and supplements from. The
body is made out of TRITAN™ material so it is
scratch proof and durable. The insert allows for
easy mixing of all powders. Capacity: 800 ml.
Max print size: (Flat) 30 x 130 mm
(Round) 75 x 130 mm
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LetsFit M21-143a
Sports water bottle, BPA-Free tritan plastic water
bottle with locking flip-Flop lid, leakproof and
dustproof cap, carry loop, 750 ml bottle for
outdoor hiking camping travel. Made from safe
and impact resistant tritan material. NO BPA,
PVC, lead or cadmium. Hygienic push button
flip-up lid with food-grade silicone seal to avoid
spills and dusts; locking ring to keep contents
secure during transport. One-hand press-button
operation to have easy and quick access to water,
integrated capacity markings help monitor daily
water intake.

Eastman M21-143b
Trendy infuser bottle to flavour your water with
your favourite fruit or herbs. The body is made
out of TRITAN™ material so it is scratch proof
and durable. The lid is made out of ABS and
is leakproof so you can take your flavoured
water wherever you go. Capacity 800 ml.
Product Size : 27.9 x ø7.6 cm.
Max print size : (Round) 33 x 160 mm
(Flat) 220x 150 m m
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Lauki M21-144a
A Single walled 500 ml Capacity
Sports Bottle. This comes with
twist on lid and flip top drink
opening. Made with BPA Free
ABS Plastic. Available in 3
colours.

Lambretta M21-144b
Travel bottle in Tritan™ which is BPA
free with stainless steel lid. Capacity:
300 ml. Not suitable for carbonated
drinks. Leak free. Available in three
colours. Dimensions: Ø4 x 20 cm.
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DRINKWARE - Aluminum / Plastic
DRINKWARE
Silica M21-145a
500 ml BPA Free Sports
Bottle. Available in 6
colours with matching
silicone handle.

Tritan M21-145b
BPA free plastic drinking bottle ideal
for the gym, cycling, running or just to
keep on your desk so you remember
to drink your 2 litres per day. The
maximum capacity of the bottle is
650ml. The bottle has a screw lid for
when you need to refill it. The bottle
should fit in most car drinks holders.
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Squared Tumbler M21-146a

Susie M21-146b

This unique shaped water bottle with silicone sleeved
body allows convenient single-handed drinking.
Push the button and the lid flips open. There’s a
special locking mechanism to keep users away from
accidentally pressing the button. This water bottle
is made of a durable and innovative tritan material.
Odourless and 100% BPA-free. Content 600 ml.
Registered design®
Product size: 20.7 x 8.8 x 5 cm.

Sleek plastic bottles. Its metal enclosure
with nylon handle becomes handy to carry
easily. Available in transparent and blue
color.
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
Ferro M21-147a

3 pc desk set reliever that has pen stand / holder, mobile /
tablet holder, slot for business cards and slots to keep
stationery. These wooden blocks can be placed in 6 different
styles and gets attached with the embeded magnets in each
block.
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BambooSe M21-148a

BambooSe is a classic eco-friendly gift set that
consists of a bamboo vacuum flask with 304 stainless
steel inside, a Saksakan bamboo phone stand wireless
charger and a bambook bluetooth speaker. These come in a
corrugated gift box packing.
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY

Bambukas M21-149a

Organize your desk just the way you like it. Move
and combine all parts of organizer to make most
comfortable position on your desk. 5 Watt
wireless charger allows you to charge your phone
by just placing it in the charging area. Notepad
with 40 lined pages. Packed in and Eco-Friendly
box. Max Print Size: 80x20 mm,
Size: 33 x 27 x 2.7 cm 13 kg /ctn

Saksakan M21-149b

Table top mobile stand made with natural bamboo. Saksakan comes with
built-in dual coil wireless charging for Qi enabled devices. Output DC5V/1.0A
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light up logo

Mr. Souris M21-150a

A wheat straw made wireless mouse Trending design, ultra slim
wireless mouse. Built-in rechargeable battery. Light-up Logo.
Material: ABS, RF wireless mouse, nano receiver, Built in
rechargeable battery. Buttons Number: Left, Right, Scroll
Buttons. Transmission Distance: Up to 7m. DPI: 1200DPI.
Working Way: 2.4G. Transmission.
Product size: 106 x 58 x 17 mm

Recycleren M21-150b

A high quality sustainable and recyclable material gift set
comprising of 5000 mAh power bank and a multi charging
cable in matt finishing. Can charge your mobile up to 2 times.
The Octopus cable is made in Dupont Tyvek and wheat straw
material that is Tough, Durable, and recyclable.
Current DC 5V / 2.1A. Product size: 10 x 55 x 65 mm
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Lapis M21-151a

Innovative window solar charger with smart lighting. 6000mAh dual USB
power bank can be stuck on window of your office, home or the car for
all day green solar power. Built-in 200Lux LED light with SOs/ caution
mode. Innovatively it could put on room wall for smart lighting, with it’s
PIR sensor.
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Klingen M21-152a
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Wireless transmission and rechargeable battery. Bio-degradable case
with 20% wheat straws for reducing plastic consumption. Portable size
with high quality sound, TWS stereo pairing enables 2 speakers. Has
magnetic feature and can stick to your fridge or in any metal surface. Can
be used as a selfie remote. Product size: 48 x 46.5 x 80 mm
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PastelFold M21-153a

PastelFold is a smart box that unfoldes into a useful desk tool.
Consists of a pen holder, 150 notepad pages, sticky notes in 5
different colour (25 sheets per color), a 2 year calendar and a
secret box to keep those small things you want to hide from the
world! Product size: 10.5 x 10.5 x 7 cm

Eco Green

Pink

Blue

Red

Black

Mudhakira M21-153b
Recycle memo with recycle scribble sheets.
Comes with natural wood pencil.
Size: 11 x 10 x 3 cm
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
Cube M21-154a
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Foldable recycle cube 10*10cms with sticky notes, memo
pad and pen stand. Ample of space for branding.

Foldex M21-154b

Foldable paper cube with sticky notes, memo
pad, colour memo, pen stand, phone holder
and a slot for stationery. Can be folded like a
square box.
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Mr. Ben M21-155a

A smiley nature’s basket on your desktop. “Hair” takes
about 1 week to sprout . A full head of hair takes 3-4
weeks to grow, and “greying and balding” will occur after
about 6 weeks. Experiment with different hairstyles :-)
You can make mohawks, ponytails, crew-cuts... have fun
with it! Comes as smiley face not with spectacle moustache.

Gharonda M21-155b
Table top solid maple wood calendar blocks with
phone and pen stand. Logo can be laser engraved.
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Green Pal

M21-156a

Water powered thermometer alarm clock. Keeps perfect time without requiring
batteries or electricity. Just fill the reservoir with tap or rain water, and the clock
will work for up to a few months. A fresh watering of the clock continues operation
an internal memory chip retains the clock’s time (for 2 minutes) during a refill so
resetting the time is not necessary. A button cycles between month/date and time
on the LCD screen. Size: 11.7 x 7.3 x 5 cm.
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Koža M21-157a

A distinctive A5 wireless charging notebook in a recycled genuine leather
material neatly binded with 80 sheets of paper. This recycled leather is
crafted with the composite of the shredded leather scraps collected from
tanneries and other leather product manufacturers. Has inside pockets for
business cards and documents and pen holder. Size: 17 x 22.2 x 2.4 cm.
Packaging: Paper Box
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BamBook M21-158a

A unique A5 notebook using a binder with 80 sheets of paper.
It has an adjustable elastic used for pen holder, mobile holder
and any other accessory. This elastic can be adjusted to best fit
and hold your item. Size: 22.1 x 16.5 x 2.5 cm
Packaging: Paper box
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY

Woodie M21-159a

Classic sunglasses in PC with wooden look finish
and mirrored lenses with UV400 protection.

Eco Bamboo M21-159b
Back to nature with this eco-friendly
bamboo cover notebook with 128
sheets/256 pages in ivory color each
100 gsm. Inner pages include a
combination of ruled, grid (squared)
and blank pages. Natural bamboo
ensures no two notebooks look the
same. Packed in a eco-friendly gift
box. Product size: 18.5 x 13 x 2.2 cm
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Shades M21-160a
Eco-natural sunglasses with frame made out of wheat straw
ﬁbre. Packed in kraft paper box. With UV 400 glasses.
Preferred print location: Side. Max print size : 50 x 5 mm

Wheat Straw

Blue

Green

Plant Me M21-160b
Seed paper cover notepad wire ‘O’
bound. 72 pages, 5" x 7". Planting
instructions mentioned at the back
of the notepad.
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Twisha M21-161a
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A notebook that cares for you and for the environment.
The cover of the notebook is made from recycled
plastic (rPET) in a GRS Certified factory that complies
with global recycling standards and is treated with
anti-bacterial technology to provide protection against
the growth of harmful bacteria. The paper used in this
notebook is acid-free and FSC Certified. A5 notebook
with 160 ruled pages each of 70 gsm.
Product size: 14 x 21 x 1.4 cm

t e d f o r A n ti

Navy Blue

Viola M21-161b
A trifold stationery set A5. Available in 4 different colour.
Size: 21 x 15 x 2.1 cm
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Nukk M21-162a
Notepad that is ideal for meetings! Consists of 70 sheets of 70 gsm paper, sticky notes to
mark important points, business card pocket that can hold up to 10 cards and recycle
material ballpoint pen. Product size : 14.5 x 11.5 x 1.5 cm

Red

Craft

Blue

Organico M21-162b
A5 size recycled eco-friendly notebook featuring
vibrant sticky notes, a matching recycled pen, a
ruled writing pad with broad elastic enclosure.
Colours available: black, red and blue.
Size: 18 x 14 cm
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Passi M21-163a
A nice passport holder made from recycled genuine
leather material giving a classy look to your passport.
Has card holder slots inside.
Size: 9.5 x 13.7 x 0.9 cm (folded size).
Packaging: Paper box

Evolution M21-163b

An A5 size recycled paper spiral note book
that comes with hard bound cover and a
matching colour pen. Comes in eco friendly
khaki box. Size: 18 x 14.3 cm
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Colours M21-164a
10 Plantable Coloring
Pencils. 10 coloring pencils
in an eco-friendly, reusable
round box.

Seed Pencil M21-164c
5 plantable seed pencils packed in an
eco-friendly, reusable round box.

Premium M21-164b
5 plantable seed pencils in
premium black colour in a
recycle black box. These are
available in 3 variants: Tribal,
Gold and Blue.
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY

Kotostri M21-165a
Eco-friendly draw string bag in herringbone weave.
Product size: 36 x 46 cm.

Blue

Grey

CanCork M21-165b

Canvas and cork string bag
Size: 34 x 42 cm. Colour: Pearl white.

Recycle String M21-165c
The soft drawstring bag manufactured with
recycled cotton and waste fabric material. Its
soft cotton drawstring runs through a seam
around the bag for easy opening and closing.
Size: 37 x 40 cm
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JucoShop M21-166a

Shopper

Combination of jute and canvas shopping bag
with large handles. Size: 40 x 35 x 15 cm

A large jute bag with front cotton pockets suitable for branding.
This comes with reinforced cotton handles with resistance of
10kg. Size: 45 x 35 x 12 cm

BroadCo M21-166c

VertiCo M21-166d

Broad base juco shopping bag with elastic button enclosure.
Can carry upto 10kg weight easily. Size: 40 x 33 x 15 cm

A vertical juco bag with jute spine and its flat canvas handles
becomes a must carry for regular shopping. Large flat space for
branding. Size: 34 x 28 x14 cm
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Makan M21-167a
A sustainable single layer lunch box made in recycled wheat straw
material with PP and bamboo cover. Has spoon, fork and knife in
a brown elastic band for better closure.
Size: 16.6 x 11.5 x 5.4 cm

Guten appetit M21-167b
Eco-friendly lunch box made of 50% PP and 50% wheat straw. With a
matching cutlery set and its double compartment allows you take carry
different variety. Its wooden lid is perfect for branding that can be
engraved well on the top. Comes with elastic closure. Crafted with
natural biodegradable materials. Size: 18.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm
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Chimcho M21-168a
Re-usable cutlery set made of 50% wheat straw
and 50% PP. Includes fork and spoon in case.

Bon Appetit M21-168b
An Eco Lunch Box made from sustainable material mainly
from bamboo and wheat straw mixed with PP. This comes
with built in slot to store cutlery - sustainable spoon, fork,
knife . Packaging: Kraft Box. Dimension: 21.5 x 16.5 cm
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FEMININE GIFTS

Tralee M21-169a
Foldable 21 inch storm umbrella, 3 sections
with 190T RPET pongee fabric, black plated
frame and ribs with wooden handle. Manual
open and closure. Self material pouch.
Dimensions: Ø 99 x 51 cm
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Noor M21-170a
An elegant high-end gift set comprising of a
ladies watch and a matching high-end metal
ballpen with twist action and stylus.
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FEMININE GIFTS

Luigano M21-171a
Luigano Italian leather collection. Beautiful Italian
leather craftsmanship. Push button closure.
Full leather interior. 8 credit card slots, 2 bill
compartments. The sleek slim design that can
be crafted in the colour of your own choice.
Size: 19.5 x 10.5 x 2.5 cm
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FEMININE GIFTS

Andoilt M21-172a
The soft genuine grained leather two fold ladies
clutch with slots for plenty of cards, and zipper
compartments to hold currency and bill folds / hold
coins etc. Can be crafted in black, brown and tan
colours as per your requirement. Size: 19*10*2 cm
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FEMININE GIFTS

Freya M21-173a
Uncoated outwardly processed nubuck cowhide
leather ladies’s wallet. This rough-sanded smooth
leather has rugged yet smooth inner surface i.e.
suede. Crafted by specialized craftsman. This simple
yet an elegant shape ladies’ wallet is ideal for
business cards and for money. Size: 19 x 10 x 1 cm

Spirit M21-173b
Whether you prefer a substantial wallet or an on-the-go
coin purse, keeping your currency in order doesn’t have
to be a drag. The best ones out there aren’t just a wagon
for your credit cards and cash. They’re also super stylish
and a great way to inject a little personality into everyday
essentials. A full grained leather trifold ladies wallet. Each
piece is crafted manually by trained craftsman. From high
end to high street, the hassle of the hunt with our pick of
the best clutch out there. After all, time is money. These
can be crafted in black brown or tan colours.
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Velta M21-174a
Genuine leather ladies clutch with contrast stiches.
Currency pocket, zipper compartment and ample of
slots for cards. Product Size : 10 x 19 x 2 cm

Zita M21-174b
Trifold genuine leather ladies wallet with white contrast
stitch. Consists coin compartment, ample of credit card
slots and a currency pocket. Available in black and brown
colour. Product size : 10 x 19 x 2 cm
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FEMININE GIFTS

Beatriz M21-175a
Classic vegetable tan leather ladies wallet with zipper
pocket to hold coins, credit card pockets and a safe
currency pocket. Its smooth surface adds to its elegance
and beauty. Product size : 19 x 10 x 2 cm

Parkbag M21-175b
Fanny bag in 210D polyester with zippered
main compartment and adjustable waist strap.
Dimensions: 35.5 x 14 cm
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Heydee M21-176a
Premium quality 450ml double wall AS plastic travel
mug with lid. Available in red colour. BPA-free.

Fanny M21-176b
Manual hand fan in wood with polyester
fabric. Dimensions: 41 x 22 cm
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FEMININE GIFTS

Looks M21-177a
Rounded double sided compact
mirror in transparent colours.
Dimensions: Ø6.5 x 1.3 cm.

Lipp M21-177b
Natural lip balm in
UV metallic ﬁnish.
Dermatologically tested.
Dimensions: Ø1.9 x 7 cm.

Rouch M21-177d
Chalmer M21-177c
Metal key chain symbolizing
a mosque, moon and a prayer
lamp.

A foldable bag hanger
that holds up to 4.5 kg.
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Delins M21-178a
Colourful manicure set in a PVC pouch. Includes a
nail ﬁle and nail clippers. Size: 11.5 x 6.5 cm.

Pincure M21-178b
4 pcs manicure set cased in a cute
box. Size: 100 x 53 x 20 mm.
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Glide M21-178c
Manicure set in a zippered
pouch. Made in Korea.
Size: 12.3 x 7 x 3.5 cm.
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FEMININE GIFTS

Daftar M21-179a
Daftar hardcover A5 PVC notebook. This electrifying colour
notebook comes with contrast colour sides and elastic band.
192 ruled pages, 70 gsm. Daftar notebook is thread bound
and comes with rounded corners, a bookmark, a penloop,
an elastic closure and an expandable inner pocket. Packed in
a gift box. Product size: 14.8 x 21 x 1.4 cm

Alfiruz M21-179b
A vibrant gift set that comprises of a A5
size ruled notebook with matching metal
ball pen in a gift box packing.
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Kleur M21-180a
Cosmetic bag in cotton with coloured bottom
and matching zipper puller. 340 gr/m².
Dimensions: 21.5 x 5 x 15 cm

Lolie M21-180b
Microﬁber mesh pouch. Available in various colours.
Size: 21 x 13 x 8.5 cm
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FEMININE GIFTS

Menuka M21-181a
Beach bag or shopping bag in cotton with
cord handle. 220 gr/m². Available in 3 colours.
Dimensions: 55 x 15 x 39 cm

Arcopolis M21-181b
Multi purpose bag with zipped main compartment, small
pocket inside with zip. Drop down height of handles is 34
cm. Made with 600D polyster. Size: 47 x 35 x 17 cm
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Leuren M21-182a
Canvas 280gr/m² shopping beach bag with
coloured bottom detail and matching handles
(inside pocket). Dimensions: 40 x 15 x 45 cm

Orlando M21-182b
Orlando is a briefcase made from premium
grained genuine leather. The sleek, structured
design is perfectly proportioned to carry by
your side and it stands upright on ﬂat surfaces
for easy loading of documents and tech
devices. Product size : 28.5 x 35 x 7.5 cm
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FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS
Empower M21-183a
A4 size zippered portfolio of high performance automotive
leatherette folder. This comes with built-in 4000 mAh power bank
and multi charging cables to charge almost all the mobile phones.
An expandable panel to hold iPad/tablet of any size with adjustable
stand for easy viewing your favourite sport / progamme. Slots for
accessories, mobile phone, business cards and pen. Comes with an
A4 writing pad and 16GB USB ﬂash.

USB
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FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS
Hype M21-184a
An A4 size stylish conference folder with magnetic
enclosure. This has a contrast design outside with
built in card holder and pen loop. The folder has built
in mobile/tablet holder, elastic pen loop, slots for
business cards, elastic loops to hold accessories and
mobile holder. Dimension: 31 x 23 x 1.3 cm

Boosted M21-184b
An A4 size folder with built in 4000 mAh power bank / LED battery
indicator, slots for cards and accessories. Flexible mobile / tablet stand
and mobile holder. The boosted PU folder comes with A4 ruled writing
pad. This has a magloop enclosure with metal plate for branding.
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FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS
Cubbon M21-185a
An ergomatic design A4 size PU, zippered folder. This comes with a contrast PU ﬂap
on the cover to hold a pen and business cards. This has slots / elastic loops to hold
mobile phone and accessories. Available in 3 colours. Dimension: 32.5 x 24.8 x 2.5 cm

Breixo M21-185b
Zippered A4 size leatherette conference folder with 13” laptop
/ iPad holder, elastic loops to hold accessories and has a builtin calculator. The combination of grained and all fabric with
contract stitch gives a look of an upmarket product.
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FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS
Virtiv M21-186a
Self designed grained PU zippered folder with contrast patch
giving a chic look. Elastic loops to hold accessories, business card
slots, can hold laptop upto 13”. Comes with an A4 size writing pad.

Kraten M21-186b
Naturally mill dyed leather conference folder A5 size.
Can be crafted in the colour as per your requirement.
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FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS

Shiraz M21-187a
Nubuck cowhide leather A4 zippered
conference folder. Slots to hold a 13” laptop,
business cards, mobile phone and pen loops.
Comes with suede lining inside.

Cellzoni M21-187b
Genuine leather conference folder with zip. Slot to hold an iPad, business cards,
documents etc. Comes with A4 size writing pad. The cow softy leather folder can be
crafted in black, brown or tan colour.
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Bellingo M21-188a
A4 Size zippered conference folder in
French calf leather. A simple plain design
inside adds to its class. Holds a 13” laptop/
iPad/tablet. Can be crafted in black, brown
and tan colours.

Panther M21-188b
Natural grained leather conference folder
A4 size with an iPad slot. Can be crafted in
black, brown and tan colours.
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GADGETS

Body Bag M21-189a
A body bag that can be everyone’s favorite because of its design and finest
material making sure your belongings are safe and intact. Has built-in wireless
charger with phone holder. Can be used as belt bag or body bag and has 2
compartments with RFID protection to keep your information safe. Can be your
luggage bag buddy. Size 30 x 5.5 x 20 cm. Packaging: Special polybag
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GADGETS

Wireless
Charging

Dhara M21-190a
Wireless bamboo pad. A mousepad desktop organizer
best in office use for your daily activities. The
organizer is made from original bamboo designed
for our everyday office use. The mousepad is made
from recycled genuine leather making the whole item
sustainable and environmental friendly. To add its
advantage, it is installed with a 10W wireless charger.
Size: 25 x 25 x 3.2 cm. Packaging: Paper box
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GADGETS
Gold edge

Bone porcelain

Heating plate

Wireless charging
smart motherboard

Wireless receiving coil
Insulated floor

Smart Mug M21-191a
Wireless charger smart ceramic mug which is
heated and insulated by a wireless charging pad.
It is made of fine bone ceramic, with good thermal
conductivity and exquisite elegant appearance.
The charging pad of the smart ceramic mug is
compatible with 5W/10W/15W wireless to charge
your mobile.
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Sukura M21-192a
Wireless charger with 3 port USB hub in bamboo and ABS.
Connect device to your computer, place smartphone on it
to begin charging. Blue light is lit when charging. Output:
DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with all QI enabled devices such as
latest Androids, iPhone. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included.
Dimensions: 17 x 9 x 3.1 cm
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GADGETS

Standy M21-193a
A plastic mobile phone stand which can rotate 360°. A phone
stand that can work for 2 mobiles with 2 sides view, making
you more comfortable and relaxed when using mobile
phones and tablets. It has a little tray underneath, which you
can put any accessories on it. Dimension: 11.72 x 9.9 x 7.4 cm
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Spinnen M21-194a
A shiny nickel spintop metal
decision maker, fun to play with a
stress relieving tool.

Phone Mate M21-194b
Multi-function pocket sim card / memory card
holder and phone stand. The concealed sim tray
that fits into your wallet holds micro sim, nano sim,
memory card, opener pin and also works as your
phone stand (not for tablet).
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SyncOxx M21-195a
A Universal charging and sync cable. One
charger for all types of mobile and gadgets.
Has removable charging tips suitable for
your mobile. Mirror finish branding area.
Size: 11.3 x 5.8 x 1 cm. Packaging: Black box

Anti Loss M21-195b
A sleek stylish bluetooth anti loss device. Works on the application
e-tracker, iSearching, eTracking / iTracing. 11 modes of phone rings, the
volume can be turned up and down. One can easily find the vehicle by
following the location on the map in the phone application. Compitablity:
iOS 7.0 System or above and Android 4.3 system or above. Comes in an
executive black colour with shiny chrome parts. Can be attached to key
ring, pets, bags, wallets or any other belongings.
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Hide n Seek M21-196a
Webcam privacy shutter.
Product size: 3.2 x 1.3 x 0.1 cm

Jugja M21-196b
Sliding cover for webcam
camera to protect privacy.
Product size : 4.1 x 1.6 x 0.2 cm
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GENUINE LEATHER

Nubuck M21-197a
Bespoke uncoated outwardly processed
Nubuck rustic buffalo leather laptop Bag.
This genuine leather laptop bag / portfolio
sleeve is spacious, handmade strapless design
distressed, leather folder holder. Perfect for
13”, 14”, 15” laptops, MacBook & tablets. This
rough-sanded smooth leather has rugged yet
smooth inner surface. Crafted by specialized
craftsmen. This Italian ﬁnish leather is a classic
example of classy yet trendy style. Can be
crafted in any size as per your requirement.
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Orlando M21-198a
Orlando is a briefcase made from premium grained
genuine leather. The sleek, structured design is perfectly
proportioned to carry by your side and it stands upright on
ﬂat surfaces for easy loading of documents and tech devices.
Product size: 28.5 x 35 x 7.5 cm
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GENUINE LEATHER

Couplat M21-199a
An elegant gift set that comprises of a genuine leather
processed nubuck cow hide mens and ladies wallet, a
table to wireless charger with a matching push action
ballpen (with stylus). These come packed in a notebook
opening style gift box packing with an elastic enclosure.
Size: 26 x 29.5 x 5.5 cm
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His & Her M21-200a
His and her genuine leather gift set. Crafted manually with cow
softy grained leather and packed in an elegant gift box packing.
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Coppia M21-201a
An Italian leather gift set comprising of a
ladies clutch (with ample of slots for card
and currency) and a 6cc men’s wallet in a
gift box packing.
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Broyhill M21-202a
Broyhill gift set is a leather gift set
featuring a genuine leather men’s
wallet, a genuine leather card
holder, a genuine leather slim travel
wallet and a matching high quality
metal ball pen with twist action.
These comes packed as a gift set in
a high end gift box packing.
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Goltas M21-203a
A unisex genuine leather wallet that features a variety of interior
pockets, ideal for storing most belongings such as mobile phone, paper
money and coins. Slots to hold 12 credit cards, a transparent window
slot for your ID cards, 2 sim card slots essential for travel. Its zipper
compartments gets hand to hold your money and coins. Can be crafted
in leather of your choice. Size: 20 x 10.5 x 3 cm
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Walletous M21-204a
Double zip unisex genuine leather
clutch wallet. Walletous features ample
of slots for credit / access cards, mobile
phone, coin pocket and currency slots
for easy access. Comes with easy access
slide in handle to carry the wallet.
Size: 20.5 x 11 x 5 cm
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Rohika M21-205a
A genuine leather cow softy gift set featuring a bilfold
men’s wallet with 8 card slots, 1 transparent window for ID
card, 2 bill compartments and a matching sleek business
card holder holds 11 business cards in a gift box packing.

Ulica M21-205b
Anti microbial genuine grained leather men’s wallet. Has 9
credit card slots, coin compartment and two bill fold slots
Product size : 9 X 11.5 X 1.5 cm
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GENUINE LEATHER
Avola M21-206a
The soft smooth cow napa leather men’s wallet with contrast stitch design.
This features a removeable ID / card holder two money slots and four card
slots. Avola wallet in the cow softy leather has a classic bi-fold shape with
card slots and two ﬂat note pockets. These hand made wallet are crafted by
skilled professionals and can be manufactured in black, brown and tan colours.
Size: 9.5 x 11.5 cm

Barbera M21-206b
Genuine leather bifold. For the modern man who loves everyday efﬁciency,
the slim bifold wallet that offers instant style and practicality. This
unique slim bifold construction features an exterior card slot, 6 interior
card slots, a zippered slot at the back, and a secure interior money clip.
Size: 11.5 x 7.5 cm (closed)
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Seakar M21-207a
Genuine leather bifold wallet featuring 14 credit
card slots, 1 bill compartment. The centre card
slot can be removed for easy access.

Zinfandel M21-207b
This solid-colour side-opening wallet features
a distinctive effect, traditional design, with
practical coin storage. The coin wallet gives
you equal access to cards, bills and the hidden
zipper slot, with a trim professional look. The
interior features ﬁne matching colour mesh
ID slot, ﬁts six credit cards, ﬂat bill section,
zippered section to store foreign currency.
Professionaly crafted by skilled professionals.
Can be crafted in the leather of your choice.
Size: 12 x 9.5 cm
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Pablo M21-208a
Genuine microbial leather men’s wallet with attractive contrast grey stitching.
11 card slots, 1 big section for banknotes and 2 additional pockets for receipts
and appointment cards. Product size : 10.5 x 14.5 x 2.5 cm

Le Marche M21-208b
Italian Vege Tan leather men’s wallet. This comes
with a detachable extra ﬂap for cards and money.
14 credit card slots with single bill compartment.
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Laizo M21-209a
Naturally dried mill leather men’s wallet. Can
be crafted in black, brown and tan colours.

Erlantz M21-209b
Double bill fold genuine leather men’s wallet with 8 credit
card slots, transparent ID slot and coin compartment.
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Albana M21-210a
Single fold grained leather men’s wallet with 6 credit
card slots.

Nero ‘d’ Avola M21-210b
Uncoated outwardly processed nubuck cowhide leather men’s wallet. This rough-sanded smooth leather
has rugged yet smooth inner surface i.e. suede. Crafted by specialized craftsmen. This Italian shape men’s
wallet is ideal for 6 business cards and two slots for money.
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Brado M21-211a
Genuine leather business card holder. This
compact and discreet card holder is an
elegant response to the bustle of business
life. It easily slips into a jacket pocket and
allows both personal and professional use.
The very functional design accepts both
credit cards and business cards. With an
extra ﬂap you can add on more discount
and access cards to the same.

Kuiya M21-211b
Genuine leather vertical credit card
holder with 6 card slots and 2 side
accordion pockets and a slot at the
back for easy access.
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Nebbiolo M21-212a
An elegant card case combining beautiful
leather with a practical design. This leather
credit card holder of the line “Smooth”
characterized by the vertical shape and
the minimal clean design. Equipped with
ﬂat pockets for notes and slots that can
contain up to 8 credit cards and business
cards. A fundamental item to always keep
your cards in order. Size: 10.5 x 8 cm

Cokla M21-212b
Genuine leather card case with attractive contrast grey stitching.
Flip open to ﬁnd the main section of card holder which can
store up to 40 business cards. An additional pocket on the other
side to store credit card or ID card comes with a small window.
Product size: 10.5 x 7.8 x 1.5 cm
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Safe M21-213a
Grained PU leather cardholder with
anti-skimming RFID protection.
Can hold upto 10 cards. Features
a bill pocket. Packed in a gift box.
Product size: 7 x 9.8 x 2 cm

Amigo M21-213b
Grained leather business card holder
with vertical opening for easy access.
Can hold up to 30 business cards and
slots to hold credit cards.
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Numero M21-214a
An Italian leather slim card
holder with 6 credit card
slots, a money slot and extra
slot to carry your important
memo. This shiny Italian
leather can be crafted in
black, brown or tan colours.

Ena M21-214b
Ena is the slimmest fashionable wallet with built in power bank. Crafted with
a combination of genuine leather and brushed aluminum. This feature: four
slots for credit cards, two slot including RFID protection. This comprises
of a 3,000mAh (Li-Polymer high voltage , high density) battery that
charges your mobile up to 100 percent. It includes durable short keyring
cables and one long cable for recharging. Type-C to Type-C charging
cable, Type-C to lightning charging cable, USB to Type-C charging cable.
Size: 104 x 76 x 9.5 (mm) Ena comes packed in an elegant tin box.
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CrossGrain M21-215a
This sleek card case features 6 card and a
slim access card slot crafted from crossgrain
leather. The card case is a sleek travel essential.

Ceuo M21-215b
Spoil yourself with a luxury leather cardholder.
Made with the best leather you can ﬁnd.
Once you have tried this lightweight leather
cardholder, you will never want to go back to
using a wallet again. Every time you reach for
your credit card, club membership certiﬁcate or
priority pass at the airport lounge, you will be
spoiled by the feel of touching this high class,
Italian leather. The cardholder is designed to
carry only your most important cards. No more
excess weight or lost time looking for the right
credit card. With this compact cardholder, you
will always know where you have your most
important cards.
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Luigano M21-216a
Luigano Italian leather collection. Beautiful
Italian leather craftsmanship. Push button
closure. Full leather interior. 8 credit card slots,
2 bill compartments. The sleek slim design that
can be crafted in black, brown or tan colours.
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Spirit M21-217a
Whether you prefer a substantial wallet or an on the go coin purse, keeping your currency in order doesn’t have to be a
drag. The best ones out there aren’t just a wagon for your credit cards and cash – they’re also super-stylish and a great
way to inject a little personality into everyday essentials. A full grained leather trifold ladies wallet. Each piece is crafted
manually by trained craftsman. From high end to high street, the hassle of the hunt with our pick of the best clutch out
there. After all, time is money. These can be crafted in black brown or tan colours.

Velta M21-217b
Genuine leather ladies clutch with
contrast stitches. Currency pocket, zipper
compartment and ample of slots for cards.
Product size : 10 x 19 x 2 cm
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Zita M21-218a
Trifold genuine leather ladies wallet with white
contrast stitch. Consists coin compartment,
ample of credit card slots and a currency pocket.
Product size : 10 x 19 x 2 cm

Freya M21-218b
Uncoated outwardly processed nubuck cowhide
leather unisex wallet. This rough-sanded smooth
leather has rugged yet smooth inner surface i.e.
suede. Crafted by specialized craftsman. This simple
yet an elegant shape unisex wallet is ideal for
business cards and for money.
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Zoid M21-219a
A 8.5” Italian leather custom made organizer with
daily diary or open date reﬁll. Can be crafted in
black, brown or tan colour.

Organza M21-219b
Naturally milled leather 8.5in Organizer. Comes with
daily or open date reﬁlls. Can be crafted in black,
brown and tan colour.
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Candelas M21-220a
A zippered French calf leather 8” Organizer with daily or open date reﬁll.
Can be crafted in black, brown or tan colour.

Anton M21-220b
Bespoke Italian leather 8.5” organizer with magnetic
loop enclosure. Comes with daily or open date reﬁll.
Can be crafted in black brown or tan colour.
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Sushara M21-221a
Grained leather 8.5 inches organizer with magnetic loop enclosure. The
contrast leather ﬁnish gives a classy look. Comes with a daily diary reﬁll/
open date reﬁll. Can be crafted in black, brown or tan colours.

Pasha M21-221b
This cheque book holder is a perfect accessory for your bank
visits and daily activities. It comes with slots for your chequebook,
passbook, credit card slots and other essential documents. The pen
loop will save you from the hassle of looking for a pen any time you
need it! Crafted by skilled professional in genuine grained leather.
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Ariel M21-222a
Zippered cow softly genuine leather travel wallet.
Featuring 8 card slots, a transparent window for ID cards,
coin compartment, slots to hold boarding pass and travel
wallet, and a large business card slot. Outside features a
large boarding card slot for easy access. Can be crafted in
black, brown and tan colours.

Safar M21-222b
Keep your travel essentials secure and organised
with our personalised natural grained leather
travel wallet. This unisex document holder is
ideal for any keen traveller about to embark on
an adventure. Features a slot for your passport,
boarding pass and important travel documents
including a section for local currency. Zippered
pocket for small essentials, 11 card slots with
loop enclosure. can be crafted in black, brown
and tan colours.
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Aero M21-223a
A soft genuine leather slim travel
wallet featuring 5 card slots,
passport slot and slot to hold your
tickets and the boarding card. This
sleek design (11 x 15 cm) can be
carried and easily slided in your
suit pocket.

Vidigueira M21-223b
A nice passport holder made from
recycled genuine leather material giving
a classy look to your passport. Has card
slots inside. Size: 9.5 x 13.7 x 0.9 cm
(folded size). Packaging: Paper box
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Warsaw M21-224a
A slim luggage tag with
information insert to be seen in
a clear PVC. Made in recycled
genuine leather material used
as luggage bag identiﬁer.
Size: 10 x 6.8 x 0.1cm.
Packaging: Polybag

Capri M21-224b
A full grain milled leather bespoke
travel wallet with a foldable luggage
tag. Custom dyed corporate colour.
MOQ 200 pcs.
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Zarafet M21-225a
A luxurious Bernard Florentin gift set that
has an elegant combination of watch and
a twist action metal ball pen in a high end
gift box packing.
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Eleganto M21-226a
A high end Bernard Florentin gift
set cased in a elegant mahogany
wood lacquer finish gift box. This
comprises of a men’s watch, a
genuine leather men’s wallet and a
twist mechanism metal ball pen. Has
got an option to choose the colour
of the watch as per your selection.
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Noor M21-227a
An elegant gift set comprising of a ladies
watch and a matching high end metal
ball pen with twist action and stylus.
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Aria M21-228a
Gift set comprising of lantern
moon metal key holder, a 4-in1 laser pen (with flashlight
and iTouch) and a classy metal
bookmark (apt for engraving your
logo) with satin dangler.
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Share N Care M21-229a
Share and Care is a perfect gift set comprising of a
Sipilä Tumbler and the Tum Tum coffee mug. The
chic and stylish design make it both good-looking
and useful gift set. These products are made with
vacuum insulation technology with copper coating
for max temperature retention and are easy to
open and clean. Durable double wall stainless
steel exterior stays cools to the touch with hot
beverages and sweat-proof dry and happy hands.
Dishwasher safe Lid: Shatter resistant. Available in
white, greige and sapphire blue colour in matt finish.
Box size: 25 x 22 x 9.5 cm

Greige

White

Sapphire blue
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GIFT SETS
Tibett M21-230a
Elegant design premium drinkware set consisting
of a tritan water bottle and stainless steel vacuum
tumbler made from SS 304 inside and SS 201
outside. Capacity: each 510 ml/ 17 oz. The silicon
grip ensures easy carry. Packed in a nice and
presentable gift box. Product Size: 22.8 x ø7.2 cm
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TumTum Set M21-231a
The Tum Tum Drinkware Set is made from stainless steel with a 750ml bottle and two 350ml
cups that have a fitted sipping lid. This double wall, vacuum, leak free set is great to have with
you on your outdoor trips to keep your refreshments cold or even on those winter days to keep
your hot beverages warm for longer periods. The drinkware set comes packed inside a wellpresented gift box. Dimensions: 27 x 34.2 x 9.1 cm. Net Weight: 0.722 kg
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Aviator M21-232a
Aviator gift set comprises of a high quality thermal insulated flask made with high quality edible grade
304 stainless steel, its thermal insulation allows to store liquid at almost the same temperature for long, a
matching push action ballpen, a 16GB leather USB key holder and a 10000 mAh wireless charging suction
power bank cased in a gift box packing. These sets are available in matt black, sapphire blue, burnt red and
glossy white colours.
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Pola M21-233a
For a daily fix of coffee even when you are running late, and a much-needed water break
when you are out doing something or the other, this flask and tumbler gift set comes
in very handy. Perfect for wherever and whenever, this SS 304 insulated flask & tumbler
series keeps cold drinks cool and hot drinks warm. Product size : (Flask) 29 x ø7 cm
(Tumbler) 10 x ø7.2 cm; Box size: 35 x 22.5 x 8.5 cm
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Ecco M21-234a
An Eco gift set that comprises of a high-end bamboo
bottle with stainless steel inside, a bamboo wireless
phone charging stand and a bamboo bluetooth
speaker cased in a corrugated box packing.
Box size: 28.8 x 26 x 9.6 cm
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Maktab Set M21-235a
A well crafted executive desktop set. Beautifully designed with combination of
leather & wood.The set consist of 10 pcs: Double deck paper tray, office desk table
pad, business card, memo and pen holders, letter opener, pen set stand.
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Totts M21-236a
A complete 6 pcs high-end lacquer finish mahogany desk set.
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Tapir M21-237a
A desk set crafted with the combination
of metal and wood. The 5pc desk
comes with a pen stand, a desk clock,
key holder, business card holder and
memo holder in a gift box packing.
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Daenamu

Timb

Ferro

Akka M21-238a
Back to nature gift set. Akka comprises of a eco-friendly bamboo cover notebook (with 128 sheets/256
pages in ivory color each 100 gsm. Inner pages include a combination of ruled, grid (squared) and
blank pages), Ferro that is 3pc desk set reliever (that has pen stand / holder, mobile / tablet holder, slot
for business cards and slots to keep stationery. These wooden blocks can be placed in 6 different styles
and gets attached with the embeded magnets in each block) and Timb: the push action bamboo pen.
This back to nature comes packed in a corrogated kraft box packing.
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Yataii M21-239a
Yataii functional gift set comprising of an A5 Size PU
notebook, a matching card / money holder and clip
on double ring key holder. Yataii comes in a gift box
packing. Available in black and blue colour.
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Nikkan M21-240a
A contrast patch loop enclosure ruled
notebook with a matching key holder and
a metal ball pen in a gift box packing.
Available in four different colours.
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Belle M21-241a
5pcs gift set in an elegant gift box comprising of a PU
8.5” organizer (with 2021 refill), a metal key holder, a
matching push action metal ball pen, business card
holder and a phone mate - the travel sim card holder.
Box Dimension: 38 x 29 x 6.5 cm
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Safa M21-242a
3pcs gift set comprising of a dual side give and take
business card holder, a metal ball pen and a matching
key holder this can be replaced with a leather USB key
holder (optional) Available in black and white colour.
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Sohar M21-243a
Heritage notebook that brings stylish neo-retro patterns to life with
an urban and legendary flair (each of 100 gsm). Also includes a
stylish metal pen with 1200 meter writing German Dokumental® Ink.
Product Box Size : 19.6 x 18 x 2.5 cm
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Benka M21-244a
3 pcs gift set that includes a high quality coaster, a metal ball pen and a matching
key holder packed in a gift box. Available in three different colours.
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Palomino M21-245a
An executive gift set with essentials.
A double wall easy grip water bottle
to hold hot and cool drinks for long
hours, a 216 ruled pages notebook with
legendary flair and a hexagonal body metal
ballpen having a German Dokumental
ink cased in a gift box packing.
Dimension: 28 x 25 x 9 cm
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Jina M21-246a
3pcs gift set that comprises of a 72 pages ruled notebook with mobile pocket and slots for
credit cards, a 6000 mAh light up power bank and a key holder packed in a gift box packing.
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Kokerr M21-247a
Kokërr is a antimicrobial gift set consisting of a single
bill fold wallet with 6 credit card slots, a business
/ ID cardholder, a keychain all made from genuine
grained leather and a metal pen. Packed in a gift box.

Sina M21-247b
A gift box comprising of a 72 pages
ruled notebook with elastic enclosure,
a 16GB leather USB and a matching
metal ballpen.
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Marblo M21-248a
Marblo gift set comprising of a marble finish
metal ballpen, a matching pair of cufflinks, a
tie bar and a matching tie, cased in a gift box.
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Toits M21-249a
A personalized gift set comprising of a genuine leather men’s wallet, genuine leather
business card holder and a black lacquered metal ballpen in a presentable gift
box packing. Can be supplied with a genuine leather belt or a silk/polyester tie in
assortments. Box size: 33 x 22 x 6 cm
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Maze Set M21-250a
A high-end cufflink set that comprises of
a new stylish cufflinks that can be worn
directly on the shirt buttons and a matching
high-end metal ballpen with maze design.
Available in black and gun metal finish.
Size: 19.5 x 9.7 x 5 cm
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Coppia M21-251a
An Italian leather gift set comprising of a ladies clutch
(with ample of slots for card and currency) and a
double billfold 6cc men’s wallet in a gift box packing.
Box size: 33.5 x 15 x 3 cm
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Rohika M21-252a
A genuine leather cow softy gift set featuring a single billfold men’s wallet with 8
card slots, 1 transparent window for ID card, 2 bill compartments and a matching
sleek business card holder holds 11 business cards in a gift box packing.
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Capri M21-253a
A full grain milled leather travel
wallet with a foldable luggage
tag. This can be crafted in
custom dyed corporate colour.
MOQ: 300 pcs.
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His & Her M21-254a
His & Her genuine leather gift set. Crafted
manually with cow softy grained leather
and packed in an elegant gift box packing.
Size: 33.5 x 15 x 3 cm.
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Broyhill M21-255a
Broyhill gift set is a genuine leather gift
set. This features a leather men’s wallet, a
leather card holder, a leather slim travel
wallet and a matching high quality metal
ballpen with twist action. These comes
packed as a gift set in a high-end gift box
packing. Size: 33 x 22 x 6 cm
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Bowring M21-256a
Gift set comprising of a zippered travel wallet, aluminum luggage tag and
8GB Ruby USB. This comes along with a phone mate that is a pocket sim card
organizer (this holds micro sim, nano sim and the memory card. Has built-in sim
card opener pin and also can use it as a phone stand).

Lokki

M21-256b

Lokki gift set that comprises of a ruled
note book with magetic loop / elastic
enclosure, an aluminium polygon push
action ball pen, a matching key holder
and a light up power bank capacity
5000 mAh packed in a gift box packing.
Available in blue and black colours.
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Mawazib M21-257a
A high-end gift set that comprises of Scholar
(a heavy duty stainless steel magnifying glass),
Jild (a leather finish metal ballpen), Bookmark (a
calligraphied book marker) and Qi Pad (a light
up desktop wireless charger) in a magnetic box
packing. Size: 25 x 18.2 x 4 cm
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Handitu M21-258a
Scholars gift set that comprises of Jild (a metal leather ballpen) and Scholar
(a heavy duty stainless steel magnifying glass) cased in a gift box packing.
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Recycleren M21-259a
A high quality sustainable and recyclable
material used for 5000 mAh powerbank and
charging cable in matt finishing. Can charge
you mobile up to 2 times. Cables is made in
Dupont Tyvek material that is tough, durable,
and recyclable. Mainly made in wheat straw.
Input Voltage / Current Input Voltage / Current.
Output Voltage / Current DC 5V / 2.1A. Product
Size: 10 x 55 x 65 mm
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Puti M21-260a
A graceful white gift set that comprises of a powerbank featuring wireless
charging with a capacity of 4700 mAh, a stylish 16GB USB and a matching
powder coated push action metal ballpen in a gift box packing.
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TransWorld M21-261a
High end perfect travel gift set comprising of a
genuine leather zippered travel wallet, a digital
weighing scale (capacity: 50Kg), an EU standard
light up bluetooth speaker, a light up 10000
mAh power wireless bank powered with lithium
polymer battery. The powerbank has built-in
phone stand. This comes packed in a high-end
gift box packing. Genuine leather travel wallet
can be replaced with PU leather travel wallet.
Size: 38 x 30 x 6.5 cm
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TechSet M21-262a
TechSet is an ideal gift set that
comprises of an A5 trifold classy
notebook with magnetic closure, a
light up multi charging cable with
LED Logo, a light up wireless power
bank with a capacity of 10000 mAh,
a rubber finish metal ballpen in an
elegant gift box packing.
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Smart Anti-Loss Locater

Mobile
LIGHT
UP
U
Phanger
Car Charger

Mobile hanger

LIGHT UP Car Charger

3 in 1 Car charging
cable with light

MoveOn M21-263a
A stylish handy gift set that comes in an elegant
organized pouch. The pouch has a network of elastic
3 in 1 Carinside
chargingwhere all the accessories can be placed neatly
cable with light
with out a clutter. This comprises of a smart anti-loss
key locater, a light up multi charging cable with LED
logo, a magnetic mobile hanger and a leather feel
3in1 light up car charger.
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Bily M21-264a
Bílý is a 3pcs gift set that comprises of a
white shinny powerbank 3600 mAh capacity
with a matching metal ballpen and a 16 GB
leather USB in a gift box packing.

Hvitur M21-265b
Hvítur is a 3 pcs gift set that comprises
of a white shinny powerbank 7800 mAh
capacity with a matching metal ballpen
and a 16GB leather USB in a gift box
packing.
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Cihi M21-265a
Cihi is a blue gift set that comprises of
a light up power bank with a capacity
6000 mAh and a matching metal ball
pen. A matching USB can be supplied
on request. That is optional.

Zuri M21-265b
A technology gift set that comprises
for a table top wireless charger /
phone stand, a matching light up multi
charging cable and a matching powder
coated push action metal ballpen in a
gift box packing.
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Chah M21-266a
2 pcs gift set that comprises of a
wireless mouse and a 4 in 1 multi
function pen (ballpen, 16GB USB,
phone stand and stylus) comes in a
gift box packing.

Lakka

M21-266b

2 pcs gift set that includes
a wireless mouse with a
matching 5000 mAh wired
power bank cased in a gift
box packing.
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Sunis M21-267a
A tech gift set that comprises
of a 8000 mAh wireless light up
suction powerbank and a light
up 16GB USB cased in a gift box
packing.

TechCharge M21-267b
A tech set that comprises of a leather power bank
(with built-in type C and lightening cable with a
capacity of 6000 mAh), a wireless mouse, a 16GB USB
key holder and a push action aluminium ballpen with
stylus. These comes packed in a gift box packing.
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Cosmos Power M21-268a
Cosmos power is a gift set that includes a RFID
travel wallet (with mobile pocket and plenty
of slots for all the travel accessories), a light
up powerbank (capacity 6000 mAh), a light up
multi charging cable and a metal push action
ballpen cased in a gift box packing with elastic
enclosure. Size: 26 x 29.5 x 5.5 cm

Laica M21-268b
Laica comprises of a high end notebook with
safe elastic enclosure (that has a mobile pocket,
collapsable mobile stand and credit card slots
and replaceable notebook), a matching leather/
metal ball pen and a light up multi charging
cable. Size: 26 x 29.5 x 5.5 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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GIFT SETS

Jefte M21-269a
An elegant gift set that comprises
of a suede finish organizer with
open date refil, a light up Qi wireless
charger, a sleek 16GB wallet stick
USB and a push action matching
ballpen in a gift box packing.
Dimension: 38 & 29 x 6.5 cm
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Neru M21-270a
A high-end gift set that comprises of a
genuine leather men’s wallet, a compact
wireless charger set (with built-in 5000
mAh powerbank) and a high quality metal
ballpen in an elegant PU leather gift box
packing. Size: 25 x 20.5 x 6 cm.
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Cosmos Travel M21-271a
Cosmos travel is a gift set that includes a RFID
travel wallet (that has mobile pocket and plenty
of slots for all the travel accessories), a light up
multi charging cable, an aluminium luggage tag
(with metal wire) and a metal push action ballpen
cased in a gift box packing with elastic enclosure.
Size: 26 x 29.5 x 5.5 cm
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Couplat M21-272a
An exclusive gift set. This comprises of a
genuine leather processed nubuck cow
hide men’s wallet and a ladies wallet, a
table top wireless charger with a matching
push action stylus ballpen with. These
come packed in a notebook opening style
gift box packing with elastic enclosure.
Size: 26 x 29.5 x 5.5 cm
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Delli M21-273a
A professional executive gift set. Delli
comprises of an 8.5 inches organizer
with magnetic loop enclosure and open
date refill, a table top mobile holder /
wireless charger, a jet black key holder
and a Kenzo metal ballpen in a high-end
gift box packing. Size: 39 x 29 x 6.5 cm
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GIFT SETS

Apollo M21-274a
A gift set with radar key chain torch
and the triton mini pocket knife with
12 functions.

Oppo M21-274b
A mini gift set comprising of a torch
with built-in compass, whistle and a key
holder. A foldable screw driver kit makes
the set handy and practical.

motivatorsuae.com
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HAPPINESS

Aika M21-275a
Ballpen with fun emoji designs in eyecatching yellow color. With push-up
mechanism, soft body in glossy finish
and original circular clip. Blue ink.

Happie M21-275b
Folding bag with fun emoji
designs in eye-catching
yellow color. Made of
soft 190T polyester, with
matching color drawstring
and adjustment accessory.
Product Size: 40 x 38 cm
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Lego M21-276a
370ml, ceramic mug with fun emoji designs in eye-catching
yellow color. Presented in an individual box.

HappyStress M21-276b
Soft anti-stress ball with fun emoji designs in eye-catching yellow color.
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HAPPINESS

Alkanto M21-277a
Notebook of cheerful emoji designs in eye-catching
yellow color. With white spiral rings, rigid cardboard
covers in soft glossy finish and 40 blank sheets.
Product size: 8 x 9 x 1.1 cm

Dost M21-277b
Heavy Brushed 6 Panel Classic cotton cap with
button that allow you to put the mask straps
around the buttons instead of your ears, a more
comfortable
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O’jayas M21-278a
Smiley Stress Ball with
magnetic head and
paperweight at bottom.
Dimension: 10.6*5.6cms

Happy Singh M21-278b
Happy pen with spinner on the barrel, yellow color
body, chromed trims. With polybag packaging. Blue
ink. Packaging: Polybag; Dimension: 14 cm length.
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HARDWARE

ToolBox M21-279a
24 pieces small precision
screwdriver repair tool kit in ABS
magnetic closure case, with push
opening. Available in matt white
and charcoal black colours.
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We Tool M21-280a
When you give customers a promotional item such as
24 pieces tire shaped tool kit that provides uses such as
repairing and features, spring-loaded needle nose pliers,
bit driver, ﬁve piece socket set, nine piece screwdriver bit,
adapter set, phillips, ﬂathead mini screwdrivers, three piece
hex wrench, 3 inch tape measure, it creates a memory of
your company that will last. Product size: 16.5 x 16.5 x 6 cm
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HARDWARE

CoTool M21-281a
Tool set with 9 LED aluminium torch and multi tool in pen shape.
Includes 3 slotted and 3 Phillips screwdriver heads. (3 AAA
batteries excluded). Presented in box. Dimensions: 14 x 8 x 3.9 cm
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HARDWARE

Ratchet M21-282a
This well equipped 24 pieces silver metal tool kit comes in handy for all types of everyday ﬁxings. It includes
grip handle pliers, mini screwdrivers, allen keys, a bit holder, 5 ratchet bits and 10 screwdriver bits, and a 3’ tape
measure. The neat aluminum carry case has a zippered closure. Our kits reﬂect superior design, construction and
utility for your home or car. Weight: 1 lb. 3 ozs. Dimensions: 6.5 x 4.5 inches
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HARDWARE

Tactical M21-283a
A heavy duty tactical torch with built in 2600 mAh powerbank,
a twist torch, SOS light, wind shield breaker, seat belt cutter
and magnetic back to stick on on any metal surface. The torch
can be charged with the car cigarette lighter slot or with the
AC charger. A perfect outdoor companion with twist action.
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Apollo M21-284a
A gift set with a sleek radar key chain torch and the triton mini
pocket knife with 12 functions.

Oppo M21-284b
A mini gift set comprising of a torch with built-in
compass, whistle and a key holder. A foldable screw
driver kit makes the set handy and practical.
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Kajika M21-285b
Reflective
Safety Vest M21-285a

A 9 in 1 small multi tool with key holder: small ﬂat
head screwdriver, nail ﬁle, nail cleaner, mini ruler,
knife blade, can opener, cap lifter and scissor.

High visibility reﬂective vest for
all work sites and hazardous job.
Approved by CE regulations. Comes
with double reﬂective strip around
the body and velcro enclosure. ISO
Certiﬁed, European Standard, 120
gsm polyester

Stretch M21-285c
Tool set with extendable aluminium torch with 3 LED light
and aluminium multi tool pen shape. Includes 4 slotted
and 4 Philips screwdriver heads. 4 batteries LR44 included.
Presented in gift box. Dimensions: 19.5 x 7.5 x 2.6 cm
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Inspector M21-286a

Lampo M21-286b

Multifunctional stylus tool pen in ABS matt
ﬁnish with torch, screwdriver, phone stand,
decorative compass, LED with white light.
Dimensions: Ø1.3 x 14.5 cm

Aluminium torch with 3 LED lights, magnet and 5
screwdriver heads in aluminium tool pen shape. 4
batteries LR44 included. Dimensions: Ø2.2 x 15.5 cm

5 in 1 Tool M21-286c
The 5 in 1 multi-purpose tool comprises of a philips screw
driver tool, tyre gauge, leveller, ruler, stylus and key chain in a
pen shape.
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01
02
03

04
05
07
08

09
06

10
11
12
13
14
15

01 Needle nose pliers
02 Regular pliers
03 Wire cutter
04 Hook remover
05 Saw
06 Phillips screwdriver
07 Sharp knife
08 Small slotted screwdriver
09 Lock
10 Small cutter
11 Middle slotted screwdriver
12 Can opener
13 Bottle opener
14 Nail file
15 Large slotted screwdriver

Comet M21-287a

Tovo M21-287b

Comet is the most classy looking 15 function multi
tool with charcoal black stainless steel outer body.
Accompanied with Comet is an elegant Swiss Peak
pouch to carry and store easily. No obstacle is too
big anymore with this tool’s elaborate 15 functions.
Product size: 2.2 x 4.5 x 10.5 cm

Tovo is the ultimate multi tool for the urban adventurer.
The sleek handle in combination with the stainless steel
tools provide a completely new look and feel. The multi
tool is supplied with a neoprene pouch and carabiner so
it can be stored and hooked anywhere. No obstacle is
too big anymore with this tool’s elaborate 16 functions.
Registered design® Product size : 10 x 6 x 2 cm
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Outil M21-288a
Strong and durable multi tool with 13 functions.
With beech wood case and high quality stainless
steel tools. Tools include: Long nose plier,
standard plier, wire cutters, serrated blade, bottle
opener, large ﬂat screwdriver, phillips screwdriver,
knife, saw, small ﬂat screwdriver, can opener,
medium ﬂat screwdriver, ﬁle. Packed in gift box.
Product size: 2.1 x 4.6 x 9.8 cm
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HEADWEAR - CAPS
Dost M21-289a
Heavy brushed 6 panel classic cotton cap with button that
allows you to put the mask straps around the buttons instead
of your ears, a more comfortable solution to wear mask.

White

Black

Navy
Navy
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Ottoman
M21-290a
White

4 panel ottoman cap with ﬂexible ﬁt band. Suitable
for heat transfer printing and embroidery. Available
in black and blue colour.

Black

Visnatu M21-290b
5 panel baseball cap in cotton twill with
adjustable hook and loop strap closure.
4 stitched eyelets in grey. Reﬂective trim
around the visor’s edge, the side of the cap.
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HEADWEAR - CAPS

Yash M21-291a
A soft micro-ﬁbre cap with breathable mesh vent
and a mesh design at the peak. Comes with an
adjustable buckle.

Peace M21-291b
Peace hat is a cool on trend look. Made extremely high
quality. Logos are embroidered for a polished look. Hat
bill made with a curved style. Crafted with polyester / hard
mesh material. 5 panel construction. Snapback closure.
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Brushed M21-292a
Plain heavy brushed cotton caps.
Comes with adjustable buckle in
various colours.

Contraster M21-292b
Heavy brush cotton caps with contrast
peak and an adjustable buckle.
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Ruby M21-293a
Silicone ﬂash memory with key holder. Current stock
available in 8GB. Other capacities can be arranged as
per your requirement. Comes in a gift box packing.
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SaniPouch M21-294a
PU leather pouch in vibrant colours. Its 60 ml sanitizer
can be attached to your bags or to your key chain.
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ChuiMui M21-295a
ChuiMui is a metal key chain designed
to avoid touching the public places.

No Touch M21-295b
Zinc alloy non-touch keyring with electroplate gun black ﬁnish.
Packaging: polybag, Size: 7 cm length
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KEY HOLDERS

TouchMeNot M21-296a
A contact free key holder.

SafeKey M21-296b
Safekey is contact-free key holder. This allows you to
open and close the door, use the ATM, press the lifts
button without touching them with your own hands.
Hence keep you safe touching the public places.
Comes in a gift box packing.
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Cukey M21-297a

Emerge M21-297b

Multi-functional Cukey. Contact-free design and
equipped with key ring and bottle opener. Made
from anti-microbial copper alloy, with 62% copper
content. COVID-19 virus only survives 2 hours on
copper, compared to 2-3 days on stainless steel,
plastic etc. Max print size : 30 x 6 mm

Metal key holder

Fidgit Rotator M21-297c
Metal ﬁdget spinner with key holder

Domed M21-297d
Metal key holder
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Kajika M21-298a

Toka M21-298b

A 9 in 1 small multi tool key holder: small ﬂat head
screwdriver, nail ﬁle nail cleaner, mini ruler, knife
blade, can opener, cap lifter and scissor.

An oval metal plate PU key holder.

Fanda M21-298c

Aida M21-298d

A PU leather key holder available in blue and
black colours.

Carabiner hook with keyring and
decorative compass.
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Float M21-299a
Oval ﬂoating cork key ring with braided rope.
Dimension: 9 x 4 x 1.5 cm

RoWo M21-299b
A wooden round key chain
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KEY HOLDERS

Ada M21-300a
Metal key holder moon shape and an arabic
lantern with a metal plate for engraving.

Chalmer M21-300b
Metal key chain symbolizing a mosque,
moon and a prayer lamp.
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KIDS & BACK TO SCHOOL

Plant Me M21-301a
Seed paper cover notepad- wire ‘O’
bound. 72 pages, 5” x 7”. Planting
instructions mentioned at the back of
the notepad.
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Bon Apetite M21-302a
An eco lunch box made from
sustainable material mainly from
bamboo and wheat straw mixed
with PP. This comes with built in slot
to store cutlery (sustainable spoon
and fork). Packaging: Kraft box.
Dimension: 21.7 x 16.5 x 7.2 cm
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KIDS & BACK TO SCHOOL

Collection M21-303a
House shaped coin bank. Plastic material.
Dimensions: 10 x 8.5 x 9 cm

Guten Appetit M21-303b
Eco-friendly lunch box made of 50% PP and 50% wheat straw. With
a matching cutlery set and its double compartment allows you to
carry different variety. Its wooden lid is perfect for branding that can
be engraved well on the top. Comes with elastic closure. Crafted with
natural biodegradable materials. Size: 18.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm
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Meal M21-304a
A Sustainable single layer lunch box made in recycled wheat
straw material with PP and bamboo cover. Has spoon,
fork and knife in a brown elastic band for better closure.
Size: 16.6 x 11.5 x 5.4 cm. Packaging: Polybag.

Animal Mugs M21-304b
Ceramic mugs with various animal shape handles.
Can be branded with full colour logo or image.
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KIDS & BACK TO SCHOOL
PetitChef M21-305a
Children’s kitchen set. Chef hat and apron in 180 gr/m²
cotton material. Dimensions: 17 x 24 cm

Catch ‘N’ Play M21-305b

Ball catch game including one suction ball and a
pair of suction ball holders. Dimensions: Ø15 x 2 cm
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Kidsun M21-306b
Classic and stylish kids sunglasses with UV 400 protection.

FlashYo M21-306a
Yoyo with ﬂashing colour
light. Includes 2 cell batteries.
Dimensions: Ø5.5 x 2.5 cm

Ludo M21-306c
Wooden Ludo game.
Dimensions: 12 x 12x 0.5 cm
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KIDS & BACK TO SCHOOL

Premium M21-307a
5 plantable seed pencils in
premium black colour - in a
recycle black box. These are
available in 3 variants - Tribal,
Gold and Blue.

Seed Pencil M21-307b
5 plantable seed pencils packed in an eco friendly,
reusable round box.
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Colours M21-308a
10 plantable coloring pencils. 10 coloring pencils
in a an eco-friendly, reusable round box.

Mini Plantable M21-308b
10 mini plantable coloring pencils in a an
eco-friendly, reusable round box.
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KIDS & BACK TO SCHOOL

Platable Crayons M21-309a
9 plantable crayons packed in an eco-friendly,
reusable round box.

SeedUP M21-309b
12 plantable seed pencils packed in an
eco-friendly, reusable round box.
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Tarakan M21-310a
Set of pencils and coloring sheets
with mandala designs to color and
relax. Includes 12 hexagonal body
pencils and 12 different designs.
Presented in cardboard box with
window. 12 Pencils and 12 sheet
included. Product size: 9 x 9 x 1 cm

Takapuna M21-310b
Set of 12 pencils in natural cardboard box with
window. Wooden pencils with hexagonal body in
natural ﬁnish. Product size: 9 x 9 x 1 cm

Sorong M21-310c

Tervel M21-310d

Set of 6 crayons in natural cardboard
box. With cylindrical body in varied
colors. Including crayons in 6 colors.
Product size: 5.3 x 9 x 0.9 cm

Set of 6 pencils in natural
cardboard box with window.
Wooden pencils with
hexagonal body in natural
ﬁnish and in a wide range.
Product size : 4.5 x 9 x 0.8 cm
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KIDS & BACK TO SCHOOL

Geometrik M21-311a
9pcs school geometry set that comes with
a compass, an eraser, a sharpner, a pencil, a
mechanical pencil, 10 mines 0.5, a ruler, a set square
and a protector cased a box. Size: 165 x 68 x 25 mm

Pakker M21-311b
Promotional back pack with front main
compartment, zipper compartment and two side
mesh pockets. Comes with padded shoulder strap.
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String Bag M21-312a
Promotional string bag made
of polyester. Size: 34 x 42 cm
Available in various colours.

Marvo M21-312b
Drawstring bag made from non-woven material in
white color especially designed to be colored with
crayons. Includes 5 cylindrical body crayons in varied
colors. With self-closing strings in black color and
reinforcement in the corners. Product Size: 25x30 cm

Eros M21-312c
Compact tote ideal for convections or promotional events. Drop down height
of handles is 30 cm. Eros is recyclable. Non-woven 80 gsm polypropylene.
Size: 25 x 35 cm
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MEN'S ACCESSORIES

Camec M21-313a
Camec the unisex zippered wallet. This long genuine leather wallet is unisex and can
be used by men and women of all ages. Features: Currency pockets, lots of credit card
slots, mobile slot, inside zipper compartment / see-through I.D. window with snap
loop enclosure. This comes with carrying handle. Size: 20.5 x 10.5 cm
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MEN'S ACCESSORIES

Sigra M21-314a
Fashionable single zipper bag unisex long wallet.
This leatherette wallet has slots for business cards,
change, currency and mobile phone. Comes with
carrying handle.
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MEN'S ACCESSORIES

Bints M21-315a
This special trifold wallet is a key chain
wallet that can function on multiple
grounds. Smart in looks and cute in
design, this one is a better option and
can get you on the right note. Comes
with slot to hold currency and zipper coin
compartment.

Skye M21-315b
Foldable 21 inch umbrella, 3 sections, fibre glass
ribs in matching colour, auto open and closure,
190T pongee black with matching colour stitching,
black metal shaft, black handle with matching
colour details. Dimensions: Ø95 x 48.5 cm
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Herschel M21-316a
Herschel pouch made in a special linen material of 600D
polyester. Can be used in a daily basis to organize your necessities
like wallet, mobile, currency, keys and others. Has metal plate for
branding. Packaging: Polybag. Dimension: 22 x 14 x 2 cm

Eupes M21-316b
Stylish pouch with one zipper pocket and mesh pocket
inside. Matte black metal puller with top waterproof
zipper. Front has hidden zipper pocket. Back comes
with nylon strap to slide your hand to carry easily.
Packaging: Polybag. Dimension: 15 x 24 x 6 cm
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Fashion
Ties M21-317a
Huge variety of
fashion ties in silk
and polyester to
choose from that are
readily available in
stock.

Logo Ties M21-317b
Bespoke ties. These can be weaved in your corporate
colors along with your logo as per your company
guidelines. MOQ 300 pcs.

Satin Ties M21-317c
Plain Ties, an elegant touch for a formal look. These expertly
made ties are fully lined for more structured feel and with your
logo placed is subtle nod to the rich heritage.
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Customs M21-318a
Bespoke cufflink set. These can be customized as
per your corporate identity with your logos in your
corporate colours. MOQ 250 pairs.

Ovals M21-318b

Town Square M21-318c

Brush finished oval shaped cufflink with rose gold
trims set, comes in a gift box packing.

Brush finish square shaped cufflink set,
comes in a gift box packing.
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MEN'S ACCESSORIES

Kaka M21-319a
A new sleek design of wallet using special PU material. RFID safe wallet with Aluminium
strip design to give stronger look. Dimension: 11.5 x 8 cm x 0.6 cm (folded size)

Erlantz M21-319b
Double billfold genuine leather men’s wallet.
These comes with 7 credit card slots, one
transparent ID window and a coin compartment.
Erlantz can be crafted in soft or grained leather.
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Pablo M21-320a
Genuine microbial leather men’s wallet with
attractive contrast grey stitching. This has 11 card
slots, 1 big section for banknotes and 2 additional
pockets for receipts and appointment cards.
Size : 10.5 x 14.5 x 2.5 cm

Le Marche M21-320b
Italian Vege Tan leather men’s wallet with detachable extra flap for cards and money. Crafted by trained
professionals to store 14 credit cards, a mesh window ID slot and double bill fold to hold your currency.
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MEN'S ACCESSORIES

Laizo M21-321a
Naturally dried mill leather men’s wallet with dual slots for currency and
8 credit card slots. These can be crafted in black, brown and tan colors.

Ulica M21-321b
Anti microbial genuine grained leather men’s wallet.
Has 9 credit card slots, coin compartment and two
billfold slots. Size: 9 x 11.5 x 1.5 cm
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Albana M21-322a
Single fold full grained leather men’s wallet.
Features single billfold and 6 cc slots.

Nero ‘d’ Avola M21-322b
Uncoated outwardly processed nubuck cowhide leather men’s wallet. This rough-sanded smooth
leather has rugged yet smooth inner surface i.e. suede. Crafted by specialized craftsmen. This Italian
shape men’s wallet is Ideal for 6 business cards and two slots for money.
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MEN'S ACCESSORIES

Ritik M21-323a
A unique classic folded card holder wallet
with pockets and card inserts. Has a ribbon
underneath the pocket for easier pulling of cards.
Size: 7.5 x 10.2 x 0.7 cm. Packaging: Paper box

Cokla M21-323b
Genuine Leather card case with attractive contrast
grey stitching. Flip open to find the main section
of card holder which can store up to 40 business
cards. An additional pocket on the other side to
store credit card or ID card comes with a small
window. Size: 10.5 x 7.8 x 1.5 cm
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Safe M21-324a
Grained PU leather cardholder with anti
skimming RFID protection. Can hold upto
10 cards. Features a bill pocket. Packed in a
gift box. Product size: 7 x 9.8 x 2 cm

Ena M21-324b
Ena is the slimmest fashionable wallet with built in power bank. Crafted with
a combination of genuine leather and brushed aluminum. This feature: four
slots for credit cards, two slot including RFID protection. This comprises
of a 3,000mAh (Li-Polymer high voltage , high density) battery that
charges your mobile up to 100 percent. It includes durable short keyring
cables and one long cable for recharging. Type-C to Type-C charging
cable, Type-C to lightning charging cable, USB to Type-C charging cable.
Size: 104 x 76 x 9.5 (mm) Ena comes packed in an elegant tin box.
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Amigo M21-325a
Grained leather business card
holder with vertical opening for easy
access. Can hold up to 20 business
cards and 3 credit cards.

RFID Safe M21-325b
RFID safe card in PU material with a combination of
special material. Built-in NFC Technology. Can hold up
to 8 cards with stretchable material of money pocket.
Packaging: Cream paper box. Dimension: 11 x 6.8 x 1.2 cm
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Avilather M21-326a
Clean lined aesthetic cardholder. Constructed from calf leather, this
fragments zipped cardholder boasts a cool and spacious design to keep
all your financial stuff safe and sound. Cut from grained leather to a
rectangular shape that can be debossed with your logo. It features card
slots and a slip pocket alongside a zipped coin purse.

Sialkot M21-326b
This slim card holder is hand made by the trained
skilled workers with their top quality workmanship.
Sialkot is crafted with top grade real cow hide
leather that features: 4 pockets for ATM or credit
cards, coin pocket, multi pockets for currency,
visiting cards etc. loop closure for safety.
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OFFICE, TECHNOLOGY & ELECTRONICS

Lounge M21-327a
Wireless charging weather station / touch sensor alarm clock with
nightlight. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. Not for UK use.
Output: DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with the latest Androids, iPhones.
Dimensions: 15.5 x 10.5 x 8 cm
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Cosgais M21-328a

Cosgais is a multi-function universal smart adapter
card storage box. 15W wireless charging for travel
portable storage bag.
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Travelink card: Made for mobile devices
• Traveling card
• Phone cradle. Memory Reader. Wireless Charger.
• Flashlight. Sim kit.
• Multiple cable
• Content: Sim card pin.
• Type-C to Type-A adapter. flashlight switch.
• Nano sim card storage.
• Type-C to lightning adapter. two-way Type-C
• Adapter: Type-C to Micro adapter.
• Wireless charger: Powerful charging.
Support wireless charging. With AC power
can use wireless charging.
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OFFICE, TECHNOLOGY & ELECTRONICS

Dock M21-329a
A 4 in 1 wireless charging station dock. This
features wireless charging : 5w/7.5w/10w
charging mode, compatible for Android and
Iphone charge. Its multi function USB charger
the 3in1 rotable charger dock (plug type for
iPhone, android micro USB & Type-C phone.)
becomes an ideal device for your desk. A
bluetooth earphone charging dock and a smart
watch charging stand. Dock is compatible
for most of QI enabled devices. Not only its
functionality but helps you to keep the area
cluster free / tidy and organized.
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Eco Charge M21-330a
An environmental friendly biodegradable
multi-use wireless charger in a matt case
that can charge 2 smartphones, airpods, and
iWatch simultaneously. These can be charge
wirelessly. Supports iPhone and Android
phone fast charging. Supports 5W and
7.5/10W fast charging. Wireless maximum
output is 27W. Type-C interface. Product
size: 62.6 x 32 x 7.6 mm
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Ability M21-331a
Light weight RPET linen material computer
bag with built-in 5000 mAh wireless charging
powerbank. Built-in NFC technology. Has
2 metal closure and leather handle. Inside
design has card holder, mobile holder with
wireless charging, 2 elongated elastic pen loop,
crossed elastic as accessories holder, pocket for
documents and laptop sleeve with adjustable
stand for better hold, 4 lights battery indicator
and hidden USB port. Outside has pocket for
documents and wide elastic to slide into your
trolley bag. Packaging: Paper box with cream
sleeve. Dimension: 27 x 34.5 x 4 cm
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Vision M21-332a
Future Note allows your handwritten notes and
thoughts to travel off the page and evolve on
screen in real time. Simply write on the pages with
the pen for instantly digitized notes that can be
edited, transcribed, organized and shared on your
device of choice. System requirement: Bluetooth
enabled ios or android smartphone or tablet with
general creative/drawing app connected for pen
and internet connection for saving artwork in the
cloud.
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Almeida M21-333a
Almeida is an executive smart rechargeable mobile pouch that has a built in 5000
mAh power bank. This elegant pouch is crafted with a combination of thermo PU
and linen material. This has slots for cards, elastic loop to hold accessories, pen
loop, secured rubber flap enclosure. Size: 21 x 14 x 2 cm

Pasha M21-333b
This cheque book holder is a perfect accessory for your bank
visits and daily activities. It comes with slots for your chequebook,
passbook, credit card slots and other essential documents. The pen
loop will save you from the hassle of looking for a pen any time you
need it! Crafted by skilled professional in genuine grained leather.
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Bale M21-334a
A aluminium light weight folding laptop stand that
elevates your laptop for convenience and saves
from over heating.

Woft M21-334b
Woft is a laptop stand in a special material
with a new welding technique - no stitching.
Adjustable for better angle and position of the
laptop. Slim foldable with high quality sticking
on the laptop. Available in 5 different colours.
Packaging: Non-woven. Dimension: 22 x 16 x 0.2 cm
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Wireless
Charging

Dhara M21-335a
Wireless bamboo pad. A mousepad desktop organizer best in ofﬁce
use for your daily activities. The organizer is made from original
bamboo designed for our everyday ofﬁce use. The mousepad is made
from recycled genuine leather making the whole item sustainable and
environmental friendly. To add its advantage, it is installed with a 10w
wireless charger. Size: 25 x 25 x 3.2 cm. Packaging: Paper box

Wireless
Charging
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Wakai M21-336a
Wakai is multifunctional mouse pad with
built in wireless charger. Ample of area for
branding on the mouse pad that comes with
collapsible smart phones stand, a pen holder
and QI wireless charger. This multifunctional
mouse pad minimizes the cluster and
maximize your workspace. This is crafted
with special linen and PU leather. Its hard flat
surface gives accurate mouse performance.
The wireless charger has a red indicator LED
light indicating its connected to power and
turns blue indicating that your device is being
charged.

Maus M21-336b
A wireless charging mouse pad with collapsible
mobile stand. The charging base connects the
power supply, and the mobile phone matches the
receiving shell thus recharges it gently. It comes
with safety protection that effectively prevent
overcharge over-current, over discharge, ensure
security full use. Convenient and easy to use : the
exquisite workmanship and its collapsable mobile
stand makes it practical and useful for every desk.
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Book Mark M21-337a
Chrome ﬁnished metal bookmark with satin silk dangler. Plenty
of space for branding. Comes in a presentable gift box packing.
Product size: 150 x 50 x 1.5 mm

Mr. Souris M21-337b
An ultra slim wireless mouse. This is made of wheat straw and has built-in rechargeable battery. Laser engraved
logo gives light-up effect. Material: ABS, RF wireless mouse, nano receiver, built in rechargeable battery.
Buttons number: left, right, scroll buttons. Transmission distance: Up to 7m. DPI: 1200DPI. Working way: 2.4G
Transmission. Size: 106 x 58 x 17 mm
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Micky M21-338a
Micky is a customisable
standard 2.4G wireless
mouse that works within
sutable range. This works
on AAA batteries and is
available in white and black
colours.

Ratoli M21-338b
A 2.4GHz wireless foldable mouse suitable for right
as well as left handers. The Ratoli is works on high
precision optical sensors that ranges upto 10m.
Available in white and black colors.
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Takai M21-339a

Hide n Seek M21-339b

Sliding webcam blocker.
Dimensions: 2 x 1.8 x 0.2 cm

Webcam privacy shutter.
Product size: 3.2 x 1.3 x 0.1 cm

Shutter M21-339c
Promotional webcam shutter. Webcam
protector with sliding cover and sticker on
the back. Suitable for tablets and laptops.
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iPhone 12 Charger M21-340a
Magnetic wireless charger stick to iPhone 12
• Material: ABS+PC
• Size: Dia 57mm, 5mm thickness
• Weight: 41g
• Cable length: 1M
• Input: 5V/2A 9V/2A
• Output: 5W-7.5W-10W-15W
• Wireless charging operating frequency: 100-205khz
• Wireless charging efﬁciency: 75%
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Bombcharge M21-341a
Desktop mobile stand / charger. Its double
coil fast charging that charges the mobile
wireless. Made with natural bamboo. The
engraved logo gives a classy look. Output
DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with all QI enabled
devices.

Trudy M21-341b
A slim table top collapsible
business card holder / phone
holder. Can brand the metal
plate with your company
name and logo. Can be
printed or laser engraved.
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Gallop M21-342a
The soft laptop sleeve that can ﬁt in 15.6 inches laptop. The main zippered suede/velvet padded compartment
for laptop, exterior zippered pocket for accessories and the velcro enclosure back pocket for documents.
Contrast pullers and the leatherette handle to slide in and carry the bag conveniently. Dimension: 38 x 29 x 3 cm

Scholar M21-342b
A high-end shiny chrome ﬁnish stainless steel
foldable magniﬁer. Comes with a black pouch.
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Lighting
Type C

Micro USB

Data Charge M21-343a
Retractable 1 meter long data transfer
and multi-charging cable.

Longman M21-343b
3-in-1 round shape 1 meter long charging cable. The
engraved logo gives the lightup effect. Comes with
type-C, lighting and android charging.
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Key Charge M21-344a
3 In 1 round shape light up charging cable. Featuring with micro USB
+ lightning + type C output making it possible to charge mostly all
the mobile phones. This main unit can be engraved with your logo in
a way that once connected it will light up for optimal brand exposure.
Available in black colour with white LED light and white colour with
blue LED light.

Colour Charge M21-344b
motivatorsuae.com

A flexible 3 in 1 collapsible USB charging cable
that is available in various colours. Comes with
micro USB, type-C and lightning charge.
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Yogi Set M21-345a
Fitness set comprising of a yoga exercise mat
made of 4mm EVA material and an exercise rope
presented in a 340 gr/m2 canvas bag with long
handle. Dimensions: Ø24 x 112 x 37 cm
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Cooling Towels

M21-346a

Microfiber cooling towels. Cooling towels are made from one of two types of synthetic materials. The first is a
plastic-y material (PVA, or polyvinyl acetate) not unlike a chamois cloth you’d used to clean your car or to soak up
spills, a la that early 2000s infomercial. When it’s wet or damp, it’s spongy and malleable. When it’s bone-dry, it’s
stiff and cardboard-like. The second is a microfiber mesh that feels soft, light, and fabric-like whether wet or dry.
Both materials employ the concept of “evaporative cooling,” which is a fancy way to describe the chilling sensation
felt when water evaporates into the air or precisely what the process of sweating does for our skin. Moisture from
the surfaces of these towels supposedly evaporates at a faster rate, which heightens the cooling feeling on skin.
Size: 30 x 100 cm
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Capture M21-347a
High quality sports camera with HD 4K video capture, compact and
resistant design, especially designed for intensive use. Including
submersible housing up to 30m depth and a wide range of accessories for
adjustment in helmet, handlebars or belt, as well as adjustable straps for
head and torso or a 360º twist adapter. The versatility and endurance of
this sports camera make it the perfect gadget to capture, with exceptional
quality, any sporting activity. With Full HD 1080p camera, micro SD
card slot up to 64GB, 2 inches multi-language system LCD screen, and
rechargeable via mini USB cable. Presented in an attractive design box. 4K.
Wifi. Product box size: 16 x 23 X 6 cm
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Kevin M21-348a
Kevin is a modern lifestyle watch with a large 1.54”
colour screen to track your activities all day long. Its
rounded corners, full touch screen, aluminium alloy
body and gorilla glass screen ensure a sturdy and great
looking product. Features include: Yoga guide, weather
display, step count, calories, distance, alarm clock, sleep
monitor, calendar updates, make and receive calls,
notifications: (SMS, Facebook, Skype, WhatsApp, Twitter
etc). Compatible with Android 4.3 and IOS 8.0 and above.
IPX 67 waterproof. With heart rate monitor. Battery time
up to 360 hours (15 days) on one charge depending on
usage. Charging is very easy using the magnetic cable.
Screen Size: 36 x 42 cm
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Tucson M21-348b
Tucson is a smart activity tracker that keeps track of
your daily activities & helps you stay fit & healthy.
It counts your steps, calories and monitors your
sleep. Functions also include incoming call reminder,
selfie remote and music play control. The band is
lightweight and very comfortable to wear day and
night. It records & presents your data effectively to
help you achieve your fitness goals. Packed in a gift
box. Product size: 25 x 2.3 x 1.3 cm
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Sintex

M21-349a

Wireless sport earbuds that not only play your favorite music but also
keeps track of your activity. It will calculate your steps, distance covered
(with GPS function to track your route) and calories burned to give insight
to your work out. The heart rate sensor will monitor your fitness level and
help you to improve your performance. Including free APP to upload your
data. With built in 100 mAh battery that allows you to use the gadget up
to 5 hours. Bluetooth version 4.0. The App is compatible with IOS 9.0 and
Android 4.4 and higher. Max print size : 25 x 10 mm

Korr M21-349b
Knorr is a wired headphone
with comfortable foam on
the ear pad & 1.2m long aux
cable length. The stylish head
set is light weight & compact
enough to carry or store easily.
Max print size: 30 x 30 mm
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Bon Bon M21-350a
Bon Bon is a promotional bluetooth wireless
headphones. ABS adjustable, cushioned
struction, bluetooth transmission and TF card
reader. Autonomy upto 4 hrs. Comes with round
metal plate for branding. Comes with USB micro
cable for recharge.

Kozan M21-350b
Kozan is a quality bluetooth headphone
which allows you to listen to music as
well as to answer phone calls. Bluetooth
version 4.2. It has play time of 3 -4 hrs &
stand by time of over 200 hrs. It also has
a microphone enabling you to answer
incoming calls. Packed in a gift box.
Max print size : 45 x 35 mm
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Sound Buds M21-351a
Auto connect auto pair sound buds with its Bluetooth
Version 5.0 capability. Binaural voice call, boot by Siri.
Size of the charging case: 5.5 x 4.1 x 2 cm

Ear Bud M21-351b
Single 5.0 wireless earbud built in microphone.
Rechargeable Li-ion 50 mAh battery. Playing time
approx. 4 hours. Presented in in PU/EVA pouch.
Dimensions: 8 x 6 x 3.7 cm
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EarFold M21-352a
Set of 2 wireless TWS 5.0 wireless stereo earphones
with built-in 30 mAh battery. Playing time approx.
3 hours. Including a micro USB charging cable.
Presented in a wireless chargeable box which also
acts as a charging station with 400 mAh battery.
Dimensions: 7.5 x 7.5 x 3 cm

Twins M21-352b
Set of 2 wireless TWS 5.0 wireless stereo
earphones with 45 mAh battery build-in. Playing
time approx. 3 hours. Including a micro USB
charging cable. Presented in box which also acts
as a charging station with rechargeable Li-ion
250 mAh battery. Dimensions: 9 x 4.1 x 3.1 cm
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Contour M21-353a
Wireless bluetooth earphone headphones
5.0 earbuds 3D stereo mini headset noise
cancelling earphones. Effective distance: 10m
(accessible), Battery capacity: Headphones
45mAH, charging compartment: 350mAH.
Headphones music time: 3 hours battery
compartment charging interface: micro USB.
Button function: pause/play, connect/hang/
call, music switch (long press for 3 seconds
in music mode). Single ear weight: 4g.
Product size: Headphones 1.7 x 2.2 x 2.9cm;
battery compartment 3.8 x 7.2 x 3 cm

Buds M21-353b
Buds are the wireless bluetooth earbuds that
comes with built-in 3600 mAh powerbank. Stereo
speaker, dual microphone compatible with almost
all the bluetooth enabled phones. Ear buds
capacity 45 mAh with playtime approx 3 hours.
Size: 65 x 120 x 25 mm
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Armband M21-354a
Smartphone armband. High
density soft shell. Reﬂective
elements with adjustable
velcro. For 5.5” smartphone.
Size: 44 x 17.5 cm

Batti M21-354b
A push on mini torch with key holder. A pull up
function makes the surrounding lit well.
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Shades M21-355a
Eco natural sunglasses with frame made out of wheat
straw fibre. Packed in kraft paper box. With UV 400 glasses.
Preferred print location: Side. Max print size: 50 x 5 mm

California M21-355b
Vintage sunglasses with bamboo arms and PC frame
with coloured mirrored lenses. UV 400 protection.
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Trendy Cooler M21-356a
A trendy cooler bag which is made in a unique linen material in 300D
polyester best to keep food temperature as warmer and cooler. It
has detachable and movable compartment. Inside is made in PEVA.
Packaging: Polybag. Dimension: 26 x 8 x 19 cm

Cooler Bag M21-356b
Lunch/cooler bag. One main compartment, one front zipper pocket 4mm EPE
foam with PEVA lining. Two side mesh pockets, self fabric padded handle.
Adjustable shoulder strap PP piping trim body outer shell.
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Bon Apetite M21-357a
An Eco Lunch Box made from sustainable material mainly
from bamboo and wheat straw mixed with PP. This comes
with built in slot to store cutlery (sustainable spoon and
fork). Packaging: Kraft box. Dimension: 21.7 x 16.5 x 7.2 cm

Guten Appetit M21-357b
Eco friendly lunch box made of 50% PP and 50% wheat straw. With
a matching cutlery set and its double compartment allows you take
carry different variety. Its wooden lid is perfect for branding that can
be engraved well on the top. Comes with elastic closure. Crafted with
natural bid degradable materials. Size: 18.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm
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Festibax M21-358a
Festibax® Basic. 300D 2 tone cationic dyed
polyester with waterproof zipper and detachable
and adjustable strap. Including a front and back
anti-theft compartment. The ultimate festival bag.
Available in 3 colours.
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Hipster M21-359a
A budget fanny pack that has zippered main
compartment. Comes with adjustable waist strap.
Made with 210D polyester. Size: 14 x 36 cm

Hiikka M21-359b
Fanny bag in jacquard polyester with 2 zippered
front and 1 zippered back compartment and
adjustable waist strap. Dimensions: 31 x 11.5 cm
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Meshstring M21-360b
Borsa Morbida M21-360a
Eco friendly canvas string bag. Size: 34 x 42 cm

RockON M21-360c
RockOn sling backpack with zippered main compartment,
zippered front pocket. Adjustable padded shoulder strap
with velcro and phone pocket. Made with 210D polyester.
Size: 28 x 33 x 15.2 cm
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Heavy duty durable beathable string bags. This includes front
zipper pocket for esstentials while webbing shoulder straps
cinch things down as needed. Its double mesh design allows to
store seaty gym clothes without stuffin inside. Made with 600D
and double mesh. Size: 40 x 30 cm
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Sac De Sport M21-361a
Trendy sports bag with grey interior. Comes with
one main compartment, a shoe / wet sweat clothes
compartment, mesh pocket for your sports bottles,
adjustable shoulder strap. Size: 53 x 27 x 24.5 cm

Sacok M21-361b
Sáčok is a large sports and outdoor duffel bag.
This is made of self design polyster with built in
shoe compartment or can be used for sweaty gym
clothes. This comes with extendable shoulder strap.
Size: 59 x 27 x 28 cm
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Training M21-362a
The training backpack has
sleek stremlined design that
offers efficient storage. This
backpack has double zip main
compartment for larger items
and front zip pocket for small
essentials. Padded shoulder
strap makes it comfortable
carrying. Size: 45 x 30 x 15 cm

Edge M21-362b
The workout dufﬂe crafted with 600 danier polyester
fabric with ample of space. Its U shape opening
gives and easy access for large items to fit in. The
front zippered compartment for accessories and the
side ventilated pockets comes handy for stahing
away sweaty gym gears. Comes with adjustable
shoulder strap. Size: 48 x 28 x 26 cm
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Menuka M21-363a
Beach bag or shopping bag in cotton with
cord handle. 220 gr/m². Available in 3 colours.
Dimensions: 55 x 15 x 39 cm

Kleuren Set M21-363b
Canvas 280gr/m² shopping beach bag with coloured
bottom detail and matching handles (inside pocket).
Dimensions: 40 x 15 x 45 cm this comes with
matching cosmetic bag in cotton with coloured
bottom and matching zipper puller. 340 gr/m².
Dimensions: 21.5 x 5 x 15 cm
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Laurdes M21-364a
Stylish tote bags with one main compartment, front zipper
pocket and PP woven handle. Size: 35 x 11.5 x 38.5 cm

Kagayan M21-364b
Beach bag or shopping bag in 600D polyester and
straps and details in canvas. Includes inner pocket.
Dimensions: 37 x 16 x 32 cm

motivatorsuae.com
uae.com
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Lounge M21-365a
Wireless charging weather station / touch sensor alarm clock with
nightlight. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. Not for UK use.
Output: DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with the latest Androids and iPhones.
Dimensions: 15.5 x 10.5 x 8 cm
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Leon M21-366a
Leon is a compact and powerful 5000 mAh powerbank.
With its full and the actual capability Leon can charge a
device fully and would yet have the strength to charge
another device upto 50%. Its compact 150g ergomatic
design has built-in lightning, micro usb, type-C and
supports charging mostly all the mobile phones. Its
poweful Li-Polymer batteries can be charge upto 500
cycles. Input: 5V/2A Material: ABS+PC Outport: 5V2.4A
Dimension: 94 x 65 x 23 mm
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Qi 3in1 M21-367a
3 in 1 Qi enabled device wireless powerbank travel charger. This wireless charging pad requires no cables or
USB interface charge. Just put your device on the charger pad that can be starting to charge, will make the
charging more convenient and safe. The wireless charging function available for all Qi enabled smart devices.
Portable powerbank: 10000mAh high capacity with 2 USB ports and 1 USB-C port (for new Apple devices
including 12 inch Laptop) can charge smartphone, ipad, tablet and other devices for business travel or other
long time outside activities. Charge up to 4 devices simultaneously including Apple MacBook (12-inch) Wall
charger adapter: Can charge itself with the plug without connecting to any cable, also can use it as an adapter
when the powerbank out of power. The multi removable and foldable wall charge plug will make this adapter
more compact and convenient for charging on the go. Digital display: Showed by outstanding numbers with
exactly power percentage. You can charge more than one device at the same time, use cable charge with
USB ports, wireless charger function for wireless charge device; Connect the plug use as a multi-port adapter,
disconnect the plug use as a portable powerbank; The multi plugs helps to replace the plug when traveling
to other country, use as a travel adaptor. AC charger rated up to 15W power output. USB-C port offers 5V/3A
power input and output.
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SuoMoto M21-368a
SuoMoto is a multifunctional portable wireless charger with
alarm clock, a powerful 5W wireless speaker and a 4000 mAh
built in powerbank. The speaker uses wireless BT 5.0 for smooth
connection and has an operating distance up to 10 metres. With
hands-free function and pick up. The 4000 mAh battery allows
you to play music for up to 10 hours or charge your mobile
phone twice (depending on the size of your phone’s battery)
Input: 5V/2A. Output: 5V/1A. Wireless output: 5V/1A 5W.
Product size : 10.6 x 8.5 x 8.7 cm
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Lapis M21-369a
Innovative window solar charger with smart lighting. This 6000 mAh powerbank can be stuck on window
of your office, home or the car for all day green solar power. Built-in 2 USB charging ports, 200Lux LED
light with SOS/Caution mode. Innovatively it could put on room wall for smart lighting, due to it’s PIR
sensor.
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Stallon M21-370a
Stallon the universal smart looking phone and tablet stand with built-in 5000 mAh
wireless powerbank. These are compatible with 4-9.7 inches devices, like iPhone X, XS
Max, Samsung Galaxy S10, S9, S8 Plus, Samsung Note 9, LG, HTC. (If your device with
a case, please make sure the thickness of your device is no more than 0.8 in.) For a cell
phone Larger than 8 inch, kindly set it in the landscape mode, which will provide more
stability. Stallon is ﬂexible hence the height and angle can be adjusted as per your
convinience (0°~ 72°) angle and 1.64 inch height. Available in white and black colours.
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Poder Clock M21-371a
A foldable alarm clock with fast charge wireless charging capability. The adjustable height of wireless charger allows
for the phone to be charged wirelessly either horizontally or vertically. The super capacitor allows the alarm clock to
work for 7 days without connecting to a power source. Wireless charging compatible with Android latest generations,
iPhone 8 and up. Input:5V/2A,9V/1.67A. Wireless output: 10 Watts. Print Location : Top Max Print Size : ø 40 mm;
Product size: 12.2 x 10.8 x 2.9 cm
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Vero M21-372a
3 in 1 Travel Adaptor that works in 150 countries. This has a
built-in mini bluetooth speaker and a 3000 mAh powerbank.
Power Output: 110V - 240V Ac, DC 5V 2.5A USB Output,
Speaker 4 Ohms 5W, Bluetooth Version 4.2 that ranges upto
10m. Size: 8.3 x 7.2 x 4.5 cm Weight: 230 g

Qi Plus M21-372b
QiPlus 3 in 1 universal adaptor 6700mah external battery pack with wall
charger (multi adaptors) and Qi wireless charging pad for Qi enabled
devices. Qi Plus international travel adaptor comes with multi adaptor
suitable to be used in 140 countries. The digital LED power indicator
displayes the exact status of the lithum polymer battery. Input voltage:
DC 5V/2A, Output voltage: 5.1V/2.1A, Input port: Power adaptor, type-C,
Output port: 2*USB, Type-C. Qi Plus 3-in-1 USB Universal adapter 6700
mAh powerbank comes with 2 USB Port 5W wired - super charger light
press the power switch to turn on the machine, put your phone on the
centre of “QI” charging mark. Dimension: 80 x 80 x 29 mm, Weight: 240 g
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DeskRo M21-373a
Desk organizer wireless charger in
limestone cement and bamboo.
Including 100 cm USB cable. Output
DC 5V/1A. Compatible with all QI
enabled devices such as the latest
androids, iPhone® 8, X and newer.
Bamboo is a natural product, there
may be slight variations in colour
and size per item, which can affect
the final decoration outcome.
Dimensions: 18.5 x 9.8 x 1.4 cm
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iPhone 12 Charger M21-374a
Magnetic wireless charger stick to iPhone 12
• Material: ABS+PC
• Size: Dia 57mm, 5mm thickness
• Weight: 41g
• Cable length: 1M
• Input: 5V/2A 9V/2A
• Output: 5W-7.5W-10W-15W
• Wireless charging operating frequency: 100-205khz
• Wireless charging efficiency: 75%
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GlowStar M21-375a
Glow Star is wireless charging device
with light up feature. It’s a quick
Charger and its Input: 9V/1.55A and
Output: 9V/1.1A and the dimensions
are: 75.5 x 10 mm. Can be supplied
with (capacity 3500 mAh) or without
built-in powerbank.
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Encore M21-376a
State of the art design wireless charger with transparent designs to expose the
A+ grade quality components, high quality charging coil and blue LED charging
light. The charging pad supports 10W fast and safe charging to charge your
phone twice as fast as most other wireless chargers in the market. Input: 5V/2A
Wireless Output: 9V/1.1 10W. Including 150 cm; USB to type-C cable for fast
charging. Max print size: 30 x 15 mm
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Korr M21-377a
Wireless charger device including blue LED time display
alarm clock and temperature in bamboo casing. AC-DC
2 pin plug adapter included. Wireless output: DC5V/1A.
Compatible latest androids, iPhone® 8, X and newer. Not
suitable for UK use. Dimensions: 16 x 7.5 x 3.2 cm
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Qi Stand M21-378a
• 10W certified wireless charging pad.
• Rated Input: DC 5V/2A, 9V/1.8A /
• Wireless Output: DC 5V/1A, 9V/1.1A (10W max)
• Wireless Change Rate: ≥72%.
• Indicators: 1 LED indicator.
• Protection Function: short circuit and over current protection.
• Packaging: White Paper Box.
• Dimension: 13.6 x 7.2 x 1 cm
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LightUp Qi Pad M21-379a
LightUp Qi Pad allows you to charge your mobile
devices without connecting a cable. Just place your
mobile phone on the pad and wait for the charging
notification to appear. The charging pad allows
you to decorate your own logo on the pad, once
connected it will light up for optimal exposure.
Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android
latest generation, iPhone 8 and up. Input: 5V/2A.
Wireless Output: 5W. Available in black and classy
gun metal color.

Fast Track M21-379b
Fast charge your mobile devices without connecting a cable. Just place your mobile phone on the charger and wait
for the charging notification to appear. The charging desk stand allows you to decorate your own logo on the pad.
Once connected it will Light-Up for optimal exposure. Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest
generation, iPhone 8, 8S and X. The charging desk stand has 2 coils thus making it possible to charge your phone when
kept either horizontally or vertically. Input Type C: 5V/2A. Wireless Output: 10 Watt. Product size: 8.5 x 7.5 x 10.1 cm,
Max print size: (LED light-up logo) 40 x 10 mm
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Bombcharge M21-380a
Desktop mobile stand / charger. Its double coil fast
charging charges the mobile wirelessly. Made with
natural bamboo and the engraved logo gives a
classy look. Output DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with all
QI enabled devices.

Aula M21-380b
New desktop organizer-phone holder with wireless charger made from
100% bamboo material. Has a unique pen holder, business cards and
accessories slot with a wider branding space. Aula the wireless lounge
allows you to use your device while it charges, with a nonslip pad and sleek
front design as a business card or key keeper and two sided arm-rest for
pen holder. The charger promises to charge a dead smartphone 0% to
full 100% in about 2 hours, quicker than standard wireless charging pads.
Packaging: Kraft Box. Base Dimension: 14.4 x 12 x 1.2 cm
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Autumn M21-381a
Impressive rechargeable lithium-ion polymer battery. Three
outputs support simultaneous smartphone and tablet
recharging. Automatic voltage regulation. Power level
indicator. Compact and lightweight. Safety protection digital
screen power bank battery capacity: 10000 mAh. 37WH
with ample of space for branding. Micro input: 5V-2A(Max),
Type C Input: 5V- 2A (Max), Output 1: 5V- 2.1A (Max),
Output 2: 5V- 2.1A (Max). Available colors: white and black.
Dimension: 141 x 71 x 16 mm
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Eton M21-382a
Heavy duty 4200 mAh wired powerbank
available in grey and black colours.

Perfecto M21-382b
A heavy duty 10000 mAh
powerbank in anti slip
rubberized material. Battery
Cell Type: A grade Polymer cell.
Rated Input (Micro and Type
C): DC 5V, 2A / Rated Output:
DC 5V, 2.1A max/ Change
Rate: 90%Charging Time: 5-6H.
Indicators: LED display indicator
Protection/Function: short
circuit, over charge, discharge,
and over current protection.
Packaging: White Paper Box.
Dimension: 12 x 5.2 x 2 cm
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Power Light Up M21-383a
A sleek 6000 mAh powerbank with light up feature
when engraved. Comes in a gift box packing.

Pushtet M21-383b
A slim powerbank with built-in charging cables.
Pushtet comes with cluster free built-in micro USB and
lightning charging cable attached to it for convenient
charging. Its powerful Li Polymer batteries with a
capacity of 12000 mAh makes the unit very useful.
Size: 140 x 67 x 7 mm
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SLED M21-384a
SLED is a compact 10000 mAh powerbank
made from high density lithium polymer
battery. It features an LCD display that
indicates the available power. The smooth
UV finish and electroplated power button
adds to its elegant look. Dual USB Output:
5V/2.1A, Input Micro-5V/2.1A and Type
C-5V/2.1A. Max print size: 35 x 60 mm

Pwight M21-384b
Leather finish powerbank with digital screen display.
This comes with a capacity of 8000 mAh, 3 slots USB
port and 2 LED bulb ﬂash light. Size: 120 x 73 x 15 mm
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Earthed M21-385a
An exquisite powerbank with wireless charging function - Micro USB & type-C.
Input - Dual USB output; Crafted with wheat straw + bamboo+ ABS; Capacity: 8000
mAh / 29.6Wh; Cell: Li-ion polymer - Coils: 1pc; Wired Input: DC5V/2.0A (1xMicro
USB / 1x Type-C); Wired Output: DC5V/2.1A (2x USB); Wireless output: DC5V/1.0A.
Size: 135 x 71 x 15.5 mm
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Bambu M21-386a
Keep your phone charged with this eco 5W wireless powerbank. The powerbank comes with 2 charging
options: wireless 5W charging, and dual regular USB port 2A output for fast charging. The casing is made
out of durable bamboo. Wireless charging compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest
generation, iPhone 8, 8S and X. Input: 5V/2A (Micro in), USB output: 5V/2A; Type-c input: 5V/2A, Wireless
output: 5W (5V/1A). Max print size : 60 x 90 mm
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Wireless charge
LED indicator
Wireless charge
LED indicator

On / Off button

On / Off button

USB 2 Output
USB 2 Output
USB 2 Output
USB 2 Output
Corporate Gifts Catalogue

Corporate Gifts Catalogue

2021

Micro Input

Micro Input

Type C Input

Type C Input

2021

Lethal M21-387a
Dust proof wireless charging power bank with a capacity of 10000 mAh. Wireless
charging Output: 5W. Wireless frequence range: 1-8mm. Supports all QI enabled
devices. DC Input: 5V / 2.0A. DC Output: 5V / 1A / 2.1A. Size: 133mm x 67mm x 15mm.
Net weight: 222.4 g
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Vibhore M21-388a
Modern design 8000 mAh powerbank made out of ABS with
fashionable transparent design. The powerbank supports
5W wireless charging and charging via USB port by cable.
When fully charged it will provide you with enough energy
to re-charge your mobile phone up to four times. The
powerbank contains a long lasting grade A 8000 mAh lithium
polymer battery. Micro USB port-in: 5V/2A Output: 5V/2A.
Max print size: 30 x 50 mm
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Jeeno M21-389a
High-end glass screen powerbank includes
all the very latest technology in charging:
type C, wireless charging and a high quality
digital display to indicate the available
energy. The powerbank has a 8000 mAh
lithium battery that can be charged both via
micro USB and type C port. In the middle
of the power bank there is a 5W wireless
charger to charge your devices without
any cables. Wireless charging compatible
with Android latest generations, iPhone 8
and up. Input: 2A. Output: 5V/2.1A. Type-C.
Input 5V/2A; Wireless Output: 5V/1A 5W.
Max print size: 10 x 60 mm

Nacka M21-389b
Nacka is a light-up logo powerbank that includes
the latest technologies in charging: type C and
wireless charging. The powerbank has a 8000 mAh
& 12000 mAh lithium battery that can be charged
both via micro USB and type-C port. The suction
pad allows you to place your mobile on the device
while charging wirelessly. Including battery level
indicator. Compatible with all QI enabled devices
like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and
X. Input: 2A. Output: 5V/2.1A. Wireless Output:
5V/1A 5W. Allows you to make a selection between
8000 mAh or 12000 mAh as per your requirement.
Max print size : (LED Light-Up Logo) 40 x 60 mm

12000mAh

8000mAh
12000mAh

8000mAh
LED indicator to display available power

LED indicator to display available power

Button Type C
Micro USB 2.0
In & OUTUSB input

Button Type C Micro USB 2.0
In & OUTUSB input
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Strike M21-390a
A heavy duty 10000 mAh Wireless suction
powerbank enabled to charge all Qi devices.
Comes with a stand so that you can place your
phone for better viewing. Wireless Charging
Output: 5W. Size: 142 x 70 x 16 mm.

Octo M21-390b
8000mAh wireless powerbank with unique pattern
design of black suction cups and built-in multicharging cables. Light-up feature when engraved.
Material: ABS + rubber. With LED indicator
Battery: Li-polymeter battery Input: 5V/2A (micro)
and 5V/2.4A (typeC) Output: 5V/2A (USB). Self
Charging time: 4hrs (2A adaptor). Life Cycle: ≥500
times. Dimension: 10.5 x 6.6 x 2.5 cm
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Hobro M21-391a
Hobro is a 10000 mAh wireless powerbank
with light-up logo function for optimal
brand exposure. The suction cups on the
back hold your phone securely in position
and makes carrying easy. The built-in micro
USB, lightning and type-C cables ensure
any digital device can be charged without
scouting for the cable. Packed in a gift
box. Input & Output- 5V/2.1A front max;
Print size: (LED light-up logo) 50 x 30 mm;
Product size: 10.6 x 6.8 x 3 cm

Twine M21-391b
Twine is a slim ABS 6000 mAh wireless
powerbank. Capable to charge all Qi
enabled devices wirelessly. This comes with
built-in cluster free micro USB and type-C
charging cables. The engraved logo shows
up with a light up effect on the same.
Capacity: 6000 mAh / 29.6Wh. Cell: Li-ion
polymer single coil. Wired Input: DC5V/2.0A
(1xMicro USB / 1x Type-C) - Wired Output:
DC5V/2.1A (2x USB). Wireless output:
DC5V/1.0A Size: 135 x 71 x 15.5 mm
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Cooper M21-392a
A sleek elegant 10000 mAh wireless powerbank. Charge and discharge cycle times more than 500; Input: 5V2A, USB
Output: 5V2A, Wireless Output: 5V1A Dimension:142 x 68 x 15 mm. Our engineer adopts the amazing wireless charging
technology which includes a pure copper coil. We treated it with bold reinforcement, strongly expanding the scope
of the recharge. Coil possesses the function of stable firing, intelligent temperature controlling, magnetic isolation
protecting which means your phone can be stubbornly charged in a high speed with 360 degrees rotation. Cooper
comes with an INTELLIGENT CHIP APO (Automatic Power Off) Security is an important factor that each smart charger
needs to be considered. When your mobile phone leaves the charger after 30 seconds, it will automatically power off
and suddenly shut down which effectively prevents overcharge, over discharge, security problems such as short circuit
and excess temperature, providing with certified safety. Anti-Overcharge, no radiation fast charge to charge your device
to 90% battery capacity, then switch to trickle charging. Fully protect the battery and prevent over-charging, overheat,
short circuit and extend the service life of your phone. Do a truly security!
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Bedrock M21-393a
Limestone cement and bamboo wireless 5.0 speaker
with rechargeable Li-on 450 mAh battery. Output
data: 3W, 4 Ohm and 5V. Micro USB cable included.
Playing time approx. 3h. Bamboo is a natural product,
there may be slight variations in colour and size per
item, which can affect the final decoration outcome.
Dimensions: Ø7 x 7.2 cm
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Klingen M21-394a
The cutest biodegradable bluetooth speaker. Wireless
transmission and rechargeable battery. Biodegradable case
with 20% wheat straws for reducing plastic consumption.
Portable size with high quality sound, TWS stereo pairing
enables 2 speakers. Has magnetic feature and can stick to
your fridge or in any metal surface. Can be used as a selfie
remote. Product Size: 48 x 4 6.5 x 80 mm
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BamSound M21-395a
5.0 wireless stereo speaker in ABS with
bamboo casing. Rechargeable Li-ion 2000
mAh battery included. Output data: 4 Ohm,
5Wx2. Playing time aprox. 4 hrs, charging
time 3 hrs. Dimensions: 13.8 x 4.6 x 5 cm
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Lakdda M21-396a
4.2 bamboo bluetooth speaker in ABS with bamboo
casing and LED light indication. Rechargeable
battery 450 mAh. Includes a SD card port and an
AUX/USB cable. Hands free call function.

Koby M21-396b
Natural FSC certified bamboo 3W speaker with builtin 500 mAh lithium battery. With playing time up to
4 hours on one single charge and operating distance
of 10m using BT5.0. This product contains Biomaster
antimicrobial technology that provides protection
against the growth of harmful micro-organisms for the
lifetime of the product. Max print size: 45 x 10 mm
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Bonny M21-397a
A portable heavy duty wireless bluetooth
speaker with light up feature. Bluetooth
Version 4.0. Can play up to 3 hours non-stop
and ranges up to 10 m. Size: 59 x 59 x 49 mm

Linen Club M21-397b
Bluetooth wireless stereo speaker supports
for use with iPhone, iPad, Samsung,
Android device and other Bluetooth
enabled devices. Powerful stereo speaker
with built-in amplifier, provide crystal
and clear sound performance. 400 mAh
rechargeable lithium-ion battery enables
you take your music anywhere for hours of
playing. Accessories includes: USB charging
cable. Packaging: White paper box.
Dimension: 18.4 x 4.4 x 10.4 cm
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Blaster M21-398a
Powerful wireless 5W speaker with
transparent fashionable design.
The 1200 mAh battery allows for
a playing time up to 5 hours on
one single charge and connection
distance up to 10 meters with BT
5.0. Includes micro cable to charge
the speaker. Including mic to answer
calls. Max print size: 30 x 15 mm

MusiLite M21-398b
Musilite 3W wireless bluetooth speaker
with colour changing LED. Simply tap the
top of the item to change the colour of the
light. The item can be placed on a table
or use the hook to hang it anywhere you
want. Great for outside dinners with friends
or parties. Battery capacity 1500 mAh that
allows you to play music up to 5 hours.
Max print size: 35 x 75 mm
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Shutter M21-399a

MobiStic M21-399b

Promotional webcam shutter. Webcam protector
with sliding cover and sticker on the back. Suitable
for tablets and laptops.

A table top mobile stand with sticky note
pad and built-in USB hub. Additional sticky
note pad reﬁll is provided with the article.
Product size: 9.5 x 4.5 x 9.5 cm

Standol M21-399c

Stand Bam M21-399d

Graphic tablet and smartphone foldable
holder in white ABS with grey silicone tip.
Dimensions: 13 x 4 x 0.5 cm

Foldable smartphone holder made
of 50% bamboo ﬁbre and 50% PP.
Dimension: 8.5 x 3 x 0.9 cm
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Ringo M21-400a

MobiRing M21-400b

A sticky mobiring that becomes handy to carry the phone,
watch your favourite show or can attend a meeting and can
also be clipped to your AC vent in the car.

ABS smartphone holder in ring shape and stand.
Dimensions: Ø3 x 3 cm

PopUp M21-400c

HexaPop M21-400d

Promotional round mobile grip and stand. Pop up
funtion for a grip and stand for your mobile phone.
Material ABS plastic. Diameter: 4 cm

Hexagonal mobile pop up holder.
Can be branded with full colour.
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Natus M21-401a

Ferdie M21-401b

Wooden Yoyo.
Dimension: Ø5 x 2.5 cm

Teddy bear plush wearing a
hooded sweater. Sublimation
print available on white item only.
Dimension: 13 x 15 cm

Fumist M21-401c

Corkosta M21-401d

Assorted puzzle games in a
printed carton box. Games are
delivered as an assortment.
Price is for 1 puzzle.
Dimension: 4 x 4 x 4 cm

Cork tea coaster. Size: 100 mm
Diameter: 5 mm thickness
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String Bag M21-402a

Paper Bags M21-402b

Promotional string bag made of polyester.
Size: 34 x 42 cm. Available in various colours.

Ready made and
bespoke paper bags.
MOQ: 500 pcs. for
custom made paper
bags.

JuBag M21-402c

Non Woven Bag M21-402d

Jute bags with contrast trims.
Size: 35 x 30 x 20 cm

110 gsm non-woven bag.
Size: 30 x 38 x 12 cm, 43 x 33 x 12 cm
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Hoofer M21-403a
An economical gift set comprising of a
recycled notebook, sticky notes, colourful
stick on ﬂags and a matching push action
swiss ball pen in a gift box. Available in
black, red and blue colours.

Sttikky M21-403b
Leather case contains different type
of sticky notes and pad in different
shapes and colour. A calendar or the
company details can be inserted in
the transparent window.

Sticky Pads M21-403c
PU leather desktop memo pad that
comes with colour sticky ﬂags and a
recycled push action ball pen. These
are available in 3 colours.
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Kyle M21-404a

Nukk M21-404b

Sticky notes marker strip and scale.
Size: 10.7 x 6.5 cm

A handy notepad with elastic
enclosure. 70 sheets notepad
comes with additional sticky notes,
business card slot and a recycle pen.
Size: 14.5 x 11.5 x 1.5 cm

Noona M21-404c

Luana M21-404d

Plastic memo holder with sticky notes and marker
slips. Size: 13.3 x 8.8 cm

Plastic memo holder and sticky notes. Comes
in a silver gift box packing. Size: 15.8 x 8.8 cm
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Tyvek M21-405a
Sunshade made of quality dupont tyvek material to keep
automobile cool. Easy to open and install and held in place
with automobile sun visor. Pops open and folds easily into
carry pouch. Available with contrast colour pipings.

Sunglass M21-405b
Promotional sunglasses. The arms can
be branded with full colour on the
white ones and single branding on
the black ones.

Mints M21-405c
Assorted mints in different packing
with branding.
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Smiley Stress M21-406a
Smiley face anti stress ball. Size 70 mm

Tik M21-406b
Round ﬂat anti stress ball. Size: 75 mm

Cubes M21-406c
Anti stress cubes. Size: 53 cm

Heart M21-406d
Heart shape anti stress squishy. Size: 65 x 70 x 50 mm
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Hat Stress M21-406e
Squeezable foam polyurethane stress
relievers. Although every effort is made
for manufacturing still the texture and
density may vary.
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Reel Badge M21-407a
Reel badge holders in different shapes and colours.

Metal Reel M21-407b

Round Reel M21-407c

Retractable metal reel badge holders. Can
supply in shiny chrome or gold colours.

Retractable round plastic reel badge holders. Made to
accommodate big logos. Available in 5 colours.
Print size: 28 mm diameter.

Square Reel M21-407d

Epoxy Reel M21-407e

Retractable square plastic reel badge holders.
Available in 5 colours. Print size: 18 mm

Retractable round plastic reel badge holders.
Available in 5 colours. Print size: 26 mm diameter.
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Badge M21-408a
Magnetic / pin badges.

Flag Lapel Pins M21-408b
Flag lapel pins can be supplied as
single or double ﬂag pins.
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Standard Lanyards M21-409a
20 mm standard polyster lanyard with hook.

Sublimation
Lanyard M21-409b
Sublimation on both sides
included. With metal trigger clip.
Available in recycled PET, ﬁne
polyester. Size: 2 x 90 cm

Lanyard M21-409c
Lanyard with plastic buckle and metal
trigger clip. Size: 90 x 2 cm
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Silli Hanger M21-410a
Silicone smartphone holder and hanger with card compartment.
Dimensions: 58 x 7 x 0.3 cm

Sili Band M21-410b
Silicone wrist bands latex free.
Available in variety of colours.
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Derby M21-411a
Everyday use pouch that keeps your daily articles SAFE and HYGIENIC. This
pouch has a special compartment with UV-C light that kills 99.9% bacteria
on the item kept in the compartment. This UV-C compartment can help
you with sterilizing your currency, passport, boarding pass, phone etc
that are generally prone to multiple contact with bacterial surfaces by just
connecting a cable provided on the back pocket to a power source such
as laptop or powerbank. Another zipper compartment features- a zipper
pocket for keys, currency, coins etc., pocket to hold multiple passports and
has space for your everyday electronic accessories. Packed in a gift box.
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RFID Putien M21-412a
A RFID protected travel wallet with built in 4000 mAh Power
Bank. The slide in mobile pocket makes it handy and helps
to charge your mobile wirelessly. RFID Putien is a perfect
travel mate. Zippered enclosure, slots for tickets, currency,
passports, buisness cards, mobile, and elastic loops to hold
accessories etc. The battery indicator and an elegant box
packing makes it a perfect gift. Dimension: 21 x 12 x 2.5 cm

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

wireless charging

Slim Charge M21-412b
Slim Charge is a passport holder with built-in 4000 mAh powerbank and 8 GB USB.
The input charging of the powerbank is with an included cable that has a micro USB
input and micro + lightning USB output. A display LCD screen shows the available
power. Practical pockets on the inside and outside make it a convenient and useful
travel accessory. Max print size: 80 x 40 mm

2 Sim card Pockets

4 Credit card
Po
Pockets
Secured
Passport
Pocket

Lightning and Micro
Suction Cups to USB Output
hold your phone
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Leon M21-413a
Leon is a compact and powerful 5000 mAh powerbank. With its full
and the actual capability Leon can charge a device fully and would
yet have the strenth to charge another device upto 50%. Its compact
150g ergomatic design has built in lightning, micro USB, type C
and supports charging mostly all the mobile phones. Its poweful
Li-Polymer batteries can be charge upto 500 cycles. Input: 5V/2A
Material: ABS+PC Outport: 5V2.4A Dimension: 94 x 65 x 23 mm

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

Vero M21-413b
3 in 1 travel adaptor that works in 150 countries. This has a built-in
mini speaker and a 3000 mAh powerbank. Power Output: 110V - 240V
Ac, DC 5V 2.5A USB Output, Speaker 4 Ohms 5W, Bluetooth Version 4.2
that ranges upto 10m. Size: 8.3 x 7.2 x 4.5 cm; Weight: 230 g
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Qi 3in1 M21-414a
3 in 1 Qi enabled device wireless power bank travel charger. Wireless Charging Pad: No cables or USB interface
required to charge. Just put your device on the charger pad that can be starting to charge, will make the charging
more convenience and safe. The wireless charging function available for all Qi enabled smart devices. Portable power
bank: 10000mAh high capacity with 2 USB ports and 1 USB-C port (for new Apple devices including 12 inch Laptop)
can charge smartphone, ipad, tablet and other device for business travel or or other long time outside activities.
Charge up to 4 devices simultaneously including Apple MacBook (12-inch). Show the outstanding power with exactly
percentage. Its multi removable plug that helps you to use the same device when you travel to different countries. AC
charger rated up to 15W power output. USB-C port offers 5V/3A power input and output.
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Universal M21-415a
Universal travel adaptor that can be used in more
than 150 countries. Comes with 4 USB ports with and
output of 3800 mA.

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

Adventure M21-415b
Adventure is a universal world travel adapter with a detachable 5000mAh Powerbank.
The adapter has 2 USB outputs to charge 2 devices simultaneously & is compatible
with over 150 countries with US/EU/UK/AUS plugs. The Universal travel adapter is
equipped with high density Li-Polymer battery that safely charges almost any of
your electronic devices very quickly. Input /Output : 5V/2A. Experience fastcharging with 10W Wireless charger. Compatible with mostly all QI enabled
devices like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S & X. Input /Output :
5V/2A. Wired: Can plug into the USB port of the detachable 5000 mAh
powerbank to charge any suitable electronic device.
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Slim Adaptor M21-416a
Slim multi travel adaptor with 2 USB
ports and 2 safety fuse. Certiﬁcate:
CE,FCC,ROHS Packaging: White paper box.
Dimension: 8.9 x 6 x 2.3 cm

Alsafar M21-416b
World travel AC adapter with dual-USB charging ports.
Includes UK/US/EU/AU plugs, with universal socket for
over 150 countries around the world. Dual USB interface to
parallelly charge for mobile phone, digital camera, mp3, iPod,
iPhone, etc Compatible with electrical devices that requires a
power source directly from an AC socket. Can simultaneously
charge devices through the USB and power sockets.
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Safar M21-417a
Keep your travel essentials secure and
organized with our personalised natural
grained leather travel wallet. This unisex
document holder is ideal for any keen
traveller about to embark on an adventure.
Features a slot for your passport, boarding
pass and important travel documents
- including a section for local currency.
Zippered pocket for small essentials, 11 card
slots with loop enclosure. Can be crafted in
black, brown and tan colours.

Ariel M21-417b
Zippered cow softly genuine leather travel wallet. Featuring
8 card slots, a transparent window for ID cards, coin
compartment, slots to hold boarding pass and travel wallet,
and a large business card slot. Outside features a large
boarding card slot for easy access. Comes with leather strap.
Can be crafted in black, brown and tan colours.
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Capri M2-418a
A full grain milled leather travel wallet
with a foldable matching luggage
tag. Can be crafted and dyed in your
corporate colours. MOQ 300 pcs.

Vidigueira M21-418b
A nice passport holder made
from recycled genuine leather
material giving a classy look to your
passport. Has card holders inside.
Size: 9.5 x 13.7 x 0.9 cm (folded size).
Packaging: Paper box

motivatorsuae.com
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Travelex M21-419a
An imitation leather zippered large size travel
wallet. Comes with a metal plate for branding.
Size: 25.5 x 14 x 2 cm

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

Cosmos M21-419b
A linen travel wallet with mobile holder. RIFD
protection feature makes it safe to use on the
go. Slots for business card, passport and money
holder with mesh pocket to hold accessories.
Includes 30 sheets small notepad and pen loop.
Size: 10.5 x 19.5 x 2.2 cm. Available in grey and
black colours.
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Excudo M21-420a
Zippered travel wallet with plenty of slots for credit cards,
slots for boarding card, passport, pen loop and slid in mobile
pocket. Crafted with stylish fabric material. Available in
electric gray and trendy blue colour.

Eudai M21-420b
A PU zippered travel wallet with a cling handle. Slots
to hold cards, passport, boarding pass and important
travel documents. Size: 21 x 12 x 2.2 cm
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Body Bag

M21-421a

A body bag that can be everyone’s favorite because of its design and ﬁnest material
making sure your belongings are safe and intact. Has wireless charger with best
phone holder. Can be used as belt bag or body bag and has 2 compartments with
RFID protection to keep your information safe. Can be your luggage bag buddy.
Size: 30 x 5.5 x 20 cm. Packaging: Special polybag
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Kays M21-422a
Electronic double layer cable organizer
bag, designed to keep your essential
gadgets in order and in reach without
searching all over the place, which is ﬁt
for daily life / school / ofﬁce / business
trip. This gadget organizer includes 1
large mesh pocket for phone / power
bank, 2 large elastic loops, 4 elastic
loops for small items such as USB
cable, ﬂash drive; 4 small pocket for sd
cards. The convenient-double zipper
of the sleeve pouch provides quick
access to all your organized gadgets.
Size: 25 x 19 x 2 cm
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Rafiqat Alsafar M21-423a
A perfect travel mate. Lightweight, sturdy and sleek design organized
travel storage bag. 2 zipper opening for easy and quick access to your
all electronics accessories. Provides excellent ﬂexibility to allow you
maximizing its storage space. Well padded semi felxible cover protect
your small electronics (GPS units, mobile phones, digital cameras) plus
cables, batteries and other accessories. Crafted with durable waterresistant polyester 300D. Product dimension: 24.5 x 18 x 10 cm

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

Kaibigan M21-423b
Shoulder bag with main compartment and a front zipper pocket
for easy access. Comes with an adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 18 x 22 x 70 cm
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Festibax M21-424a
Festibax® safe body bag. 300D 2 tone cationic dyed
polyester with waterproof zipper and detachable
and adjustable strap. Including a front and back
anti-theft compartment. The ultimate festival bag.
Available in 3 colours.

Travel Mate M21-424b
5pcs Travel Mate that comprises of a inﬂatable
neck pillow, sleeping mask, earplugs and a pair of
socks in a 190T pouch. Pouch size: 15 x 20 cm
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Hiikka
M21-425a
Fanny bag in jacquard polyester with 2 zippered
front and 1 zippered back compartment and
adjustable waist strap. Dimensions: 31 x 11.5 cm

Batti M21-425b
A push on mini torch with key holder. A pull up
function makes the surrounding lit well.
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Travel Bottles M21-426a
Plane travel pouch including 3 empty PP bottles
presented in transparent PEVA pouch. Capacity 60 ml
per bottle. Dimensions: 14 x 18 cm

Luggage Strap M21-426b
Heavy duty adjustable polyster strap. UltraHyde ID
Card pocket. Strong plastic buckle. Cardboard ID
insert included.

motivatorsuae.com
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Poids M21-427a
Stylish weighing scale with uniquely designed
LCD display and coiled weaved belt. Can
weigh up tp 50 kg. On hold function, Soft
touch silicone handle, 2x3 V lithium battery
(included). Packaging: White paper box.
Dimension: 11 x 3.6 x 4 cm

Tarazoo M21-427b
Digital luggage scale with max
weighing capacity of 40 kg, division
100g, kg/lb mode, zero and tare
function, low battery and overload
function. Max print size: 20 x 15 mm
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Warsaw M21-428a
A slim luggage tag with
information insert to
be seen in a clear PVC.
Made in recycled genuine
leather material used as
luggage bag identiﬁer.
Size: 10 x 6.8 x 0.1 cm.
Packaging: Polybag

Alu Tag M21-428b

Fly Tag M21-428c

Aluminum luggage tag with metal string.

Aluminium airplane luggage tag with name and
address label. Comes with metal string and screw
connector. Dimensions: 7.5 x 4.5 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Nizwa M21-429a
Beautiful & elegant traditional arabic dhow.
Silver color with artistic touch of crystal
base Size: W23 x H26 cm; Packing: Velvet
gift box
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Hudaydah M21-430a
Gold plated traditional Arabic dhow.
These traditional sailing vessels were
used for transporting goods in old
time. Size: 29 x 28 x 13 cm
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Jahazi M21-431a
Traditional dhow encased in an acrylic
enclosure on a lacquer finsh black wooden
base. Available sizes: 30 x 26 x 10 cm
and 21 x 21 x 10 cm

Uru M21-431b
Traditional Arabic dhow with calligraphic design
sail. This gold plated master piece comes with
acrylic cover and packed in a velvet box packing.
Available sizes: 29W x 26.5H x 10 cm
and 21.5W x 21.7H x 10 cm
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Dhow M21-432a
Large size traditional gold plated
dhow, a high end gift. Cased in an
acrylic enclosure with wooden and
metal fittings. Size: 36.5 x 34 x 18 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Steme M21-433a

Rahul Thekkiniyedath
Rahul Thekkiniyedath

High gloss finish wooden plaque with Spanish metal
plates in various designs available in gold and silver finish.
Sizes: 20 x 25.5 cm and 30.5 x 23 cm
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Blue Leaf M21-433b
Blue Leaf crystal trophy. Available in different sizes.
Comes in corrougated box packing. Velvet box is optional.

motivatorsuae.com
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Karbon Award M21-434a
High-end patternmaker 5D carbon fiber plaque with magnetic acrylic sheet
for branding. Black decal gloss vinyl shinny finish giving a classy look.
Available sizes: 20.5 x 25.5 cm and 30 x 23 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Prix M21-435a
Rich rosewood piano finish plaque with clear acrylic
engraving plate. Size: 20 x 25.5 cm, 23 x 30 cm

Plaka M21-435b
Silhouette shaped gloss finish plaque in a wooden box
packing. This comes with a metal plate for branding.
Available sizes: 17 x 21 cm and 21.7 x 28.7 cm
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Honor Silver M21-436a

Honor Gold M21-436b

Vertical medal clock on a wooden base with large
print area. Size: 22 x 11.5 x 1 cm

Vertical medal clock on a wooden base with large
print area. Size: 22 x 11.5 x 1cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Built in Bright LED lights with color changing function
Can be used as Night Light Custom Award
Promotional Souvenir
Marketing Tool For use in home and office
Easily lights up using standard charging cable

LiteUp Trophy
M21-437a
Bespoke light up trophies. The
arcylic can be cut in the shape
of your logo or the design
required. The colour changing
LED base lights up the trophy.
Step 1. Insert the acrylic plate into the base,and connect the power
source by USB cable.
Step 2. Touch & press power button to change color among the
7 color light cycle or enter auto flashing colors cycle mode;
Touch & press 1 time light change 1 time,the order as
red—green—blue—yellow—cyan—purple—white--auto
flashing colors cycle mode.
Step 3. Long time touch power button,power off.

motivatorsuae.com
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Enterprising M21-438a
Diecast zeal metal cups on a brush finish
metal plaque with ample of space for
branding. Available in Gold, Silver and
Bronze! Size: 16 x9 cm

Super Star M21-438b
Super Star are the rosewood piano finish
elegant trophies. The high quality brass
star are coated with gold/silver suiting your
needs. The self standing design makes a
classy addition to the display.
Size: 8.5 x 4 x 22.5 cm
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Icon M21-439a
An iconic tower shape premium award.
The fusion of Premium crystal combines
with brushed metal to create a stand-out
pillar award, presented in gift box. The
minute details with dramatic statement
can be engraved, resulting in a white/
frosted etched finish.
Size: 5 x 5 x 20 cm
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Lindisfarne M21-440a
Fantastic quality Lindisfarne champions cup with crystal base. The metal line shaped cup is mounted
on a crystal (24% lead) base. This comes with an brushed finish metal plate that can be printed in
multicolour. The message / logo can also be printed on the crystal base. Size: 10.5 x 3.5 x 26 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Star Arc M21-441a
The Star trophy on a wooden base. Comes in
a gift box. Available in silver and gold colour.
Size: ø11.5 x 23 cm

Premio M21-441b

Award your renowned champions with premio accession
cup! This elegant cup features sleek and textured
design on a piano finish wooden base. The gold and
silver accents truly compliment each other. This cup
trophy is rounded so it adds depth to its presentation. A
great recognition award for your next special occasion!
Available in different sizes: 40, 43 and 47 cm

motivatorsuae.com
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Saqr M21-442a

The National Bird of UAE a symbol of
force and courage.
Available in sizes:
Large : 38x14x14 cm.
Medium : 30x13x13 cm.
Small : 23x11x11 cm

Yacht M21-442b

Yacht shape trophy in optical glass
rested on a lacquer finish wooden
mahogany base. Size: 25 x 18 x 6 cm
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Certificate Holder M21-443a
A two fold certificate holder in leatherette material with
velvet lining inside. Available in 4 different colours.

Medals M21-4434b
Medals are available in Gold, Silver and Bronze.
They come in a gift box with lanyard.
Available in 50 mm and 65 mm

motivatorsuae.com
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Bespoke M21-444a
Genuine leather bespoke certificate holder. These can be crafted in leather as per
your requirement of design and colour matching your corporate identity.

Bookmark M21-444b
Chrome finished metal bookmark with satin silk
dangler. Plenty of space for branding. Comes in a
presentable gift box packing. Size: 150 x 50 x 1.5 mm

motivatorsuae.com
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USB FLASH DRIVES

Focus* M21-445a
Slim light up USB.

*All the above USBs can be supplied in 8GB, 16GB, 32GB or 64GB.

motivatorsuae.com
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Pal* M21-446a
Slide out USB available in all the capacities
as per your requirement.

motivatorsuae.com
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Sani* M21-447a
USB Flash drive with 2ml sanitizer spray.
Available in black, silver and rose red
colours.

MemoryLite* M21-447b
A light slim USB with Light up branding.
Packing: Paper Box

*All the above USBs can be supplied in 8GB, 16GB, 32GB or 64GB.
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Ingelon* M21-448a
Ingelon Flash Drive has four different interfaces. Fully compatible with all
your mobiles. Includes 1 Lightning connector + 1 Micro USB + 1 USB Type
C + 1 regular USB connector. Plug and play for Android, iOS and Type-C
Smartphones. Save valuable time with 10MB/S~30MB/S reading speed and
9MB/S~20MB/S writing speed

Memory Key* M21-448b
Special PU material of USB 16GB with key ring holder.
Other capacities can be arranged as per your requirement.
Reading speed: 2.0.
Packaging: White Paper Box
Dimension: 7.4 x 2.1 cm
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Flasholder* M21-449a
Waterproof Version 3.0 USB ﬂash memory
with built-in phone stand.

key chain
phone stand

Ruby* M21-449b
Silicone ﬂash memory with key holder. Available
stock in 8GB capacity on a special offer.
Other capacities can be arranged as per your
requirement. Comes in a gift box packing.

*All the above USBs can be supplied in 8GB, 16GB, 32GB or 64GB.
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Ebo* M21-450a
Transparent acrylic card shaped USB.
Full colour branding can be done on these.

Dodge* M21-450b
Light-up USB version 3.0.

motivatorsuae.com
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Clip* M21-451a
Full metal USB with clip-on feature.

Romero* M21-451b
Metal slide in USB with leather attachments.

*All the above USBs can be supplied in 8GB, 16GB, 32GB or 64GB.
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Ckypa* M21-452a
Leather USB with key chain.

Lekure* M21-452b
Leather USB with key chain.

Kawayan* M21-452c
Wooden USB with key chain.
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Wallet Stick* M21-453a
Classy slim metal USB.

Barr* M21-453b
Push in lightup USBs available in different colours.

*All the above USBs can be supplied in 8GB, 16GB, 32GB or 64GB.
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Rose* M21-454a
A crystal USB cased in a rosegold shell.
USB Version 3.0.

Hitch* M21-454b
Push on USB that can be easily clipped on to any key holder or your bag.

Twister* M21-454c
Sweil type colourful USBs.
Version 2.0.
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Curlz M21-455a
Curlz 2in1 metal USB pen with 8GB capacity.
The logo engraved on the clip shows up as
mirror chrome ﬁnish.

Ella M21-455b
Simple secured USB pen. The cap of the pen is moulded in a way
that can keep your mobile standing on your desk for better viewing.

Shell M21-455c
Shell 2in1 USB metal pen with 8GB capacity.
The logo engraved shows up as mirror
chrome ﬁnish. Comes with blue ink.
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Kanjee M21-456a
A5 size 92 sheets ruled notebook with 16GB USB ﬂash drive.

Dulse M21-456b
A5 Notebook in wave design compressed foam technique. Has 88 sheets cream lined paper and 8 sheets
blank paper. Built-in NFC technology. With metal plate for branding and elastic closure. Can be supplied
with or without USB.
Packaging: Non Woven Sleeve in a Cream Paper Box.
Dimension: 21 x 14 x 1.5 cm
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Girlen M21-457a
Fashionable natural wooden analogue
quartz wrist watch. With kraft paper gift box.
Dimension: 7 x 7 x 7 cm
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Windham M21-458a
Live your best life with the Windham health and fitness smartwatch. This includes core fitness and smart
features such as activity, yoga guide, sleep and heart rate tracking, notifications, apps and 14+ day battery life.
Its bold design with 5D Corning Gorilla Glass, advanced full touch screen, lightweight anodized stainless steel
casing and advanced nordic chipset. It is a 50 Meter waterproof watch to use it while swimming and snorkling.
Preferred print location: Strap. Max print size : 10 x 10 mm
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Tucson M21-459a
Tucson is a smart activity tracker that keeps track of your daily activities & helps you
stay fit & healthy. It counts your steps, calories and monitors your sleep. Functions
also include incoming call reminder, selfie remote and music play control. The band
is lightweight and very comfortable to wear day and night. It records & presents
your data effectively to help you achieve your fitness goals. Packed in a gift box.
Product size : 25 x 2.3 x 1.3 cm

Koli M21-459b
Analogue watch with leather straps. Presented in box.
1 SR626SW battery included. Dimension: 7 x 7 x 7 cm
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Colombo M21-460a
Colombo is an activity tracker watch with 1.3” single point touch
screen. Features include: Step count, calories, distance, alarm
clock, sleep monitor, anti lost, remote photo, blood pressure
monitor, oxygen monitor, notifications: SMS, Facebook, Skype,
WhatsApp, Twitter etc. Compatible with Android 4.3 and IOS
8.0 and above. IPX7 waterproof. Battery time up to 80 hours on
one charge depending on usage. Preferred print location: Strap.
Max print size: 40 x 10 mm

Noorie M21-460b
Noorie is a lightweight activity tracker that is waterproof
(IP67) and that has a comfortable wristband. With easy to use
OLED screen that can be used by tapping the side. Including
free APP to get insight into your achievements (IOS 8.1 and
Android 4.4 or higher compatible) With this fashionable
activity tracker you will step into a healthier lifestyle.
Preferred print location: Strap. Max print size: 25 x 7 mm
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Eclipse M21-461a
This beautiful clock evokes images of a planetary eclipse. One
sphere overlapping another. Lacquered with piano wood (high
gloss) finished case High-end finish and appointments. A stunning
timepiece that will fit with any decor. Main dial with Roman
numerals show hours and minutes and smaller dial with second
hand. Uses one AA battery, included. Perfect for desktop or display
shelf. Dimension: 18.7 H x 19.4 W x 4.5 D cm
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Cleavinova M21-462a
A high end mahogany lacquer wooden finish
desk clock with hygrometer / thermometer.
Size: 17.5 x 6 x 23 cm
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Arius M21-463a
An elegant table top analog clock with
hygrometer and thermometer. The sleek
design with the crystal globe shows a
promising note. Size: 20 x 19 x 6 cm

Moscato M21-463b
Desk top weather station. Extremely well
made luxurious rosewood piano finish clock
that has thermometer and a hygrometer.
Its overall look and feel will certainly satisfy
even the most discriminating of tastes.
Size: 22 x 6 x 13.5 cm
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Karbonfraser M21-464a
Patternmaker 5D carbon fiber table
clock with photo frame. Black Decal
Gloss Vinyl Shinny finish desktop clock.
Size: 20 W x 13.5 H cm

Octocompass M21-464b
Tabletop mahogany finish wooden clock
with compass. Size: 8.2 x 8.2 x 6.3 cm
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MiTym M21-465a
A digital table top clock with large display
displaying time, day, date and temperature
prominently. Large area for printing your company
name and logos. Dimension: 23 x 14 x 2.5 cm
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Arrats M21-466a
Wall clock in various colours to
match your corporate identity.
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Lounge M21-467a
Wireless charging weather station / touch sensor alarm clock with
nightlight. AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. Not for UK use.
Output: DC5V/1.0A. Compatible with the latest Androids and iPhones.
Dimensions: 15.5 x 10.5 x 8 cm
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SuoMoto M21-468a
SuoMoto is a multifunctional portable wireless
charger with alarm clock, a powerful 5 W wireless
speaker and a 4000 mAh built-in powerbank. The
speaker uses wireless BT 5.0 for smooth connection
and has an operating distance up to 10 metres. With
hands-free function and pick up. The 4000 mAh
battery allows you to play music for up to 10 hours
or charge your mobile phone twice (depending
on the size of your phone’s battery)Input: 5V/2A.
Output: 5V/1A. Wireless output: 5V/1A 5W.
Product size: 10.6 x 8.5 x 8.7 cm
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Tiffany M21-469a
High quality wood/ metal 180˚ rotating
clock with hygrometer/ thermometer
and compass. Size: ø10.5 x 10.7 cm
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Korr M21-470a
Wireless charger device including blue LED
time display alarm clock and temperature
in bamboo casing. AC-DC 2 pin plug
adapter included. Wireless output: DC5V/1A.
Compatible with the latest Androids
and iPhones. Not suitable for UK use.
Dimension: 16 x 7.5 x 3.2 cm
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wireless charging

3in1UV M21-471a
A 3in1 hygiene and safety device. This device is a multi-function UV Light Sterilizer Box with Aroma Diffuser and 15W
Wireless Charging. UVC has been widely used in cupboard sanitizers and sterilization of medical devices for 60 years.
The UV rays will kill 99.9% of germs and bacteria in minutes. This UV sanitizer box is equipped with 6 UV lamps which
allows you to easily disinfect your daily gadgets (such as mobile phones, iPods, mp3 players, face masks, bluetooth
earphones, toothbrushes, watches, toys, pacifiers, eyeglasses, keys, cards, cash etc). The inner size of this UV phone
cleaner box is 194 x 105 x 31 mm, which can fit up to 6.5 inches smart phones. The UV light sanitizer box can also
wirelessly charge any iOS / Android QI-enabled devices. Simply put your smartphone on the cover for fast charging
up to 15W. Our UV sanitizer also comes with a mini built-in aroma diffuser, just putting a few drops of your favorite
essential oil into the holes on the left inside of the box to take a spa for your phone or other gadgets and give them
extra freshness and relaxing smell. A magnetic hall switch sensor will detect the cover status. The UV lamps inside the
box will turn off automatically once you open the cover, which will prevent the ultraviolet light hurt your eyes or skin
with Ultraviolet LED 6 (UVC)
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Tigg M21-472a
Multifunctional UV-C sterilizer that kills up to 99.9% of the bacteria placed inside
the device. Simply place objects like earbuds, jewellery, watches and facemask
inside the sterilizer to sterilize them using UV-C technology. You can choose to
do a quick clean in 90 seconds or a complete clean in 5 minutes. The 2 UV-C LED
light inside is non-toxic and made without mercury unlike many unsafe UV lamps
in the market. The design will also ensure that the UV-C led light will switch off
automatically when the box is opened so the user will not be exposed to the
UV-C light. The lights have a lifecycle of 10,000 hours. On top of the sterilizer is
a 5W wireless charger to charge your mobile device. Including 100 cm PVC free
TPE type C cable. Input: 5V/1.5A; Output: 5/1A - 5W.
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LongUV M21-473a
Long-lasting UV lamp with a service life of more than 15,000
hours. Through radiation, the 253.7nm wavelength UV lamp
can effectively eliminate 99.9% of the viruses, bacteria, and
mold on the mobile phone. The UV cell phone sterilizer is
environmental friendly and free from any harmful chemical or
substance.
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UV-C in action

UV-C Light Source

Pursis M21-474a
500 ml double walled vacuum water bottle with UV-C
steriliser that kills up to 99.9% of the bacteria in the drink
inside the bottle. You can choose to do a quick clean
in 3 minutes sterilization or a complete clean 5 minute
sterilization. For protection, the UV-C light automatically
switches off once the lid leaves the bottle. With a 400
mAh battery, the UV-C light can work for 2.5 hours or 50
regular sterilizations. The bottle keeps a drink hot for 12
hours and cold 24 hours. Product size: 24.4 x ø6.4 cm
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Esterilitzar M21-475a
A UVC box made with a special two-tone fabric and
PU with bamboo cover. Has 3 original Ultra Violet
C light inside it assuring to kill all harmful virus and
bacteria. Dividers are removable and detachable for
easy item placement. Has zipper to ensure proper
closure making UVC light to work perfectly inside
the box. Sanitizing time is at 1min and 3mins option.
Packaging: Paper box. Size: 19 x 7 x 12.5 cm

Derby M21-475b
Everyday use pouch that keeps your daily articles SAFE
and HYGIENIC. This pouch has a special compartment with
UV-C light that kills 99.9% bacteria on the item kept in the
compartment. This UV-C compartment can help you with
sterilizing your currency, passport, boarding pass, phone etc that
are generally prone to multiple contact with bacterial surfaces
by just connecting a cable provided on the back pocket to a
power source such as laptop or powerbank. Another zipper
compartment features a zipper pocket for keys, currency, coins
etc., pocket to hold multiple passports and has space for your
everyday electronic accessories. Packed in a gift box.
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Heart O Rate M21-476a
Specifications
1. Steps, Calories, distance, Time,
Clock, Wrist sense, Anti-lost;
2. Sleep monitor;
3. Selfie remote;
4. Call/SMS, WeChat, QQ,
WhatsApp message Reminder;
5. App name : Fitpro;
6. Heart rate monitor;
7. Blood pressure monitor;
8. Oxygen monitor;
9. Different sports modes.
10. Music control;
11. Answer/make phone calls;
12. Dual bluetooth;
13. Full touch screen.
14. Bluetooth 4.0;
15. Screen size: 1.54” TFT screen;
16. Micro USB charger;
17. Battery: 150mAh;
18. Support Android 4.4 - IOS 8.2 and Above;
19. Charge 2 hours, 7 days standby time;
20. Silicone wristband.
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Fitt M21-476b

Sports Fitness Tracker Screen Touch smart watch
Heart Rate Monitor, blood pressure detection,
blood oxygen monitoring
Main functions:

1. Step pedometer, calorie burnt, distance track,
sleep monitor,
2. Call remind, SNS/SMS message remind, take
photos, alarm clock.
3. Bluetooth 4.0

4. 0.96” TFT color screen

5. Support Android 5.1, iOS8.0 or above
6. IP67 Waterproof

7. Stand By time: 7 Days.
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Hygiene Pack M21-477a
Hygiene Pack is a kit that comes in a toiletry
pouch. This pack contains high quality 2pcs
reusable linen mask, a 45 ml sanitizer bottle with
carabiner, two pairs of disposable powder free
gloves and a contact free key holder (to open
doors, press lift and ATM keys). These comes as
a set packed in the toiletry pouch.
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FeedMe M21-478a
Lunchbox made of 50% wheat straw fibre and 50%
PP body. Lid in PP with phone stand feature built-in.
Dimension: 19 x 11 x 6 cm
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Active Hygiene M21-479a
Active Hygiene kit comes packed in a draw string bag. The
Bag comprises of a 120ml aerosol spray sanitizer -70%
ethanol (DermoViva® brand by Dabur®), a fruit infuser bottle
a 6 layered reusable mask, boost immunity with vitamins, a
smart fitness tracker to monitor your steps, sleep, calls and
more.

Welcome Kit M21-479b
Welcome kit is made especially for
employees coming back to work.
This includes an AntiMicrobial T-Shirt
for Men, a heavy brushed cotton cap
with mask hook, a 6 layer reusable
face mask and a 60 ml sanitizer.
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Freesia M21-480a
A nice caring gift set that consists of a natural
sanitizer (consists of 100 ml super oxidised
water with pure HOCL (160-200ppm) that kills
99.99% of virus and bacteria), a 3 ply bespoke
reusable adjustable face mask and an ultra
moisturising hydrating natures soap (these
are Glycerin / vegetable based soap, Laced
with intoxication blend of aromas which are
sourced responsibly. Glycerin is produced
in the process of saponification which is a
natural skin emollient that attracts and traps
moisture from the surrounding air. It cleanses
the skin without affecting its natural PH
Levels.) cased in a bespoke box packing.

Daffodil M21-480b
Daffodil is a healthy natures gift set that
comprises of natural soap with a 10 cm
aromatic pillar candle. The soap are produced
with natural vegetable and glycerine that
hydrates the skin to make it ultra soft without
losing its PH levels. The aromas and the
fragrances are infused with the natural fruits
and vegetables with the blend of honey and
glycerine. These come packed in custom
made box packed with strict sanitized
environment by professions.
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Orchid M21-481a
A premium gift set. Orchid comprises of a soybased 3 wick premium quality candle (with highest
concentration of fragrance oils), a pumice stone
to get a clean soft skin and a ultra moisturising
hydrating natures soap (these are vegetable based
soap laced with intoxication blend of aromas) cased
in a deluxe box packing.
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Lilacs M21-482a
A classic gift set. This comprises of a 10 cm block candle, a pumice stone to
get a clean soft skin and a ultra moisturising hydrating natures soap (these
are vegetable based soap laced with intoxication blend of aromas that
cleanses the skin without affecting its natural PH levels) cased in a bespoke
gift box packing.
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HearMe M21-483a
Let the music ﬂow with these true wireless earbuds. Equipped with UV sterilization, this TWS is cleaner and safer to use.
Simply put the earbuds in the charging case and the UV will automatically sterilize the bacteria for 90 seconds. While the
case is opened in the progress of sanitizing, the process will be stopped immediately to protect the user from harmful UV-C
light. The earbuds have a 35 mAh battery and can be re-charged in the 400 mAh charging case. With auto pairing function
so easy to pair to your mobile device. Playing time on medium volume about 2 hours. With BT 5.0 for optimal connection.
Operating distance up to 10 metres. With pick-up and mic. Product size : 5.25 x 4.9 x 2.9 cm

Kleur M21-483b
Cosmetic bag in cotton with coloured base and matching
zipper puller. 340 gr/m². Dimension: 21.5 x 5 x 15 cm
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Trendy Cooler M21-484a
A trendy cooler bag which is made in a unique linen material in 300D
polyester best to keep food temperature as warmer and cooler. It
has detachable and movable compartment. Inside is made in PEVA.
Packaging: Polybag. Dimension: 26 x 8 x 19 cm

Cooler Bag M21-484b
Lunch/cooler bag. One main compartment, one front zipper pocket 4mm EPE
foam with PEVA lining. Two side mesh pockets and self fabric padded handle.
Adjustable shoulder strap PP piping trim body outer shell.
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EVA First Aid M21-485a
First aid kit in EVA pouch that includes a pair of scissors, 3 pad
bandage, 1 triangular bandage, 1 roll of cotton, 2 cleaning
tissues, 5 adhesive bandages, 1 roll of tape and 6 cotton buds.
Size: 13 x 10 x 4.5 cm

Aid Kit M21-485b
First aid kit in tin box. Includes a pair of scissors, 1 adhesive
tape, 1 set of cleaning wipes, 3 bandages and 3 pins.
Dimension: 9 x 6.5 x 2 cm
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First Aid Kit M21-486a
9 essential first aid items cased in a
handy plastic case. Size: 12 x 8.5 x 3 cm

Aasan’s M21-486b
Designed for the yoga enthusiasts on the go, this foldable
yoga mat provides superior grip on carpet or hard surfaces
and folds to fit easily into your travel bag. It is made from
6mm environmental friendly PVC material and is water
resistant and durable. Start your healthy lifestyle now!
Max print size: 250 x 200 mm
Product size : 173 x 61 x 0.6 cm (ﬂat)
and 30 x 25 x 9 cm (folded)
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Mask M21-487a
Reusable face mask with 6 layer triple
filtration system. The comfortable design
with adjustable nose clip, soft elastic ear
loops and soft materials that prevent
heat built-up ensures this mask can be
used for a long time. Certified bacterial
filtration efficiency and particulate
filtration efficiency of over 95% (>3
micron). Reusable up to 30 washes.

Black/Grey
Medium

Grey/Black
Medium
Navy Blue/Grey
Medium

Black/Grey
Large

Grey/Black
Large

Navy Blue/Grey
Large

Alkitan M21-487b
Premium reusable 100% linen face mask
• 3 layers - triple layer linen outer + linen inner layers
• Reusable and ashable
• 100% linen
• Suitable for daily wear
We have created these super cute cotton face masks that are reusable
and washable with some of our favourite patterns. Perfect for using
at home, work or whilst in public spaces. Simply pop them in a warm
wash to sanitise. This unisex mask can help reduce intake and output
of pollutants in the air you and others around you breathe. It will aid
in preventing transmission of airborne droplets and particles such
as dust, ash, pollen, exhaust fumes, passive smoking and other air
pollutants. This mask is made of high-quality woven cotton, designed
to cover the nose, mouth and face. Its comfortable design with elastic
loop eliminates pressure to the ears and the inner layers are made
of soft cotton, which is gentle to the skin and easily washed. You
can wear these masks for long periods of time without irritation.
*SUITABLE FOR MOST FACE SIZES, MAY NOT FIT OVER BEARDS.
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Forza Ragazzi M21-488a
Forza Ragazzi is an Italian PPE brand that focuses on both – safety
& style. Forza Ragazzi believes that wearing a mask is not enough,
but wearing the correct mask is essential and is hence always
developing its products to reach the highest standards of safety
and style. Safe and stylish masks made of denim and canvas.

Sambal M21-488b
3-layer protective non-medical face mask. Woven
fabric construction allows the product to be washed
and reused. Breathable and shaped, with integral
adjustable nose bridge* Adjustable elastic ear straps.
The ideal solution for workplace shielding. Filter pocket
for replaceable filters, (filters not included) gives the
option of a 4th layer of protection. Outer layer: 100%
Woven cotton. Mid layer: Filtering non-woven cotton.
Inner layer: Soft-feel 100% woven cotton.

How to use: Remember to always wear your face mask in the same
orientation, i.e., you should always have the same side facing outward (the
contaminated side). Remove your mask by taking the straps from the back of
your head and pull forward — do not touch the material part of the mask. If you
do, please remember to wash your hands with soap and water before and after
you touch your mask.
Care Instructions: Wash before use. Face masks should be machine or hand
washed frequently in warm/hot water to eliminate any residual particles or
pollutants, which may contaminate the outside of the mask.
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Please note: Wearing of any face mask will only offer limited protection and additional
preventative measures may need to be adopted in conjunction with wearing a mask.
1) Avoid close contact with people who appear unwell and who have fever and cough
2) Wash your hands frequently with soap and water or use a hand sanitizer to reduce the
spread of pollution and particles from your hands to face
3) Avoid touching hard surfaces like door handles that could be contaminated
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Linen M21-489a
Forza Ragazzi iSafe and stylish high end linen
masks fabricated with breathable high-end
100% linen cotton.

Air M21-489b
Air is a soft athletic mesh mask.
This soft material is so much
easier to breath all day and
doesn’t get hot at all! Its light
weighted plastic pullers can
adjust the sizes, so everyone can
and will fit in! Because the plastic
is light weighted, you won’t even
feel the weight behind your ears.
You can adjust the wire and
make it fit around your nose, people with glasses won’t have to worry
about them fogging up. You can also insert extra PM 2.5 or 3M filter
(not included) for extra protection.
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Gorkha M21-490a
These black face masks are made from polyester & cotton and constructed into 3
layers for added filtration. They are designed to be reusable and can be washed
after each use. The black mask includes an adjustable nose bridge which allows for
a superb fit. This also helps to reduce a steaming effect when wearing with glasses.
Another great feature from this black face mask is the adjustable toggle on each ear
loop, which helps to achieve a tight seal without pulling on your ears. These masks
are an ideal choice for workplaces, public spaces, shops and many more environments
where a face covering is required by law.
Product Attributes:
100% Cotton breathable face fabric for all day comfort
Reusable and machine washable at 30 degrees
Individually wrapped inside hygienic polybag
Outer Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester
Lining Fabric: 100% Polyester
Face side: 100% Cotton

Cotton M21-490b
Reusable Non-Medical 2 layer cotton face mask
that is treated with Silvadur TM (A DuPont product)
antibacterial agent. Comfortable daily use masks
that protect you and do not harm the environment!

How to use: Remember to always wear your face mask in the same
orientation, i.e., you should always have the same side facing outward (the
contaminated side). Remove your mask by taking the straps from the back of
your head and pull forward — do not touch the material part of the mask. If you
do, please remember to wash your hands with soap and water before and after
you touch your mask.
Care Instructions: Wash before use. Face masks should be machine or hand
washed frequently in warm/hot water to eliminate any residual particles or
pollutants, which may contaminate the outside of the mask.
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Please note: Wearing of any face mask will only offer limited protection and additional
preventative measures may need to be adopted in conjunction with wearing a mask.
1) Avoid close contact with people who appear unwell and who have fever and cough
2) Wash your hands frequently with soap and water or use a hand sanitizer to reduce the
spread of pollution and particles from your hands to face
3) Avoid touching hard surfaces like door handles that could be contaminated
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Jagon M21-491a
Full colour printed face mask made with CDC’s
guidelines to cover your face at all times when
in public to avoid Covid-19. These masks are
durable and reusable. This fabric face cover,
with your custom design with your brand
or design layout printed, serves as a barrier.
Fabric: 6 oz. 100% polyester. These are unisex,
one size fits all. Mask does not meet N95 mask
standards. You need to use a different mask
when every time your outside to avoid crosscontamination. Wash prior to use. Hand wash or
machine wash cool, line dry or use dryer on low
heat setting.

Aza M21-491b
It’s a hassle free lanyard that can be connected to your mask and allows you to
still hang the same to your neck when not in use. Its safe and hygienic as it gives
you freedom not to touch your mask often and yet have it on you. Available in
various colours.
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Natthu M21-492a
Heavy brushed 6 panel classic cotton
cap with button that allows you
to put the mask straps around the
buttons instead of your ears, a more
comfortable way to wear face cover!

Face Shield M21-492b
Easy to wear sneeze, cough
protection face shield with high
quality eye frame and creative anti
splash shield.
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Silipouch M21-493a
Silicone pouch available in vibrant colours. These are hygienic and allows you to
safely keep your masks when not being used.

Mask Guard M21-493b
Samsonite Mask Guard anti-microbial pouch. Made from Microban Antimicrobial treated high-end material. Two compartments for used and new
masks. L-shape zipper on top and bottom.
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Soap2Go M21-494a
20 soap leaves in portable PP case. To use
simply add water and wash your hands.
Dimensions: 7 x 5 x 1.4 cm

Gym Towels M21-494b
Cotton towels 430 gsm available in two
sizes: 30 x 50 cm and 20 x 80 cm
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DermoViva M21-495a
Hand Sanitizers. 100% World Health
Organization Compliant. Kills 99.9%
germs. 70% ethanol. Made with
moisturizing aloe-vera extracts. DermoViva
sanitizers are fully tested, guaranteed and
certified products. DermoViva sanitizers
do not create burning sensation and have
a cooling effect on your palm. Available
in 45ml, 100 ml, 120 ml aerosol spray and
700 ml pump.

Handy M21-495b
Sanitizers with 70% plus of Ethyl
Alcohol. These are available in
different sizes in form of gel and
spray. These sanitizers are made
with Vit E and skin softening
ingredients that leaves the skin
germ free silky and smooth.
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SaniPouch M21-496a
PU leather pouch in vibrant colours with 60
ml sanitizer. Can be attached to your bags or
to your key chain.
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No Touch M21-497a
Zinc alloy non touch keyring with electroplated gun black finish.
Packaging: polybag. Size: 7 cm length

ChuiMui M21-497b
ChuiMui is a metal key chain designed
to avoid touching the public surfaces.
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SafeKey M21-498a
SafeKey is contact-free key holder. This allows you to
open and close the door, use the ATM, press the lifts
button without touching them with your own hands.
Hence keep you safe touching the public surfaces.
Comes in a gift box packing.

Cukey M21-498b
Multi-functional Cukey. Contact-free design and equipped with key ring and bottle
opener. Made from anti-microbial copper alloy, with 62% copper content Covid-19
virus only survives 2 hours on copper, compared to 2-3 days on stainless steel, plastic
etc. Max print size : 30 x 6 mm
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Nature Soap M21-499a
Natures Soaps are handmade natural soaps that are made with beneficial oils and butters. They are
made in small speciality batches the old fashioned way. In this process, Glycerine is produced, which is a
humectant. It attracts and retains moisture leaving the skin hydrated and ultra soft. Laced with intoxication
blend of aromas which are sourced responsibly. These are vegetable based soap which is cruelty free.
Glycerin is produced in the process of saponification which is a natural skin emollient that attracts and
traps moisture from the surrounding air. It cleanses the skin without affecting its natural PH Levels. Great
for the environment as its produced with all naturals without and synthetic chemicals and detergents that
causes dryness and itchiness especially for those with skin sensitivities. Natures Soaps made of oils are as
safe to the environment as they are to your skin.
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Evon M21-500a
Pen is an object that every person
keeps using and sharing. Sharing
a pen means also transferring
disease causing bacteria.
Worried? Dont be! Because this
pen is made from antibacterial
agents produced with SIAA mark.
With 99% Bacteriostatic Rate,
these pens prevent growth and
multiplication of bacteria on their
surface.

Dokumental M21-500b
Carbon pattern click action ballpoint pen
that is treated with Antibacterial Silver-Ion
technology in accordance with ISO 22196.
With 1200 meter writing length and German
Dokumental® Ink.
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Travel Bottles M21-501a
Plane travel pouch including 3 empty
PP bottles presented in transparent
PEVA pouch. Capacity 60 ml per bottle.
Dimension: 14 x 18 cm

SprayPen M21-501b
Sanitizer pens with sprayer. These sanitizer pens
are innovative products that combine both a
disinfectant spray and a ballpen It’s compact size
very convenient and functional to carry every day.
It’s a combination of the two most commonly used
items every day The tank of this pen is refillable.
Aside from sanitizer and alcohol, you can fill it
with perfume, water, essential oils, and others.
Material: Plastic. Size: 15.4 cm
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Slim Spray
M21-502a
Slim Spray plastic pen
with 3 ml alcohol that
can be use for 40times
spray. Blue ink color.
Packaging: Polybag
Dimension: 15.5 cm length

Spray Safe M21-502b
Spray plastic pen with 3 ml alcohol that can
be use for 40 times spray. Blue ink color.
Packaging: Polybag. Dimension: 15.5 cm length
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Bien M21-503a
A classic black lacquer ﬁnish metal
pens with rose gold trims. A set of a
ballpen and a roller pen cased in a
gift box packing.
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Pen Sets - WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Saishar M21-504a
An elegant pen set in chrome ﬁnish with diamond
cut textured body. The set comprises of a ballpen
and a roller pen in a presentable gift box.

Zushi M21-504b
Brushed ﬁnished metal pen set that comes with a
ball and a roller pen in a gift box.
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Tawaz M21-505a
A matt ﬁnish pen set with shiny gun metal
ﬁttings comprising of a metal ballpen and
roller pen, cased in a gift box.

motivatorsuae.com
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Zeri M21-506a
This pen set with ballpen and pencil is known by its quality and
elegance. Comes with 1200 m writing reﬁll with German ink and pencil
with 3 leads of 0.7 mm. Packed in Swiss Peak gift box.

Slim M21-506b
A matt ﬁnish pen set comprising of balpen and a roller
pen that comes with glossy trims presented in a gift box.
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Luxy M21-507a

Bourbon M21-507b

A set of matt chrome grey metal
pens with good and elegant gift
box packing. Ink blue parker.

Aluminum pen set in a paper gift box packaging.
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Pen Sets - WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Rosette M21-508a
Gloss ﬁnish pen set in red that comes with a ballpen
and a roller pen in a gift box.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS - Multipurpose Pens

4-in-1 Pen M21-509a
A metal laser ballpen with iTouch, laser pointer and a
ﬂash light. Available in white and black smooth pull
out caps.

Slim Spray
M21-509b
Slim spray plastic pen with
3ML alcohol that can be use
for 40 times spray. Blue ink
color. Packaging: polybag
Dimension: 15.5 cm length
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Multipurpose Pens - WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Hikari M21-510a
Push action ballpen. The laser engraved logo gives
a light-up effect. Has built in stylus at the front tip.
Available in 4 colours.

Read N Write M21-510b
Metal ballpen with built-in light. Previliged to read
and write even in dark. Come with a rubberised
touch tip cased in a gift box packing.
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Maze M21-511a
High-end lacquered metal ballpen with shiny chrome trims.
It has a unique maze design and the twist mechanism.
Comes in black and gun metal colour cased in a presentable
gift box packing.
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Karlene M21-512a
Contemporary design metal roller
ballpen with blue parker reﬁll.

Marques M21-512c
An elegant metal ballpen with twist
mechanism. The tapering mold makes
user friendly and smooth writing.
Available in black and white color with
chrome trims.
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Kenzo M21-512b
Noir black, the most enigmatic color,
has become even darker and more
mysterious with the Kenzo Ultra
Black. The collection depicts the
endless depth of the special
coated color The contemporary
twist mechanism metal ballpen.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS - Metal Pens

Chalk Metal M21-513a
Chalk Metal has a new and exclusive look. The barrel
in brass, always combined with plastic clip and push
button, is beautiﬁed by an elegant and distinctive satin
varnishing. The ﬁve bold and precious colours are
dedicated to the most demanding tastes. Chalk metal is
equipped with a G2 metal jumbo reﬁll with our Floating
Ball® writing system, guaranteeing a writing length of
~5’000 meters. Chalk Metal is reﬁllable. The barrel can
be laser engraved, revealing the shiny chrome inlay and
creating a more exclusive and an impactful branding.
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Metal Pens - WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Blau M21-514a
Blue rubber ﬁnish metal ballpen with chrome trims.
The engraved logo shows up as chrome effect.
Comes packed individually in a gift box packing.

Aruba M21-514b
Black glossy metal ballpen with discreet self stripes
and rose gold trims. This comes packed in a gift box
packing.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS - Metal Pens

Colourful Joy M21-515a
Glossy and chrome body with twist action ballpen
available in crisp white colour.
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Metal Pens - WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Jild M21-516a
Jild the symbol of excellence. The most distinguished pen in leather / metal discerning lineage. Driven by a
commitment to superior craftsmanship, every detail of Jild is carefully thought out and executed with each
piece being meticulously brought together by hand to ensure the ﬁnest writing experience. The exterior of
the pen is tastefully accented with leather body and chrome ﬁnished trims and it is operated with an ultrasmooth twist-action mechanism.

Leder M21-516b
Stylish designed metal ballpen with twist
action. Leather pattern and shiny trims
ﬁnishing. Available in black and white colour.
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Pen One M21-517a
Twist action matt ﬁnish ballpen
with contrast matt trims.

Tegan M21-517b
The Tegan, is bold, contemporary; and ﬂuid. Its clean, modern brushed lines and expressive ﬁnishes are
the perfect fusion of what’s new and what’s next. Tegan’s smooth, dependable writing and contemporary
styling come together for a great looking, and great writing pen. The ideal balance and weight of the pen is
engineered for action, energy, and drive. Its rubbered grip gives a good hold for smooth writing.
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Wolinski M21-518a

Runa M21-518b

High quality metal twist pen covered with special PU
material in blue ink. Dimension: 14 cm length

Unique styled pen with a luxury lined pattern
on the barrel. This exclusive designed stylus
ballpoint pen is an attractive, high quality gift.
Including Swiss Peak tube giftbox. Blue ink.

Luther M21-518c
Black resin cap with laser etched body metal ballpen.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS - Metal Pens

Brian M21-519a

Bulleit M21-519b

Twist action contemporary ballpen with
metal body, rubberized grip and stylus.
Comes in 3 gorgeous colours.

Palladium ﬁnish twist action gun metal ballpen
with guilloche engraved pattern. Comes with
blue ink. 13 cm length.
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Metal Pens - WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Sparta M21-520a
Gun Metal laser etched twist mechanism metal ballpen with rose gold trims.

Vedha M21-520b
Contemprary twist mechanism metal ballpen with laser etched body and black resin black cap.
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Ecomboo M21-521a
Bamboo ballpoint pen with silver ﬁnish in
bamboo box. Product box size: 2.3 x 5.3 x 17 cm
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Masadua M21-522a

Ba M21-522b

Aluminium ballpen and roller pen in a set.
Metallic lacquered body with chrome bright
parts in blue ink. Packaging: Paper box matching
color with paper sleeve.
Dimension 18.5 x 6 x 2.5 cm

A rubber ﬁnish push aluminium pen with ﬂat
tip designed that can be changeable with
stylus, with german ink and mirror ﬁnish
effect when engraved. Size: 14 x 0.95 dia cm.
Packaging: Polybag
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS - Aluminum / Metal Pens

Qalam M21-523a

Zebra M21-523b

Metal twist action ballpen. 1200m writing length
German Dokumental® blue ink reﬁll with TC-ball for
ultra smooth writing.

Push type aluminum ballpen. Black color clip & tip
with stylus. 1.0 mm blue ink.

Neilo M21-523c
Twist action aluminum
ballpen. Blue ink.
Dimensions: Ø0.8 x 13 cm
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Ballad M21-524a

Kohn M21-524b

Anti-bacterial metal ballpoint pen with soft
rubberized ﬁnish and matt gun metal trims.
Especially designed for laser engraving, including a
special coating for your logo. With 1200 m writing
length and German Dokumental® Ink.

A slim metal ballpen with chrome
trims. These comes in three different
colours: black, blue and white
packed in a velvet pouch.
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Polygon M21-525a
A push action traingural barrel aluminum ballpen.
Available in 5 different colours.

Twist M21-525b
Twist stylus aluminium ballpen. Blue ink.
Dimension: Ø0.7 x 13.5 cm
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Stylo M21-526a
Stylus metal pen that
becomes handy to work on
your smart devices.

Kyle M21-526b
Slim metal ballpen, available in white
and black colours.

Bodhi M21-526c
A sleek gift set comprising of aluminium body
ballpen and a mechanical 0.5mm pencil. Cased in a
matching gift box packing.
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Olga M21-527a
A white push aluminium pen with stylus
using german ink. Size: 14 x 0.95 dia cm.
Packaging: Polybag

Mei M21-527b
Matt ﬁnish aluminum ballpen with stylus.
These come with sliding clip open mechanism.
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Chalk M21-528a
The push action chalk ballpen are authentically
made in Switzerland with the most advanced
injection and assembly technologies. 2500 meters
of free ﬂowing writing. Non-smudging tip and a
super smooth click mechanism.

Frost M21-528b

Ice M21-528c

Push type plastic ballpen. Frosted transparent white
barrel & clip. 1.0 mm blue ink.

Push type plastic ballpen, chromed button
inner part and tip. 1.0 mm blue ink.
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Lollie M21-529a
Lollie is a unique plastic pen with sliding open mechanism. With
smooth touch ﬁnish for extra writing comfort. Including ca. 1200m
writing length German blue ink reﬁll with TC-ball for ultra smooth
writing. Print Location: Clip Max; Print Size: 30 x 6 mm; Product
M21-529b
Size: 14.2 x ø0.8 cm; Packing Details : 45x19x31 cm ; 1000pcs /
Rubber
nish pushwhich
action one
colour
fun pens.
carton ; gw/nw: 9.7 kg / carton
Place both images let
bossﬁchoose
needed

Meager

Torison M21-529c
The bow pen creating a combination of beauty,
technology and dynamic lines. Pen Torison has a
traingular shape that gives ergonomically comfortable
grip for effortless writing

Prism M21-529d
Prism design push action plastic pens in
various colours.
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Fino M21-530a
Stylish ballpen with quadrangular body in frosted
ﬁnishing. Available in a wide range of vivid colors. Push-up
mechanism. Blue ink reﬁll.

Gero M21-530c
Ballpoint pen with tungsten carbide ball ( 1mm) &
2200 linear meter writing length. Made in Germany
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Vitak M21-530b
Push-up ballpen with monochrome design in a wide range
of bright tones with a glossy ﬁnish. Blue ink.

Dreieck M21-530d
Triangular barrel push action plastic pens in
various colours.
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Evon M21-531a
Pen is an object that every person keeps using and sharing. Sharing a
pen means also transferring disease causing bacteria. Worried? Dont
be! Because this pen is made from antibacterial agents produced with
SIAA mark. With 99% Bacteriostatic rate, these pens prevent growth
and multiplcation of bacteria on their surface.

Dokumental M21-531b
Carbon pattern click action ballpoint pen that is
treated with Antibacterial Silver-Ion technology
in accordance with ISO 22196. With 1200 meter
writing length and German Dokumental® Ink.

Lakor M21-531c
Push action eco-friendly bamboo
pen with chrome trims.

Timb M21-531d
Eco-friendly twist action bamboo pen with
chrome trims. Comes in an eco sleeve.
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Coffette M21-532a
Push action ballpen made from the used coffee beans
and PP. Eco-friendly solutions.

Blé M21-532b
Recycled Wheat Straw ballpen. Say no
to plastics and contribute
towards saving environment.
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We thank you for going through our catalogue
and hope you would have found your selection.
Motivators’ Monster Team.

Ofﬁce # 205, 2nd Floor, Brashy Building,
Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE

Scan the code to view
location / map.
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